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Preface

Software testing is a fascinating subject to study. However, for a long time, it
has often been undervalued and overlooked by both researchers and industry
practitioners. Fortunately, this view has changed nowadays, and developers
are actively engaged in test design and execution from the start of a project. In
fact, developers have to treat automated tests with the same level of attentive-
ness as the main application source code. This symbiosis between tests and
code has even led to the emergence of a new development paradigm TDD
(Test Driven Development), where test design guides the development process.
Furthermore, many researchers have shifted their focus to the fundamental
problems in testing, which further stimulated innovation in the field.

My acquaintance with testing has happened rather by chance than by
choice. In 2007, towards the end of my bachelor study in mathematics at
Novosibirsk State University, I realized that working experience at an IT com-
pany would be highly appreciated on my CV, in addition to the ability to
conduct flawless logical deduction and proofs on a paper. Without a strong
record track of participating in programming contests and previous intern-
ships, I had to be open-minded about available job opportunities. The actual
role at the company did not really play an important factor as long as I could
still have an opportunity to advance my technical skills. I must admit, not
much has changed since then. I am still driven by the same set of core princi-
ples while searching for new challenges in life.

The first job I applied was a Quality Assurance (QA) Engineer position at a
rapidly growing IT outsourcing company SIBERS1, where some of my class-
mates and friends had already been working at that time. A few weeks later,
I also became part of this company and was fully engaged in several testing
projects. I liked the joy of breaking software by searching for an inappropriate
combination of tricky input data. This game turned out to be quite addictive
and rewarding at the same time, with an everlasting source of new challenges
at each and every phase of the testing activity. Working as the QA-engineer, I
quickly learned that testing is not a chaotic and labor-intensive process of ran-
dom bug hunting, but it could be carried in a systematic and structured way
by following well-defined steps. The latter fact is commonly regarded as an
intrinsic characteristic of an “automatable” process. Thus, I quickly switched
to the test automation and started to believe that it could be a panacea for all
software bugs.

However, perfect solutions do not exist in real life. The automated tests,
which I was working so hard for days and months, were quickly becoming
outdated, sometimes even before getting finished. The total number of tests
was constantly exploding. Moreover, the tests were often flaky and, thus,
required expensive maintenance. These observations were certainly fair for

1https://www.sibers.com/
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the testing of web applications, which constituted the majority of projects I
was involved.

Continuous struggle to catch up with the test automation has lead to a
bitter feeling of imperfection and a growing desire to find a better solution
for the software quality problem. By that time I started a master’s program
at Novosibirsk State University specializing in formal methods and program
verification. At first, verification sounded like a worthy alternative to testing.
Instead of simple checks for some possible defects, it could formally prove
their absence. However, all practical applications of verification I was aware
were limited to specialized domains, toy program examples or small software
applications. I could not anticipate it was able to cope with the real-world
web applications developed in the industry at that time. Nevertheless, I have
had trust in the creation of better testing techniques empowered by the recent
advances in computer science.

Frustration in the state-of-the-art testing practices that I used at work, and
seemingly bold or maybe be even naive faith in the universal power of sci-
ence have sparked me with the idea to tackle the problems of test automation
by perusing a Ph.D. in software engineering focusing on the respective sub-
ject. Apparently, my personal pain of web application testing together with
the outcry of the whole industry had been heard by the EU commission who
kindly favored to found the research project FITTEST (Future Internet Testing)
proposed in 2010 by my current supervisors. Several things coincided to-
gether, and as a result, I was given a chance to contribute to the ambitious
and challenging goal of the FITTEST project — develop a continuous evolu-
tionary testing environment for the future web applications.

In the autumn of the same year, my personal journey had started. I packed
in one suitcase, in half filled with books, all personal belongings acquired
during my study in Akademgorodok, Novosibirsk, and left behind very close
friends, hectares of Siberian forest, and winter jacket after all.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T

Seven years later, seating in the Utrecht University library at Drift2 near my
favorite part of one of the dearest to my heart city in the whole world —
Utrecht — I am writing this preface with mainly one purpose to thank all
people who have personally contributed to this thesis and influenced me on
the life journey so far.

Supervisors

First of all, I would like to thank my daily supervisor Wishnu Prasetya. Work-
ing together with Wishnu during my Ph.D., I have learned a lot about testing,
verification, and above of all the principles of conducting thorough research
with great attention to details. I hope Wishnu has enjoyed, as much as I did,

2https://www.uu.nl/en/university-library/practical-information/locations/
university-library-city-centre
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our countless number of conversations about logging, oracles, and many other
subjects related to our research, but not limited to it.

I would also like to thank my co-supervisor Jurriaan Hage. His expertise
in program analysis and broad knowledge in computer science have helped
me a lot in developing solutions to the problems I faced during my research.
Our discussions often saved me from stepping into logical traps and tackling
irrelevant issues. Together with Wishnu, Jurriaan has helped me significantly
improve and polish the ability to communicate about research in the writing
form.

Last but not least, I would like to thank my promoter Doaitse Swierstra. His
passion for functional programming has infected me since the very beginning
I joined the Software Technology Group (STG) in 2010. This effect is still
lasting now! Doaitse’s style of conducting rigorous research has always been
an excellent example for me. I have learned to be open but critical to any
ideas, and continuously challenge the state of things around.

I am grateful and honored at the same time to be supervised by such a
strong team of researchers, teachers, and great people. Your constant support
was vital for me during all these years on my journey as a Ph.D. student.
Furthermore, I am thankful for your feedback on this thesis.

Finally, I would like to thank all members of the reading committee who
agreed to judge the soundness of my work and also provided valuable feed-
back, which I hopefully managed to incorporate in this thesis correctly.

Colleagues

I would especially like to thank some of the FITTEST colleagues I had a chance
to work together: Arie, Arthur, Tanja, Urko, Nelly, Cu, Alessandro, Kiran,
Peter, Alessandra, and others.

Also, I would like to thank the colleagues from the STG with whom I
shared a passion for functional programming, attended reading club meet-
ings, and had many lunches together: Jeroen B., Pedro, Sean, Jan, Alejandro,
Joao, Victor, Ruud, Wouter, Johan, Jeroen F., Atze, Anna-Lena and Sergey.

Sometimes you need to take a break from hard work. I would like to thank
Amir, Ravi and Michiel for keeping me a company for our occasional beer
gatherings in the city center.

This thesis was written while I have already been working as a software
engineer at Marktplaats (MP)3, The Netherlands. My practical experience there
has significantly shaped this thesis in the end. It helped me to draw some
links between my research on web application testing and real problems in
the industry. I would like to thank numerous MP colleagues with whom I
worked for the past 3 years, especially the members of the placing and data
teams. In particular, I would like to thank Kees, Claudia and, Markos for
helping to balance my work in the company in such a way that it enabled me
to continue this research and finally finish this thesis.

3https://www.marktplaats.nl/
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Friends

Moving to a new place is always a unique opportunity to meet amazing peo-
ple and make a lot of new friends. I would like to thank the Samara’s gang
including Alexey, Irina S., Dmitri, Irina T., Julia, Denis and Kristina for our
regular meetups and celebrations of various sort of events together. It has
always been fun, and I wish we could meet more frequently.

Sometimes you find soulmates under unexpected circumstances. Pavel,
Nadya, and Ioana are among of those friends I am grateful to acquire in
Utrecht. Thank you guys for giving me so much of cheer and joy during the
past four years. By the way, it is the time to plan our annual trip to Berlin.

Joseph and Lidia, you have been more than just friends to me here, but
rather like a family! I deeply value your presence in my life and hope the
coming years could make our families even closer to each other.

During all these years in the Netherlands, I have always felt the virtual
presence of my Novosibirsk’s friends. Guys and girls Ta$$ and Anna, Kirill
and Dasha, Kostya and Oksana, Dima S. and Katya S., and Dima Y. and Katya
L., Misha, Sasha, Vlad, Katya P., Alyona, Nadya and Lev, Anuar and Tanya,
each of you means a lot to me. Leaving you back in Akadem (Russia) and
moving abroad was a tough decision. Still, despite the distance, we have
managed to have occasional fun together during my trips to Russia and yours
to the Netherlands. I wish the distance between us was shorter, and I could
closely follow your life in person instead of watching it through the mirror of
my phone. At least this step was not in vain! And you could be proud of me
for finishing this thesis.

Family

To be fair, I should have included a separate chapter in this acknowledgment
to express all the gratitude I have to my wife, Yuliia. Her support, patience,
love, and care have given me so much of strength to continue this work and
not give up along the way. I am sure this thesis would be impossible to
complete if I did not meet you. At least I owe you around 150 Sundays
that we were supposed to spend together. Fortunately, I have the whole life
ahead to pay this debt back. After all, I know you are the actual reason why
I have moved to the Netherlands! Дружина моя, я тебе дуже кохаю!

4

Finally, I would like to thank Yuliia for designing the cover and bookmark for
this thesis5. I am glad that you have not only managed to come up with an
aesthetically pleasing design but also to convey the symbolic ideas behind the
work.

Last but far not least, I am thankful to my mother and grandparents. I will
continue in Russian.

Я хочу выразить благодарность моей маме Валентине за любовь и усилия

вложенные в мое воспитание и образование. Я осознаю как много ресурсов

4sorry for my poor knowledge of Ukrainian
5https://yuliiaelyas.com
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Summary

For the last 20 years, the development of the Internet has drastically changed
the way people interact with each other, communicate within an organiza-
tion, and access various services. Many critical processes in such important
domains as finance, medicine and e-commerce have completely moved to the
online space. Their successful operation is heavily dependent on the quality
and reliability of the underlying web services. At the same time, the develop-
ment of internet technologies has allowed us to build the new generation of
web services with highly dynamic user interfaces.

This phenomenon has led to the definition of a new term coined “Web 2.0”,
which characterizes the renewed model of content generation on the Web. In-
stead of static pages, Web 2.0 allows the creation of content dynamically. This
approach relies on a user’s input and requires only partial modification of
a page. By using Ajax technology, clients can only request from serves the
piece of data strictly necessary to display the updated part of a page. As a
result, modern web client (web browsers) have to perform complex JavaScript
computations and manipulate the content of web pages by means of HTML
and CSS. The growing role of client computations has increased their respon-
sibility for the faultless functioning of web applications. The main goal of this
thesis is to develop a new testing framework for Web 2.0 applications. Our
approach is partially based on the ideas proposed by the FITTEST project [Vos
et al. 2011], where the author was involved in the development of a client-side
logging framework.

Modern development standards and the internal characteristics of inter-
net technologies significantly complicate the process of web applications test-
ing. At the same time, the market competition forces developers to release
new versions of applications with potential quality concerns remaining unad-
dressed. As a result, the existence of application errors can become noticeable
only in the production environment. These errors appear as anomalies in the
application behavior. Consequently, in this work, we are interested in the
diagnosis of runtime failures.

Unfortunately, due to all these factors, exhaustive pre-production testing
of web applications is hardly an achievable goal. Therefore, we decided to
leverage client-side application logging as one of the main alternatives for the
identification of failures in production at an early stage. Our logs are sup-
posed to capture the complete sequence of user’s actions leading up to the
application failure. Upon inspection, this sequence can be diagnosed for the
presence of anomalies in the application. We propose a client-side logging
approach capable of tracking the application events at various interaction lev-
els. So, user actions at the UI level correspond to high-level events, whereas
function calls are considered as low-level events.
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The sequence of events in logs represents either a valid application behav-
ior or a possible deviation from an expected result and, thus, captures an
application failure. By learning what is the correct behavior, we can infer a
so-called “testing oracle”. It serves as a criterion for the diagnosis of poten-
tial anomalies in the application. In this thesis, we suggest an oracle formed
by equivalent execution sequences observed in logs. These equivalences ex-
press algebraic properties, such as commutativity and idempotence, constructed
based on the sequences of application events. First, mined form logs, and then
confirmed by the developers, algebraic properties can be used for the moni-
toring and validation of new executions occurring in the application.

In order to use algebraic properties as effective testing oracles, they should
be executable. Depending on the level of events, executability may require ad-
ditional input data. For example, a JavaScript function expects input parame-
ters, as well as an HTML context which it is part of. Input data together with
oracles can already form self-contained unit-tests. In this work, we propose
an evolutionary based test data generation framework for JavaScript functions
interacting with the DOM. Our framework achieves high branch coverage by
manipulating the program’s input data by the means of a genetic algorithm.

Suggested in this work, algebraic oracles can be additionally exploited for
the minimization of a log file containing the sequence of events resulted into
an application failure. We can simplify such an error log by transforming
our algebraic oracles into a reduction system. This approach is able to sig-
nificantly decrease the number of steps necessary to reproduce the original
failure. Combined with another failure simplification techniques known as
“delta debugging” (DD), our approach allows reducing the number of itera-
tions required by DD to find an optimal solution.

We have implemented and conducted an empirical validation of all the
components of the testing framework described above. For the validation,
we used several real-world web applications developed with the help of such
popular web technologies as JavaScript, HTML5 and Adobe Flex. All results
presented in this thesis were published in the following papers [Elyasov et al.
2013b, Elyasov et al. 2014, Elyasov et al. 2015, Elyasov et al. 2018] and pre-
sented at respective conferences.
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Samenvatting

De laatste 20 jaar heeft de ontwikkeling van internet de manier waarop men-
sen met elkaar omgaan, communiceren binnen een organisatie en toegang
tot verschillende diensten drastisch veranderd. Veel kritieke processen op
belangrijke gebieden als financiën, medicijnen en e-commerce zijn volledig
verplaatst naar de online ruimte. Hun succesvolle werking is sterk afhanke-
lijk van de kwaliteit en betrouwbaarheid van de onderliggende webservices.
Tegelijkertijd heeft de ontwikkeling van internettechnologieën ons in staat ge-
steld om de nieuwe generatie webservices te bouwen met zeer dynamische
gebruikersinterfaces.

Dit fenomeen heeft geleid tot de definitie van een nieuwe term genaamd
“Web 2.0”, die kenmerkend is voor het vernieuwde model voor het genereren
van inhoud op het web. In plaats van statische pagina’s maakt Web 2.0 het
mogelijk om inhoud dynamisch te maken. Deze benadering is afhankelijk
van de invoer van een gebruiker en vereist slechts een gedeeltelijke aanpas-
sing van een pagina. Door gebruik te maken van de Ajax-technologie, vragen
clients het stuk gegevens dat strikt noodzakelijk is om het bijgewerkte deel
van een pagina weer te geven. Als gevolg hiervan moeten moderne webclients
(webbrowsers) complexe JavaScript-berekeningen uitvoeren en de inhoud van
webpagina’s manipuleren met behulp van HTML en CSS. Door de groeiende
rol van clientberekeningen is de verantwoordelijkheid voor het foutloos func-
tioneren van webtoepassingen toegenomen. Het belangrijkste doel van dit
proefschrift is om een nieuw testraamwerk voor Web 2.0-applicaties te ont-
wikkelen. Onze aanpak is gedeeltelijk gebaseerd op de ideeën die zijn voor-
gesteld door het FITTEST-project [Vos et al. 2011], waarbij de auteur betrokken
was bij de ontwikkeling van een client-side logging framework.

Moderne ontwikkelingsstandaarden en de interne kenmerken van internet-
technologieën bemoeilijken het testen van webtoepassingen aanzienlijk. Tege-
lijkertijd dwingt de marktconcurrentie ontwikkelaars om de nieuwe versies
van applicaties vrij te geven met mogelijke kwaliteitsproblemen. Als gevolg
hiervan kan het bestaan van toepassingsfouten alleen merkbaar worden in de
productieomgeving. Deze fouten verschijnen als anomalies in het gedrag van
de toepassing. Daarom zijn we in dit werk geïnteresseerd in de diagnoses van
runtime-storingen.

Helaas, als gevolg van al deze factoren, uitgebreide pre-productie testen
van internet applicaties is een nauwelijks haalbaar doel. Daarom hebben we
gekozen voor logging van toepassingslogging op de client als een van de
belangrijkste alternatieven voor het vroegtijdig identificeren van productie-
fouten. Onze logs zouden de volledige reeks handelingen van de gebruiker
moeten registreren, wat resulteerde in het falen van de applicatie. Bij inspectie
kan deze sequentie worden vastgesteld op de aanwezigheid van anomalieën
in de toepassing. We stellen een client-side logging-aanpak voor waarmee de
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applicatiegebeurtenissen op verschillende interactieniveaus kunnen worden
gevolgd. Gebruikersacties op UI-niveau komen dus overeen met gebeurtenis-
sen op hoog niveau, terwijl functieaanroepen worden beschouwd als low-level
events.

De volgorde van gebeurtenissen in logboeken vertegenwoordigt een geldig
toepassingsgedrag of een mogelijke afwijking van een verwacht resultaat en
legt dus een toepassingsfout vast. Door te leren wat het juiste gedrag is, kun-
nen we zogenaamd “testorakel” afleiden. Het dient als een criterium voor de
diagnose van mogelijke anomalieën in de toepassing. Oracle gesuggereerd in
dit proefschrift wordt gevormd door equivalente uitvoeringssequenties waar-
genomen in logs. Deze equivalenten drukken algebraïsche eigenschappen uit,
zoals commutativiteit en idempotence, geconstrueerd over de sequenties van
applicatie-events. Ten eerste, gedolven formulierlogboeken en vervolgens be-
vestigd door de ontwikkelaars, kunnen algebraïsche eigenschappen worden
gebruikt voor het monitoren en valideren van nieuwe uitvoeringen die in de
toepassing voorkomen.

Om algebraïsche eigenschappen als effectieve testorakels te gebruiken, zou-
den ze uitvoerbaar moeten zijn. Afhankelijk van het niveau van gebeurtenis-
sen kan het uitvoerbaarheid mogelijk aanvullende invoergegevens vereisen.
Een JavaScript-functie verwacht bijvoorbeeld invoerparameters, evenals een
HTML-context waarvan het deel uitmaakt. Invoergegevens kunnen samen
met orakels worden gevormd onafhankelijke unit-tests. In dit werk stellen we
evolutionaire testgegevens voor generatie framework voor JavaScript-functies
in interactie met de DOM. Ons raamwerk bereikt een hoge mate van dekking
door de invoergegevens van het programma te manipuleren met behulp van
een genetisch algoritme.

Voorgesteld in dit werk kunnen algebraïsche orakels extra worden gebruikt
voor het minimaliseren van een logbestand met de reeks gebeurtenissen die
resulteerde in een mislukte applicatie. We kunnen zo’n error log vereenvou-
digen door onze algebraïsche orakels om te zetten in een reductiesysteem.
Deze benadering kan het aantal stappen dat nodig is om de oorspronkelijke
fout te reproduceren aanzienlijk verminderen. Gecombineerd met een an-
dere foutvereenvoudigingstechniek genaamd “delta debugging” (DD), maakt
onze aanpak het mogelijk het aantal herhalingen te verminderen dat DD no-
dig heeft om een optimale oplossing te vinden.

We hebben een empirische validatie van alle hierboven beschreven com-
ponenten van het testraamwerk geïmplementeerd en uitgevoerd. Voor de
validatie hebben we verschillende real-world webtoepassingen gebruikt die
zijn ontwikkeld met behulp van populaire webtechnologieën zoals JavaScript,
HTML5 en Adobe Flex. Alle resultaten gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift zijn
gepubliceerd in de volgende papers [Elyasov et al. 2013a, Elyasov et al.
2014, Elyasov et al. 2015, Elyasov et al. 2018] en gepresenteerd tijdens res-
pectieve conferenties.
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Summary in Russian

За последние 20 лет развитие интернета кардинально изменило способы

взаимодействия людей друг с другом, коммуникации внутри организации,

а так же пути доступа к различным сервисам. Многие критические про-

цессы и операции в таких сферах как финансы, медицина и электронная

коммерция полностью перешли в онлайн пространство. Тем самым они ста-

ли жестко зависимы от качества и надежности реализации интернет сер-

висов предоставляющих соответствующие услуги. В то же время, развитие

интернет технологий позволяет создавать новое поколение сервисов, с еще

более динамичными средствами взаимодействия пользователя со средой.

Все это привело к появлению новой концепции интернета, называемого

“Веб 2.0” и характеризуемого обновленными способами создания пользова-

тельского контента. Вместо статических страниц, Веб 2.0 позволяет дина-

мически генерировать новый контент в зависимости от пользовательского

ввода. Данный подход достигается за счет частичной модификации интер-

нет страницы. Клиент запрашивает у сервера только необходимую инфор-

мацию для отображения обновленной страницы посредством технологии

Ajax. Как результат современные веб-клиенты (интернет браузеры) спо-

собны самостоятельно производить комплексные JavaScript вычисления, а

также оперировать контентом веб-страниц посредством HTML и CSS. С

возросшей ролью клиентских вычислений, увеличивается ответственность

клиентов за безошибочную работу приложений. Целью данного тезиса яв-

ляется разработка новых методик тестирования Веб 2.0 приложений. Пред-

ложенный подход к тестированию веб-приложений частично основывается

на идеях предложенных проектом FITTEST [Vos et al. 2011], где автор был

вовлечен в реализацию инструментария для логирования пользовательских

действий на клиентской части веб-приложений.

Современные стандарты разработки, а также качественные характери-

стики интернет технологий в значительной степени затрудняют процесс те-

стирования веб-приложений. В то же время, конкурентная среда в сфере

интернет бизнеса вынуждает производителей приложений выпускать но-

вые продукты на рынок с риском для качества. Как результат, о наличии

многих ошибок при работе приложений становиться известно только на

этапе эксплуатации. Мы называем такого рода ошибки аномалиями и за-

интересованы в возможности их диагностирования и устранения во время

исполнения программы.

Так как исчерпывающее тестирование до момента внедрения затруднено

в силу причин перечисленных выше, логирование действий пользователя

на клиенте остается одной из главных возможностей раннего выявления

отклонений в работе приложения. Такого рода лог файл способен зафик-

сировать последовательность действий пользователя приведших к внеш-

нему проявлению ошибки в приложении, и тем самым сигнализировать о
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наличии ранних симптомов потенциальной проблемы. Предложенный на-

ми подход к логированию клиента позволяет фиксировать состояние си-

стемы в момент исполнения событий на разных уровнях взаимодействия.

Так например действия пользователя посредством взаимодействия с про-

граммным интерфейсом представляют собой высокоуровневые события, в

то время как вызовы функций являются событиями низкого уровня.

Последовательность событий записанных в логах приложения может пред-

ставлять собой как корректное поведение системы, так и всевозможные от-

клонения от ожидаемого результата. Извлечение корректного поведения

представляет собой так называемый “тестовый оракул”, которые в свою

очередь является критерием диагностирования потенциальных аномалий

в приложении. Оракул предложенный в данной работе основан на выявле-

нии эквивалентных последовательностей исполнения событий зафиксиро-

ванных в логах приложения. Такого рода события выражают собой алгеб-

раические свойства между индивидуальными событиями, например ком-

мутативность и идемпотентность. Выведенные из логов и подтвержденные

разработчиками, данные свойства могут быть использованы для валидации

событий происходящих в системе.

Чтобы обратить алгебраические свойства в эффективные тестовые ора-

кулы, свойства должны быть исполняемыми. В зависимости от уровня со-

бытий, это может требовать дополнительных входных программных дан-

ных. Так например, JavaScript функция ожидает входные параметры, в

совокупности с HTML кодом в котором она исполняется. Вместе с ораку-

лом это дает нам полноценный юнит-тест. В данной работе, мы предлагаем

тестовый фреймворк на основе эволюционного подхода генерации тестовых

данных для JavaScript функций взаимодействующих с HTML. Наш фрейм-

ворк способен максимизировать покрытие ветвей исполнения программы,

систематически манипулируя возможными входными данными с использо-

ванием генетических алгоритмов.

Одно из полезных свойств предложенных алгебраических свойств � это

возможность использовать их для минимизации логов содержащих свиде-

тельства об обнаружении ошибки. Такого рода ошибочный лог файл может

быть упрощен за счет применения эквивалентных преобразований к исход-

ной цепочки событий. Мы используем систему алгебраических свойств в

качестве редукционной системы. Предложенный нами алгоритм способен

привести к значительному уменьшению количества шагов необходимых для

воспроизведения ошибки. В комбинации с процессом отладки называемом

“дельта дебаггинг”, наш подход позволяет уменьшить количество итераций

необходимых для минимизации ошибки.

Каждая из описанных выше компонент предложенного нами тестово-

го фреймворка была реализована и валидирована на нескольких реальных

примерах веб-приложений с использованием различных технологий таких

как JavaScript, HTML5 и Adobe Flex. Полученные результаты опубликова-

ны в следующих статьях [Elyasov et al. 2013a, Elyasov et al. 2014, Elyasov

et al. 2015, Elyasov et al. 2018].
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1
Introduction

A B S T R A C T

This chapter introduces the main subject of this thesis — Web 2.0 application
testing. It defines the essential characteristics of Web 2.0 and lists associated
with them new testing challenges. Afterwards, we review the state of the
art in web application testing, both in academy and industry. This compre-
hensive overview allows us to formulate the motivation of the thesis as the
interplay of log-based oracle inference and search-based test data generation.
The research questions proposed in this chapter guide the development of
our testing solution. Finally, we provide the thesis outline and present the
contributions.

1.1 E V O L U T I O N O F W E B A P P L I C AT I O N S

Prediction of the future — similar to weather prediction — is a fruitless job! It
is especially challenging to speculate about the future of technologies because
they are often complex and evolve rapidly. Web technology is not an exception.
Since its inception in the 1990s, it has always been undergoing rapid trans-
formations. This trend has notably increased since the 2000s, following the
rising era of Web 2.0 [O’reilly 2005], and the ongoing transition to Web 3.0.

Let us, first, discuss what Web 2.0 applications constitute, and how they
are different from preceding Web 1.0 applications. Then, we proceed with the
description of unique testing challenges associated with the technology shift.
The main characteristic of Web 2.0 websites lies in the new way of user inter-
actions. Web 1.0 websites usually represent static documents available online,
e.g., home pages. In contrast, Web 2.0 websites are the products of a complex
collaboration between users generating content on the fly, for example, blogs,
social networks and other types of dynamic content.

Client-side technologies such as AJAX1 (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML)
and Adobe Flash2 have facilitated this transformation by empowering web de-
velopers to create dynamic and responsive applications. AJAX allows asyn-
chronous interactions with remote servers, enabling the websites to partly
update their content by means of manipulating the DOM3 (Document Object
Model) with JavaScript4. To address the latter task, developers have released
plenty of JavaScript frameworks, for example, JQuery5 and React6. Adobe Flash

1http://www.adaptivepath.org/ideas/ajax-new-approach-web-applications/
2https://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer.html
3https://www.w3.org/DOM/
4https://developer.mozilla.org/bm/docs/Web/JavaScript
5https://jquery.com/
6https://reactjs.org/

1
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allows to embed rich multimedia content (video, sound, and graphics) into
web pages, but it has become a common source of security vulnerabilities,
and gradually got replaced by HTML57. As a result, websites have evolved to
web applications or web apps — client-side programs running in web browsers
— such as Google Docs, Skype, and many other apps, on which our daily life
so vitally depends nowadays. Sometimes, these applications can even work
offline by storing the application data locally. There is a special type of web
applications, called single-page application, which only works by dynamically
updating the current page instead of requesting a new one from the server.

Nevertheless, the new generation of websites still relies on the traditional
Web 1.0 server-side technologies such as Java, PHP, and .NET. However, the
service architecture has greatly changed over time and reshaped modern de-
velopment practices. One of the main drivers behind this transformation is the
emergence of cloud computing [Armbrust et al. 2010]. This influence was mu-
tual and bidirectional. On the one hand, Web 2.0 applications are hosted in the
cloud and composed of third-party cloud services. On the other hand, Web
2.0 applications provide a user interface to cloud solutions such as SaaS (Soft-
ware as a Service) [Turner et al. 2003]. The transformation of service-oriented
architecture, from the monolithic approach to microservices, enabled the appli-
cation developers to increase the frequency of release cycles drastically, and
eventually increase the speed to market.

1.2 W E B 2 . 0 T E S T I N G C H A L L E N G E S

Nowadays, Web 2.0 applications are ubiquitous, providing a wide range of
vitally critical services in such industries as finance, healthcare, and retail. A
recent study8 on the business and financial impact of software failures has
shown that they affected 3.6 billion people around the world, caused $1.7
trillion in financial losses, and resulted in a total of 268 years of downtime. The
authors of the report concluded that, despite the advances in the development
and deployment technologies, current testing tools are inadequate for modern
software. Besides, their design is not even suitable for rapid release cycles. So,
what makes it so difficult to test Web 2.0 applications?

Table 1.1 presents testing challenges for the Future Internet (FI) applications
identified by [Vos et al. 2011]. In the FITTEST project9, the same group of
authors proposed to develop an integrated environment for continuous evo-
lutionary automated testing, which was supposed to address the above chal-
lenges. FI applications do not stay fixed after their release. Their components
and services continue to evolve independently during the application lifetime.
Therefore, to respond promptly to unexpected regressions in the behaviour of
FI applications, they should be continuously monitored in production. More-

7https://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
8https://www.tricentis.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/20180207_Software-Fails-Watch.

pdf
9given thesis work was part of the project
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Table 1.1 Testing Challenges for Future Internet Applications
Self-modification Rich clients have increased the capability to adapt the structure of

the Web pages dynamically; server-side services are replaced and
recomposed dynamically based on Service Level Agreements (SLA)
and newly discovered services; components are dynamically loaded

Autonomic behaviour FI applications are highly autonomous; their correct behaviour can-
not be specified precisely at design-time

Low observability FI applications are composed of an increasing number of 3rd-party
components and services, accessed as black boxes, which are hard
to test

Asynchronous inter-
actions

FI applications are highly asynchronous and hence hard to test. Each
client submits multiple requests asynchronously; multiple clients
run in parallel; server-side computation is distributed over the net-
work and concurrent.

Time and load depen-
dent behaviour

For FI applications, factors like timing and load conditions make it
hard to reproduce errors during debugging.

Huge feature configu-
ration space

FI applications are highly customisable and self-configuring and
contain a huge number of configurable features such as user-,
context-, and environment-dependent parameters.

Ultra-large scale FI applications are often systems of systems; traditional testing ade-
quacy criteria cannot be applied since even in good testing situations
low coverage will be achieved.

over, testing artifacts such as test cases and oracles should evolve along with
the applications and be able to self-adjust to any unforeseen changes.

1.2.1 JavaScript Testing Challenges

In recent years, JavaScript has become de facto the primary programming
language of web development. Though created for simple client-side com-
putations, it has been adopted for building highly dynamic and interactive
client interfaces. Recently, developers started to actively exploit JavaScript for
programming server-side applications since the language is supported by the
Node.js platform. As a result, JavaScript has nowadays become the general
purpose programming language due to its expressivity and portability.

JavaScript is an event-driven prototype-based object-oriented programming
language. However, its distinguishing characteristic is extensive support of
dynamic language features. The shape of a JavaScript object can be changed
at runtime by adding or deleting object properties [Wei et al. 2016]. More-
over, the property names can be even calculated dynamically. JavaScript also
supports runtime code generation. For example, the infamous eval [Richards
et al. 2011] evaluates any string argument passed to it; setTimeout and set-
Interval allow to schedule a function call; and the with statement dynamically
creates a new scope. JavaScript is a weakly typed language, which extensively
uses implicit type conversion [Flanagan 2006, Pradel et al. 2015].

Furthermore, as a large-scale study by [Richards et al. 2010] has confirmed,
dynamic JavaScript features are commonly used in practice. Moreover, JavaScript
is also a functional language; it extensively uses anonymous functions, which
makes the construction of function call graph a difficult task. Due to of all
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these features, sound and complete JavaScript static analysis is hard to ac-
complish.

JavaScript is usually embedded into an HTML document. This solution is
a well-known source of vulnerabilities in web applications because JavaScript
code may be dynamically loaded from distrusted third-parties [Yue & Wang
2009, Nikiforakis et al. 2012]. JavaScript offers a aprticular browser API for
DOM manipulations. DOM is an XML-like tree representation of HTML doc-
ument. It is possible to associate event handlers — JavaScript functions —
with DOM elements that will be activated in response to user actions. This
mechanism enables complex asynchronous event interactions that are hard to
trace and analyze.

In part, JavaScript owns its success to all these advanced features, which
empowered web developers to build thousands of useful JavaScript libraries
and frameworks. On the other hand, these features pose significant challenges
for the analysis and testing of JavaScript applications. The language is expres-
sive and highly permissive at the same time. The permissiveness is achieved
at the expense of debugging cost. JavaScript programs do not crash in situ-
ations where other languages, for example, Java and C, report an error. We
refer to a comprehensive survey of JavaScript analysis challenges and trends
recently conducted by [Sun & Ryu 2017] for further details on that subject.

1.3 T E C H N I Q U E S O F W E B A P P L I C AT I O N T E S T I N G

The problem of web application testing has gained much traction from both
industry practitioners and academy researches. The evolution of the Web
has been continuously changing the rules of the game by introducing new
testing challenges with the appearance of new technologies. It is typical for
industry and academy to respond differently to the problems and challenges
faced by the IT field. Sometimes their paths cross, and the synergy between
the two helps to find a practical solution. However, in some other cases, the
industry and academy choose different approaches to the problem in question
or instead prefer to focus on some specialized aspects of the same problem.

Therefore, reflecting the existing duality in testing approaches we structure
our presentation as follows: Section 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 discuss how the problem
of web application testing has been tackled from the industry and academy
perspective, respectively. By suggesting this split, we are not attempting to
make a strict separation between the methods and techniques used by each
field. Quite the opposite, we want to present a comprehensive picture of the
problem in question.

From now on, by testing, we primarily mean the functional testing unless
stated otherwise. Non-functional properties of web-applications such as secu-
rity, usability, cross-browser behaviour [Sabaren et al. 2018] and performance,
though, highly relevant and extremely challenging to satisfy, are left out of
the scope of our discussion in this thesis.
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Figure 1.1 Two complementing “Test Pyramids”: the upper one corresponds to
Web 1.0 applications, and the one below extends towards Web 2.0

1.3.1 State of the Art in Industry

Classical Testing Pyramid: Web 1.0 Testing

The transformation of Web technology demanded an immediate reaction from
the industrial community, whose complex response has drastically changed
the state-of-the-art in the development and testing practices. The first change
— triggered by the shift from the Waterfall development model to Agile — is
the development testing [McConnell 2004]. It has promoted the idea of shared
responsibility for the quality of the final product among all members of the
development team. Henceforth, testing has become a pervasive mandatory
task carried out not only by dedicated testers but also by developers. As a
result, we have observed a major increase in the number of test automation
frameworks; among them are Selenium10 and JUnit11.

The upward-looking pyramid in Figure 1.1 shows the main types of devel-
opment testing. Unit testing (UNIT) lies in the base layer of the pyramid. Its
goal is to provide a sufficient testing coverage of each program unit in iso-
lation, meaning that all external dependencies should be explicitly provided,
mocked or stubbed. The size of a unit depends on the way the program is
structured. For example, a unit can correspond to a module or function for
imperative programs or class and method for the object-oriented ones.

Generally, unit tests validate the correct behaviour of a program unit. How-
ever, they do not specify how multiple units should interact with each other.
For this purpose, there exists the second layer (INTEGRATION) of the pyra-

10https://www.seleniumhq.org
11https://junit.org/
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mid that provides integration testing. Its goal is to verify that once the program
units are assembled together, they continue to function correctly, i.e., there is
no discrepancy between data providers and consumers.

At the top of the pyramid, we place the end-to-end testing (E2E) layer, which
checks the functional behaviour of the complete application. It is usually per-
formed by simulating real user’s activities by interacting with the application
through UI. The application is deployed in a production-like environment
with similar network and hardware characteristics. Test data are supposed
to match the production data. At this level, we also test integration with
third-parties.

In the pyramid, the cost of test development and maintenance grows from
the bottom to the top, i.e., unit testing is the cheapest and E2E is the most
expensive. Indeed, E2E tests written in Selenium are unstable, difficult to
write, slow to execute, and hard to maintain in comparison with, for example,
unit tests.

The automation pyramid is often topped with an additional layer of manual
(exploratory) testing. In case of incorrect implementation, this approach may
lead to a so-called ice-cream cone12 test strategy, which has a high number of
manual tests at the top, followed by a thick layer of E2E tests, then a thin layer
of integration tests, and an even thinner layer of unit-tests.

Change of the Testing Pyramid: Web 2.0 Testing

The second trend that hit the testing industry with the rise of Web 2.0 and
cloud computing is DevOps testing. Its goal is to bridge the gap between that
of development and operation efforts. Such a step should increase both the
ease of deployment and the release speed. To achieve this, the DevOps ap-
proach advocates for the automation and monitoring of all stages of software
development: coding, deployment, testing and monitoring. Moreover, it sug-
gests necessary organizational changes by broadening the development team
with operations specialists, product analysts, and customer representatives.
All those changes are supposed to transform Web 2.0 application testing.

The test automation pyramid has to be extended towards the continu-
ous real-time monitoring of the applications in production. The downward-
looking pyramid in Figure 1.1 describes the new types of testing-related ac-
tivities that have to be carried out in order to guarantee 100% application up-
time, catch bugs in production and investigate the root causes of application
failures. The foundation of the pyramid (LOGGING) is based on ubiquitous
web application logging. The information in logs is supposed to provide a
comprehensive overview of the application behaviour at runtime. Because of
the nature of Web 2.0 applications, this information can be difficult or even
impossible to obtain other than from the actual executions. Thus, logs are
necessary to enable various analyses for the prediction and diagnoses of ap-
plication failures.

High availability is a critical requirement for the performance of Web 2.0
applications. It is crucial to discover early symptoms of potential application

12https://testing.googleblog.com/2015/04/just-say-no-to-more-end-to-end-tests.html
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failures to facilitate this requirement. Monitoring is a powerful technique to
address this problem by leveraging information in logs. The goal of monitor-
ing is to observe and reflect the state changes of an application continuously.
The application can be categorized by the collection of developer’s defined
or system metrics. Usually, the application behaviour is monitored online by
either human operators or automated notification systems. There are several
viewpoints from which an application can be monitored: business, server and
client side, middleware, network, and security.

If an application exhibits abnormal behaviour, it triggers an alert. For exam-
ple, given an application metric, any deviation of this metric from a baseline
signifies a potential problem which is worthwhile to be noticed and inspected.
It is extremely distracting for the developers to investigate an excessive num-
ber of alerts especially when they are false positives. Therefore, it is desirable to
keep the number of alerts to a minimum and only rise them in critical cases.

1.3.2 State of the Art in Research

Generally speaking, while testing web applications we face the challenges
mentioned in Table 1.1. However, in practice, the actual problems arise from
the intricacy of the technologies surrounding the Web. For example, the anal-
ysis of the complex interplay between JavaScript, HTML, and CSS is prob-
lematic. Another source of complexity is the difference in the interpretation
of web standards by the clients (web browsers), which leads to significant
compatibility and security issues.

Advances in web technology for the past 20 years have attracted much
attention from the research community. As a result, the amount of research
devoted to the problem of web application testing and analysis is genuinely
impressive [Garousi et al. 2013]. During this time frame, the state-of-the-art
in web application testing has been periodically reflected in several extensive
research surveys [Sampath & Sprenkle 2016, Li et al. 2014, Tonella et al. 2014,
Mesbah 2015]. Without any claim for completeness, in this section, we provide
a summary of advances in web application testing and analysis based on the
various classifications devised by the authors of the surveys mentioned above.

[Sampath & Sprenkle 2016] distinguish the following four main problems
in web application testing: (1) test case generation, (2) oracles, (3) adequacy crite-
ria, and (4) regression testing. In fact, these problems apply to software testing
in general.

Test cases are usually generated by traversing an application model, which
is commonly represented as a labelled state transition system. There are sev-
eral ways to obtain this model. It can be constructed manually by a domain
expert or a developer, statically derived from the application source code, or
dynamically mined from the execution logs. The states and transitions of
the model correspond to the application states and events, respectively. For
example, such a model can be depicted as a set of web pages connected by
the web links causing the transitions between the pages. By following the
sequence of transitions from some initial state to some final state, we can gen-
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erate a test case. The models can be ordered in a hierarchical fashion, where
the models at the lowest level represent the application behaviour at the unit
level, whereas the top level models capture the application behaviour as expe-
rienced by the end user. So, a test case consists of the application events and
user-provided inputs, e.g. data submitted to the forms. Thus, in addition to
the application model, we also have to provide some external inputs to enable
test case execution.

For a test case to be complete, it has to be equipped with some assertions
that hold upon the test case execution. These assertions should verify the
correctness of the resulted application state as well as some external side-
effects (contracts). Together, the assertions constitute, so-called, testing oracles
that are used to judge the validity of test case outputs. For example, a web
application oracle may check that the web page HTML is syntactically correct,
or some invariants hold for a subset of the internal application variables.

The collection of test cases with oracles is called the test suite. Having a
passing test suite does not provide any guarantee in the complete absence
of application bugs. Eventually, given a test suite, we want to measure the
level of application quality delivered by the testing process. In other words,
we need to know how much testing is enough to stop the test generation.
Therefore, we introduce an adequacy criterion for the testing procedure. It is
usually defined either in terms of coverage or fault fining capability. The former
option corresponds to the application source code coverage (e.g., the number
of branches or statements of a JavaScript program), or the application model
coverage (e.g., all states and paths). The fault finding capability represents the
power of a test suite to identify real faults in the application. It is defined
as the percentage of killed (identified) mutations artificially injected into the
application. The adequacy criteria allow us to range the test suites by their
effectiveness. This fact provides some guidance on how to find a trade-off
between the overall testing budget and adequacy of the testing.

We have discussed how to generate tests with oracles that guarantee an
adequate level of testing. Regression testing allows anticipating undesirable
changes in the application behaviour. However, test cases also become out-
dated as time passed and require maintenance. Testing artifacts cannot stay
frozen forever because the application continues to evolve. So the evolution
of oracles and tests should follow. There are two types of necessary adjust-
ments: update existing tests in-line with the new modified requirements, and
add new tests for the current functionality.

Overall, each of the four questions from [Sampath & Sprenkle 2016] should
be thoroughly addressed in order to build a faithful framework for the au-
tomated testing of web applications. At the same time, these questions are
broad enough to present an independent research challenge on its own.

In 2014 [Li et al. 2014] surveyed recent advances in Web application testing
for the past two decades. They classify testing techniques into the following
categories:

1. Model and Graph Based Testing [Ricca & Tonella 2001, Andrews et al.
2005, Qian & Miao 2011]
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2. Mutation Testing [Praphamontripong & Offutt 2010]
3. Search-based testing [Alshahwan & Harman 2011]
4. Scanning and Crawling [Kals et al. 2006, Mesbah & Van Deursen 2009,

Bau et al. 2010, Benedikt et al. 2002, Dallmeier et al. 2012]
5. Random Testing [Zhou et al. 2010, Artzi et al. 2011, Frantzen et al. 2008,

Heidegger & Thiemann 2010]
6. Fuzz Testing [Godefroid et al. 2008, Saxena et al. 2010]
7. Concolic Testing [Saxena et al. 2010, Zhou et al. 2010, Artzi et al. 2008,

Wassermann et al. 2008]
8. User Session-based Testing [Sampath et al. 2004, Elbaum et al. 2003,

Sampath 2004, Zhongsheng 2010]

All these techniques are different in their inputs, outputs, stop condition and
ultimate purpose. The survey concludes that some techniques, for example,
scanning and crawling, are more effective at finding faults in existing appli-
cations. Whereas others, for example, concolic testing, provide a higher level
of testing adequacy. That is, the choice of testing technique can be explained
by the testing goal and the desired adequacy of the result.

JavaScript Testing

The apparent dominance of JavaScript as the main client-side programming
language has induced the researchers to shift their focus towards the specific
testing challenges of JavaScript applications. In fact, with the growing pop-
ularity of Node.js, JavaScript has even shaken stable positions of Java, PHP,
Python, and Ruby as leading back-end technologies. As a result, in the last
decade, the works dedicated to the challenges of JavaScript testing and anal-
ysis have been proliferating.

Empirical Studies Several empirical studies have been conducted with the
goal to study the use of JavaScript in practice and shed some light on the
causes of JavaScript-related errors. [Yue & Wang 2009] in their study of the
JavaScript insecure practices conclude that despite the availability of safer
alternatives developers continue to use vulnerable techniques such as the in-
clusion of external JavaScript files, the use of eval, and other unsafe ways
to generate JavaScript dynamically. The study of [Nikiforakis et al. 2012] has
shown that even among the Alexa 10000 rating, there are high-profile websites
including potentially malicious JavaScript code from external domains.

[Richards et al. 2010] performed a large-scale study to evaluate the use of
dynamic JavaScript features, which has confirmed their widespread adoption
in practice. [Wei et al. 2016] study the object-related dynamic behaviour of
JavaScript. The study of [Behfarshad & Mesbah 2013] has revealed that the
majority of modern websites contains “hidden web-content”, i.e., the content
exposed only after the execution of the corresponding JavaScript. This fact
means that today’s web-crawlers should take into account the webpage ma-
nipulations performed by the JavaScript. [Nederlof et al. 2014] have shown a
wider effect of JavaScript adoption on the usability aspects of web applica-
tions such as performance and accessibility. [Tómasdóttir et al. 2017] explores
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the practices of using linters, such as JSLint13, by JavaScript developers. [Nitze
2015] evaluates the applicability of JavaScript for building enterprise applica-
tions.

[Ocariza Jr et al. 2011] carry out an empirical study of the errors in JavaScript
application. They have shown that even production quality web applications
still exhibit errors, which fall into four categories: permission denied, unde-
fined symbol, null exception, and syntax errors. Moreover, the errors are often
non-deterministic and positively correlate with the use of dynamic features.
In the follow up study, [Ocariza et al. 2017] attempt to identify common root
causes of JavaScript errors [Ocariza et al. 2017] and estimate the error conse-
quences. It shows that 68% of JavaScript faults are DOM-related and mostly
committed in the JavaScript code as opposed to HTML and CSS. Another
bug-related study was conducted by [Wang et al. 2017] with the aim to ana-
lyze concurrency bugs in Node.js. [Selakovic & Pradel 2016] survey JavaScript
performance issues.

Testing Techniques Recent advances in JavaScript testing and analysis have
been summarized in three comprehensive surveys [Mesbah 2015, Andreasen
et al. 2017] and [Sun & Ryu 2017]. Similar to the survey by [Sampath &
Sprenkle 2016], [Mesbah 2015] classifies the advances in JavaScript testing
techniques according to four key testing questions: test generation, oracles,
adequacy, and regression. The survey also discusses the problems of fault
localization and developers support.

[Sun & Ryu 2017] present an overview of challenges and research trends
in the analysis of JavaScript programs. They identified that static analysis
is the dominant research technique which accounts for 34% of 154 papers
collected for the study. The body of work on JavaScript static analysis ad-
dresses dynamic language features and execution environment. In an attempt
to achieve this, first, researchers have taken gradual steps to extend the anal-
ysis scope. They have started from small JavaScript subsets [Guarnieri &
Livshits 2009, Taly et al. 2011], and later extended the application analysis
towards dynamically loaded code [Chugh et al. 2009, Guarnieri & Livshits
2010], the eval [Jensen et al. 2012] and with [Park et al. 2014] constructs, DOM
and events [Jensen et al. 2011, Tripp & Weisman 2011, Tripp et al. 2014], and
libraries [Schäfer et al. 2013, Andreasen & Møller 2014, Madsen et al. 2013].
Another goal of the static analysis is to improve the precision by taking into
account dynamic information [Wei & Ryder 2013]. Finally, the researchers
have addressed the scalability issue by trading the soundness [Feldthaus et al.
2013] for the sake of performance increase. The main application areas of
static analysis are the detection of type errors and security vulnerabilities, as
well as program understanding. Authors distinguish four actively maintained
open-source static analysis frameworks TAJS [Jensen et al. 2009], WALA [Wat-
son 2017], SAFE [Lee et al. 2012], and JSAI [Kashyap et al. 2014].

The limitation of static analysis in handling JavaScript features has trig-
gered an active research in the area of dynamic JavaScript analysis. It allows to

13http://www.jslint.com
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alleviate the constraints of static analysis approximation by exploiting the in-
formation collected at runtime. [Andreasen et al. 2017] dedicate a comprehen-
sive survey to the study of recent advances in the dynamic analysis and test
generation for JavaScript. They identify the following application areas where
the advantages of JavaScript dynamic analysis have been leveraged the most:
code smells identification [Fard & Mesbah 2013, Gong et al. 2015], type in-
consistency analysis [Pradel et al. 2015], program repair [Meawad et al. 2012],
bug fix suggestion [Ocariza Jr et al. 2014], cross-browser testing [Mesbah &
Prasad 2011, Choudhary et al. 2012], dynamic race detection [Petrov et al.
2012], taint [Tripp et al. 2014] and information flow analysis [Austin & Flana-
gan 2010], JIT compiler optimizations [Gal et al. 2009], performance bench-
marks [Richards et al. 2011], record and replay [Mickens et al. 2010, Sen et al.
2013], program comprehension [Oney & Myers 2009] and slicing [Ocariza Jr
et al. 2012, Maras et al. 2012].

The ability to execute JavaScript code is a prerequisite step for the imple-
mentation of dynamic analysis. Executions can be triggered in response to
some external stimuli such as test inputs. Thus, the generation of test in-
puts is an essential ingredient for enabling JavaScript dynamic analysis. [An-
dreasen et al. 2017] classify inputs into three separate spaces: events, values,
and assertions. The event space exploration is guided by the random execu-
tion of event handlers [Saxena et al. 2010], heuristic search [Artzi et al. 2011],
or performance cost [Pradel et al. 2014]. Concolic [Sen et al. 2013, Fard et al.
2015] and symbolic [Li et al. 2014, Tanida et al. 2015] execution are popu-
lar techniques to explore the value space of JavaScript programs. [Heidegger
& Thiemann 2012] propose to use type contracts for both the generation of
random inputs and the violation monitoring of type assertions. Mirshokraie
et al. discuss several approaches to the assertion inference based on the ap-
plication crawling [Mesbah et al. 2012]. They propose multiple techniques
based on: Daikon [Ernst et al. 2007b] likely invariants [Mirshokraie & Mesbah
2012], mutation-driven generation [Mirshokraie et al. 2013], and DOM-based
assertions at event and function levels [Mirshokraie et al. 2015].

The JavaScript specification, based on the ECMAScript standard, is infor-
mal and written in plain English language. Thus, JavaScript programs may
likely be error-prone due to ambiguities and misinterpretations of the lan-
guage specification. Availability of a formal JavaScript semantics could fa-
cilitate rigorous reasoning about the program behaviour. [Maffeis et al. 2008]
and [Guha et al. 2010] propose two different approaches to the formalization
of the ECMAScript 3 standard based on small-step operational semantics and
lJS calculus, respectively. These results enabled type safety verification and
the detection of security vulnerabilities. Formal reasoning about complex in-
teractions between JavaScript and its execution environment, web browser,
has attracted particular interest. [Gardner et al. 2008] applied Hoare logic to
describe the semantics for a subset of DOM manipulations. Later, [Gard-
ner et al. 2012] exploited separation logic for JavaScript program verification.
Another promising direction in formal JavaScript research is the semantics
mechanization [Bodin et al. 2014, Park & Ryu 2015].
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1.4 M O T I VAT I O N

As shown in Section 1.3.2, research works in the field of web application
testing have been proliferating for the past two decades. These works have
largely focused on the generation of tests for the sake of regression testing
and error diagnosis. Despite substantial progress and the variety of proposed
techniques, the majority of the tools have not become widespread in the in-
dustry [Andreasen et al. 2017]. They often stay unexploited because those
tools are unable to scale up to the extent of real web applications, incur the
high cost of production use, and the lack of specialists familiar with the tools.
For example, extensive E2E testing coverage is an attractive theoretical goal
to pursue. However, the execution and maintenance of large Selenium test
suits bear high practical costs. So it may have little actual value to aim for
complete E2E coverage. It rather becomes more important to deliver value to
users as soon as possible, instead of gaining bulletproof confidence in the to-
tal absence of application errors. As reported by [Debroy et al. 2018], current
industry practices in the automation of web application testing are still based
on the in-house adoption of the Selenium WebDriver14 for the exhaustive E2E
testing.

At the same time, the practical value of application monitoring is constantly
increasing. As the complexity of web applications is continuously expanding,
the chance to stumble upon an unexpected failure at runtime is simultane-
ously increasing. Thus, IT companies prefer to safeguard themselves from
the dramatic consequences of bugs in production by investing into extensive
runtime monitoring solutions. The monitoring spreads across multiple appli-
cation tiers from the business to data access layer. By monitoring every com-
ponent of a web application, we may have a chance to identify the presence
of an error at early stages, before it could cause any failures in production or
severely impact the application performance.

However, there exist problems that still present an ongoing challenge for
both academy and industry. In this thesis, we intend to address one such
problem, namely:

How to automatically construct testing oracles for web applications?

Another fundamental but yet basic strategy to improve the quality of web
applications is to provide robust unit testing. In fact, it has become an indus-
try standard to thoroughly tests applications at the unit level. It is preferable
to push the number of tests in the upper pyramid in Figure 1.1 from top to bot-
tom as much as possible. The reason is that unit tests are cheap to develop,
maintain and execute in comparison with end-to-end and integration tests.
Existing test automation frameworks, popular in the industry, are intended
to assist the development activities such as test design (BDD, mocking, asser-
tions), execution and reporting. However, the construction of testing scenarios
and oracles are left to the application’s developers. Furthermore, this process

14http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver/
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is extremely labor-intensive, time-consuming and error-prone. Acknowledg-
ing the shortcomings of existing practices, in addition to the oracle problem
above, we formulate the second major issue addressed in this thesis:

How to automatically construct unit tests for web applications?

To summarize, in this thesis we are trying to address two of the most im-
portant, in our opinion, aspects of web application testing, namely: oracle
construction and unit test generation. In the next section, we present the se-
quence of research questions that describe our approach to the testing of web
applications. Answering these questions, we develop our ideas stepwise into
a coherent testing framework, with logging and unit testing as its core.

1.5 R E S E A R C H Q U E S T I O N S

Pervasive logging is a common technique for enabling ubiquitous application
monitoring. Web application logging has become a well-established indus-
try practice with multiple tools available for log management and analysis,
e.g., Logstash and Kibana, respectively, from the Elastic15 toolset. Although,
there are some generic guidelines, such as logging of exceptions and HTTP
requests, mostly the decisions on what to log, when and how are made by
the application developers manually on a case-by-case basis. A characteristic
property of Web 2.0 application is extensive support of rich client-side inter-
actions that should be logged likewise. Client-side logging provides valuable
information about the behaviour of a web application that can be sourced for
various application analyses. The necessity of logging leads us to the first
research question that should be tackled before any testing effort:

RQ1: How to enable client-side logging for web applications?

In Chapter 2 we propose a client-side logging solution for web applications.
This solution is non-invasive to the main application code. It allows captur-
ing both the events and states of an application in a compact and highly cus-
tomisable format. The states in logs are the projections of actual application
states, which are composed of the internal application variables and DOM
snapshots. The logs have a hierarchical structure; we distinguish between the
logs produced by the high-level and low-level application events. High-level
events correspond to the user-generated events such as “click button” and
“edit field”. These events can be directly replayed, as long as the application is
in an appropriate state to begin the execution. Low-level events correspond to
the internal function calls, e.g., event handlers. To replay them, we are required
to store the actual application states instead of mere projections. However,
this requirement is hard to meet in practice because the logging of sizable
actual states would have a negative effect on the application latency.

15https://www.elastic.co/products/
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The ability to produce logs is not the ultimate goal of logging. Its pri-
mary purpose is to expose the application behaviour to the outside world
for consecutive monitoring and analysis. However, the principal question we
inevitably face here is for which properties to monitor the application? In
other words, we are looking for a criterion that could allow us to discrim-
inate between expected (healthy) application behaviour from erroneous or
degenerative execution. Unless the failure characteristics or the application
specifications are known in advance, we have to infer one or another from the
actual executions collected at runtime. For example, if a property P should
hold for an application, any false witness of P signifies an error. Application
logs present a valuable data source for discovering different kinds of applica-
tion properties. This fact leads us to the second research question:

RQ2: Which properties can be mined from the logs of web applications?

In Chapter 3 we address this question by suggesting the inference of alge-
braic patterns from the application logs. These patterns are based on the princi-
ple of execution equivalence. They express simple equivalence relations among
the application events, such as commutativity and idempotence. We present the
inference procedure of algebraic patterns from the application logs generated
by following the logging process introduced above. In fact, algebraic pat-
terns can serve as testing oracles that justify the correctness of the monitored
application behaviour.

So, the algebraic patterns inferred from application logs can be instru-
mented for runtime monitoring. Their fairness allows us to guarantee that
the application still exhibits the original qualities expected by its users. By
monitoring execution equivalence at runtime, we protect the application from
undesirable changes in the application logic. These changes, for example,
could be introduced with the release of a new version of an application com-
ponent. Once such regression is identified, the so-called failure-inducing com-
ponent should be patched with a bug fix or reverted to an older version that
still exhibits the correct behaviour. Of course, this helps to cure an ongoing
issue, but yet a better tactic would be to prevent any potential regression from
leaking into the production code. To achieve this, we have to increase the
level of pre-production testing at all levels: unit, integration and end-to-end.
This procedure is commonly referred as regression testing, and it constitutes an
essential phase of any continuous integration cycle. Depending on the gran-
ularity of events low or high, we can translate algebraic patterns into the unit
or end-to-end tests, respectively. Thus, we arrive at the definition of our next
research question:

RQ3: How to turn algebraic patterns into executable tests?

To answer this question, we first need to transform each side of an alge-
braic equivalence t1 ⌘ t2 into executable event sequences. Second, the events
from t1 and t2 should also be individually executable. If the algebraic pattern
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is formed by high-level application events, the pattern is executable by defi-
nition since each event can be replayed given an appropriate initial state. The
situation with the patterns formed by low-level events is somewhat different
because the states in logs preceding the events are only partial due to abstrac-
tion applied. However, the states can be reconstructed by solving the slightly
more general problem, namely:

RQ4: How to unit tests for JavaScript functions interacting with the DOM?

In Chapter 4 we develop a JavaScript unit testing framework. Given a
JavaScript function with the type signature and the branch of choice, it searches
for a suitable instantiation of input JavaScript parameters and encompassing
DOM state that ensures the function execution reaching the target branch. Al-
though our prime goal here is to generate unit tests maximizing the branch
coverage, as the by-product of this process we can enable the executability of
low-level algebraic patterns requested by RQ3.

Log file analysis allows us to identify the manifestation of a failure, for ex-
ample as the violation of an algebraic pattern. Also, logs capture the failure
related context, which is an alternating sequence of events and states preced-
ing the failure. This data is particularly helpful for debugging. It presents the
complete or partial information necessary to reproduce the failure. The only
problem with this approach is the number of potentially unrelated events still
recorded in the logs because of the excessive nature of our logging strategy,
which brings us to the next question addressed in the thesis:

RQ5: How to reduce the size of a failure execution context?

Our solution to this, so-called, failure simplification problem is presented in
Chapter 5. We propose to utilize the algebraic patterns introduced in Chap-
ter 3 as the basis for the rewriting system. Indeed, the patterns represent the
execution reduction steps that can be applied to the failed execution log with
the goal to shorten its size. Chapter 5 describes the reduction algorithm and
validates our prototype of the log reduction framework.

The downside of log reduction is that a simplified failure can be non-
executable due to the unsound reduction system. The unsoundness originates
from the dynamic inference of algebraic rules based on logs. First, the in-
ferred rule can be a false positive candidate. Second, the reduction process
can break the executability of the log because of the application state over-
approximation, which leads us to the final question of this thesis:

RQ6: How to repair the executability of an unsound reduction?

In Chapter 6, we present an improved version log reduction by combining
it with the delta debugging [Zeller 2002]. The drawback of delta debugging is
that it requires multiple steps to complete. So, the two techniques provide
mutual benefits to each other. On the one hand, preliminary log reduction
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may decrease the number of steps required by the follow-up delta debug-
ging to simplify the failure. On the other hand, delta debugging guarantees
stronger reduction and can also repair non-executable reduction produced by
the unsound reduction system.

1.6 T H E S I S O U T L I N E

The structure of the thesis follows the order of research questions posed in
Section 1.5. Figure 1.2 shows the graph of chapter dependency16. Some chap-
ters are independent of each other and can be read in an arbitrary order.
Other chapters are advised to be read in a predetermined sequence to gain
a coherent understanding of the material. Nevertheless, all chapters are self-
contained and can still be studied independently. However, there are several
paths through this book which explore four general themes in the domain of
web application testing:

(1) how to enable logging at various levels of abstraction: Chapter 2
(2) how to obtain testing oracles: Chapter 3
(3) how to facilitate unit testing by generating test input data: Chapter 4.
(4) how to simplify failing executions: Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

The content of the thesis chapters is based on several published articles
and scientific reports produced over the course of the author’s Ph.D. track at
Utrecht University in the Netherlands. The subject of the research originates
from a broader context defined by the EU project FITTEST: Future Internet
Applications Testing. In the rest of the section, we summarize the contribu-
tion of each chapter of the thesis together with the references to the source
publications.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of existing logging techniques and intro-
duces framework for the client-side logging of web applications. It is partly
based on two technical reports and one research article:

16solid arrows indicate the logical dependency between two chapter, and dashed arrow pro-
vides an alternative transition between the logically disconnected chapters
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Prasetya, I. S. W. B., Middelkoop, A., Elyasov, A., & Hage, J. (2011). D6. 1:
FITTEST Logging Approach, Project no. 257574, FITTEST Future Internet
Testing.

Prasetya, I. S. W. B., Elyasov, A., Middelkoop, A., & Hage, J. (2012). FITTEST
log format (version 1.1). Technical Report UUCS-2012-014.

Middelkoop, A., Elyasov, A. B., & Prasetya, W. (2011, October). Functional
instrumentation of actionscript programs with asil. In International Symposium
on Implementation and Application of Functional Languages (pp. 1-16). Springer,
Berlin, Heidelberg.

Chapter 3 introduces algebraic oracles expressing execution equivalence of
event sequences. It describes the oracle inference procedure and conducts
the empirical validation of algebraic oracle effectiveness. Also, it provides a
comparison with other well-established types of automated oracles such as
likely-invariant of Daikon, temporal properties of Synoptic and finite state ma-
chines of KLFA.

Elyasov, A., Prasetya, W., Hage, J., Rueda, U., Vos, T., & Condori-Fernandez,
N. (2015, April). AB=BA: execution equivalence as a new type of testing oracle.
In Proceedings of the 30th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (pp.
1559-1566). ACM.

Chapter 4 suggests a search-based approach to the generation of test inputs
for the JavaScript functions interacting with the DOM. This approach is imple-
mented as an evolutionary testing framework called JEDI. It utilizes genetic
transformations to systematically evolve DOM inputs and other JavaScript in-
put types as well. We present an empirical evaluation of the framework on a
set of open-source applications and also compare the branch coverage of JEDI
with Confix — a concolic HTML fixture generation tool for JavaScript.

Elyasov, A., Prasetya, I. W. B., & Hage, J. (2018, October). Test Data Generation
for JavaScript Functions that Interact with the DOM. To appear in Software Reli-
ability Engineering (ISSRE), 2018 IEEE 29th International Symposium. IEEE.

Chapter 5 address the problem of failure simplification caused by excessive
web application logging. By leveraging algebraic oracles, a failure exposing
execution trace taken from logs can be reduced. We present a reduction algo-
rithm with a prototype that is evaluated on the FlexStore web application.

Elyasov, A., Prasetya, I. W. B., & Hage, J. (2013, November). Guided algebraic
specification mining for failure simplification. In IFIP International Conference
on Testing Software and Systems (pp. 223-238). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.

Chapter 6 further develops the idea of failure simplification by execution
reduction and explores the feasibility of combining our technique with a
widely known debugging approach — delta debugging. Both debugging strate-
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gies are supported by the black box web application debugger BAD specifi-
cally implemented to enable experimental validation.

Elyasov, A., Prasetya, W., Hage, J., & Nikas, A. (2014, May). Reduce first, debug
later. In Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Automation of Software
Test (pp. 57-63). ACM.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. It discusses the interconnection between
the individual subjects, such as log reduction, algebraic oracles, and test data
generation, presented in this thesis. Finally, we highlight the direction for
future work and speculate about the future internet application testing past
the FITTEST project.

Chapter 8 is an epilogue. It summarizes the author’s experience in dealing
with the prediction of the future of technology and provides some generic
guidance on how to maximize the viability of the results.
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2
Logging Approach

A B S T R A C T

Web application logs are powerful data sources for gaining insights about the
behaviour of web applications. Extensive features of modern web browsers al-
low Web 2.0 applications to perform complex computations at the client-side.
In this chapter, we introduce a generic client-side logging framework with the
goal to facilitate subsequent log-based testing and analysis. Our logging ap-
proach is event-driven. It allows capturing both high-level user events and low-
level internal application events, as well as the application states in-between.
The framework provides non-invasive logging instrumentation. Developers
can separately provide application-specific loggers and serializers in order to
control the logging process. One of the key properties of our framework is the
replayability of the high-level events recorded in logs. This feature enables the
automation of application debugging, which will be presented in the follow-
up chapters.

2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

In Chapter 1, we discussed in detail the challenges in testing Web 2.0 ap-
plications. They mainly arise from the increased complexity of interactions
supported by modern web clients such as browsers. On the one hand, these
interactions enable developers to build highly dynamic web interfaces. How-
ever, on the other hand, they magnify the complexity of the application logic.
The latter becomes convoluted and hard to reason about by the developers.
This problem is further escalated by active changes in the process of soft-
ware development. For example, fierce competition and the shortage of time
forces businesses to release new unpolished products to the market early by
compromising the quality. Moreover, the agile development paradigm of-
ten advocates an informal treatment of requirements favoring the test-driven
development (TDD) instead. Finally, extensive reliance on third-party open-
source libraries and frameworks leads to potentially unpredictable behaviour
of web applications at runtime. These factors compel the industry to rush
from the traditional testing in development to testing in production. In order
to facilitate this transition, developers have to adopt ubiquitous application
logging.

Application logs are important data sources for various analysis techniques.
In particular, logs are valuable for testing and debugging. Web applications
are built based on the principle of client-server architecture. The generation
and analysis of server-side logs have become a widespread practice actively
adopted by the industry. Whereas, client-side logging is a relatively new con-
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cept, which has only become topical with the rise of rich web clients. Enabling
logging on a client should allow developers to precisely capture the behaviour
of users, as well as the state of the application during execution. Individual
behaviour is usually described by a sequence of application events. Depending
on the chosen abstraction level, there are multiple ways to define events in an
application. For example, we can create the following event taxonomy:

1. high-level events are produced in response to the user actions at the UI
level, e.g. “click”, “keypress”, “input”;

2. middle-level events are activated as part of the event flow; they corre-
spond to the event handlers of high-level events;

3. low-level events are linked to the calls of separate methods or functions.

The hierarchy of events can still be refined further to be more or less coarse.
For example, we can combine the sequence of high-level events into a macro-
event [Ermuth & Pradel 2016], which represents a single semantically indivis-
ible step such as “fill a form” or “open a menu item”. On the other side of the
spectrum, it is also possible to associate events with the program statements
or instructions in order to enable deep application logging. The expressive-
ness and flexibility of a logging solution determine the potential range of
log-based analysis that can be applied for testing and diagnosis of web ap-
plications. Therefore, by design, our framework should support the logging
of a wide-range of application events defined at different granularity levels.
At the same time, logs should be generated systematically, and in a well-
defined format. Furthermore, in practice developers prefer the logging to be
non-invasive and managed in a centralized way so that it does not clutter the
source code.

In this chapter, we present a client-side logging framework for web appli-
cations satisfying the requirements formulated above. Our logging solution is
flexible: we can separately specify which events to log, how to serialize them,
and what is the abstract application state. The solution allows the logging
level to be adjusted at run-time, e.g., in response to an increasing load. The
logs are stored on a log server in a compressed format. When necessary, they
can be decompressed and exported to XML enabling the post-processing by
other tools.

The logging framework has been open-sourced and is available online1.
Even though our framework targets specifically Adobe Flash2 applications,
which are nowadays less common3, the design principles behind the under-
lying components are still relevant for other web platforms, e.g., web appli-
cations written in HTML and JavaScript. Firstly, ActionScript is derived from
the same ECMAScript language specification4 as JavaScript. Secondly, both
languages have a similar representation of an application DOM and event

1https://github.com/alebagnato/FITTEST
2https://get.adobe.com/flashplayer/
3https://theblog.adobe.com/adobe-flash-update/
4http://www.ecma-international.org/ecma-262/8.0/index.html
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handling system. The choice in favour of ActionScript was made due to the
popularity of Flash back in 2009, and an industrial partnership with the Su-
lake5 corporation running one of the largest Flash applications — the online
social game HABBO6.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we discuss the state of
the art in logging. Section 2.3 surveys the applications of logs in testing. Our
client-side logging framework is presented in Section 2.4. Finally, the chapter
is concluded with a discussion of future work in Section 2.5.

2.2 S TAT E O F T H E A RT I N L O G G I N G

From the start of the mainframe era until the recent advances in the web and
cloud technologies, the role and importance of application logs have continu-
ously been increasing. Logs are often viewed as the primary source of truth
about the state of an application (system), and the behaviours of its users.

2.2.1 Application Areas

There are several application areas where logs are widely used: databases,
operating systems, web applications and servers, distributed systems, and
supercomputing.

Logs produced by a database server are called transaction logs or database
logs. Such a log represents a history of updates performed on a database.
The log can be used to recover the database state in the case of crashes or
hardware failures, thus guaranteeing transaction reliability. These logs have a
binary format and, consequently, are not human-readable.

Logs produced by operating systems are called system log files. They typ-
ically record device changes, device operations, and security-relevant events.
Once produced, other tools usually process the logs for various purposes, e.g.,
Windows Event Viewer [Schuster 2007] and Unix System Activity Reporter
use them for performance monitoring and debugging.

Web servers produce the most widespread type of logs, called web logs.
They store information about a server and its clients. Typically, weblogs are
used to get a historical overview of requested pages, including the client IP
addresses, the request date/time (timestamp), the response codes and other
network data. This information provides a lot of useful statistics for the sys-
tem administrators, performance engineers, and marketers.

Distributed systems are usually complicated due to their synchronization
and nondeterminism issues. They exploit logging to facilitate debugging. For
example, [Boroday et al. 2003] proposed a log-based analysis framework for
the modeling of system behaviour with communicating automata inferred
from execution traces.

In the field of supercomputing, systems are often represented as a com-
plex composition of various kinds of software and hardware. They require a

5https://www.sulake.com/
6https://www.habbo.com/
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good technique for failure prediction because of the high recovery costs. In-
formation in logs is a perfect source for such an analysis. [Liang et al. 2006]
study the BlueGene/L event logs to derive some common failure patterns.
Currently, the massive size, complexity, and the lack of standard formats in
supercomputer logs make the analysis difficult. [Jain et al. 2009] proposes a
solution based on textual clustering. It builds the syntactic structures of log
messages and then classifies them into semantic groups.

2.2.2 Log Users

Depending on the problem in question, different groups of people within an
organization may want to have access to the information in logs. The list
below describes some of these groups together with the goals of log analysis:

• developers: debugging (inspect the internal state of a program in order
to identify the root cause of an observed error);

• testers: failure replication (analyze user steps to reproduce failure and
reconstruct its context);

• performance analyst: profiling (optimize application performance based
on the collected run-time statistics);

• on-call engineers: diagnosis (predict and eliminate potential failures
revealed in production);

• system administrators: monitoring (configure and tune the application
based on the run-time data);

• analysts: reporting (collect and aggregate various business/user statis-
tics);

• marketeers: campaigning (insights for marketing and emailing)

Each of these user groups is seeking for a specific piece of information in
logs. Moreover, the same information in logs can be represented in different
formats. Even the logging terminology varies per user group. For example,
developers use the term tracing instead of logging, when they are dealing with
debugging issues. In order to meet the expectations of all the log consumers
above, the organization should provide a global data integration solution for
all services and systems. Historically, logs were produced by machines but
expected to be read and analyzed by humans. Nowadays the situation has
changed. The raw logs are presently processed, queried and analyzed by
other systems, which in turn produce human-readable reports, often in the
form of visual reports.

2.2.3 What is a log?

In essence, a log file, or simply log, is a recorded collection of log messages
presented like a notebook. A log message is a special sentence generated by
an application in response to some external or internal events such as user
login/logout or system crash. A log message usually consists of a timestamp,
source and data. The timestamp records the time at which the message was
produced; the source indicates where the message came from; and, the data
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(1) [Fri Sep 09 10:42:29.902022 2011] (2) [core:error] (3) [pid 35708:tid 432863]
(4) [client 72.15.99.187] (5) File does not exist: /usr/local/apache2/htdocs/favicon.ico

Figure 2.1 Apache Error Log Example

represents the actual content of the message. The message data is an arbitrary
unstructured text which exposes some auxiliary information about the con-
text of an occurred event. The log format defines the concrete syntax of log
messages, which can be more verbose than the one described above. For ex-
ample, a log message could additionally contain information about the type,
severity, and priority of an event. Figure 2.1 shows an example of an error
log message generated by an Apache web server7. It consists of the following
components:

(1) the date and time of the message
(2) the module that produced the message and the message severity level
(3) the process and thread IDs
(4) the address of the client sending the request
(5) the content the error message; it says that the requested file does not

exists on the server

2.2.4 Logging Infrastructure

In order to implement a logging solution for an application or a system, there
are several steps to be decided upon:

1. log generation
2. storage
3. filtering
4. normalization
5. analysis

Let us discuss each of these steps in details.

Log Generation

There are many ways to let an application log events. The easiest solution is to
insert a print-like function at the places where we want to produce a message.
This function can only serialize argument to text into a log file. Despite its
simplicity and low-levelness, the print command has proven to be a useful de-
bugging technique and underlies many logging frameworks . Loggers based
on this approach are called in-code loggers. They are typically easy to under-
stand and use, but have some disadvantages as well. For example, it requires
much duplication to log multiple function calls. As a result, this approach
quickly becomes labour-intensive and error-prone.

Another well-known solution is based on the idea of aspect-oriented pro-
gramming (AOP). Logging statements are defined as separate aspects, which

7https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/logs.html
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are then weaved into the application. These loggers are called aspect-oriented.
The separation of logging concern makes this solution modular and avoids
the duplication of similar logging statements. However, this approach is often
hard to implement and not easy to use. Therefore, it is not so widely used in
practice. Besides, there exist only a limited number of operations supported
by the join-point model in AOP frameworks.

Generally speaking, an aspect-oriented approach to logging is based on
the idea of code injection, where the logging statements are separately in-
jected into the application code. Within this class, we can distinguish between
the source code and byte-code injection approach. Loggers built with the latter
approach are called byte-code level loggers. Binary instrumentation is used to
inject log statements in an already compiled application. We can distinguish
between static and dynamic injection. Static injection is applied at compile
time before the application is deployed. The dynamic approach delegates the
decision about the injection into to the application run-time.

A common problem of all these techniques is that logging may interfere
with the original application behaviour. Even, for the first glance, harmless, a
print statement may change the application timing or throw an exception.

Log Storage

A central place where log messages are collected is called a log host. It is
usually a dedicated server machine. There are some common protocols to
transmit log messages:

• Syslog was developed as a part of the Sendmail project. It quickly be-
came the standard logging solution [Gerhards 2009] for Unix and other
operating systems. It allows the separation of the software that gener-
ates messages from the system that stores them and the software that
analyzes them. It also provides a feature to notify administrators of
problems or performance issues. Syslog log entries represent informa-
tion about activities of different system components (demons, kernel,
ftp, user and so on) with assigned priority/levels (Alert, Critical, Warn-
ing, Error, Message and so on).

• Windows Event Log is a specialized logging format for Microsoft sys-
tems [Schuster 2007].

• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a standard protocol for
managing network devices such as modems, routers, and printers.

• The Common Log Format (CLF) is the standard text format adopted by
many web servers for logging. Each entry contains information about
the user, host, date, status and so on.

• The Extended Log Format (ELF) was suggested as an alternative for CLF,
extending it and providing more flexibility.

• Database logs (transaction logs) is a solution built around DB log storage
according to a given schema. This approach may be extended toward
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distributed logging which guarantees fault tolerance of the logging so-
lution.

Log Filtering and Normalization

The number of log messages can be quite excessive unless some filtering policy
is employed. It allows developers to specify which messages they are inter-
ested in, and ignore everything else. The task of filtration can be carried out
by a designated proxy server.

The normalization procedure helps to standardize the format of log messages.
It is easy to process and analyze messages that have been converted to a stan-
dard format. For example, as part of normalization, we may assign different
priority levels (low, medium or high) to log messages.

Log Analysis

Logs are an essential data source for the analysis of the application behaviour
including such areas as performance analysis and failure diagnosis. Thus, the
goal of log generation is to expose as much as possible information about the
application behaviour for subsequent analysis driven by various developer
concerns. One of the challenges in log analysis is the free format of message
content. On the one hand, it allows the developers to express arbitrary in-
formation about the application. On the other hand, it does not provide any
prescription on what to log, which leads to poorly written messages.

2.3 L O G - B A S E D T E S T I N G

The availability of web application logs opens the door to a variety of analysis
techniques. Because this thesis is concerned with the application of logs for
software testing, we dedicate this chapter to the discussion of corresponding
log usages.

2.3.1 Failure Analysis and Detection

In his seminal paper on log-based testing, [Andrews 1998] introduced a log
file analysis language (LFAL), which is based on the finite state machine for-
malism. It is used for the description of the expected behaviour of a system.
If an actual system behaviour — according to a produced log file — is rejected
by an analyzer, it signals an error. Later on, [Andrews & Zhang 2000, Yantzi
& Andrews 2007, Tu et al. 2009] applied the log analysis approach to the
clarification of requirements and the generation of random test-cases.

Even if we know that a log file contains evidence of a failure, it is still
unclear how to narrow down the root cause of the failure. Furthermore, the
system may even continue to function after the failure occurred. The problem
becomes more complicated with the growth of the log sizes. [Cotroneo et al.
2007] proposed a solution based on model inference. First, the successful log
files are used to build the system model representing the correct behaviour.
Second, an unsuccessful log is compared against the inferred model, where
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any deviation is already considered as a failure signal. Given approach was
extended by [Mariani & Pastore 2008] with such features as the event at-
tributes abstraction, multi-model inference, and clustering.

2.3.2 Requirements Monitoring

[Feather & Smith 2001] proposed to use databases for the log-based require-
ment monitoring. It consists of the following steps: uploading a log file to
a database (DB), converting requirement to DB queries, and interpretation of
results. [Robinson 2002] suggested to continuously monitor requirements at
runtime by combining assertions and model checking. When requirements
are not known in advance, the concrete system executions can be used to de-
rive tests. An approach of [Ducasse et al. 2006] is based on the reification of
system execution traces. As a result, the traces are represented as Prolog facts
and test-cases as Prolog queries. [Barringer et al. 2010] developed a log-based
framework for the runtime verification of real-time critical embedded appli-
cations. It allows the monitoring of application properties, which are written
in a mix of temporal and automata specification languages.

2.3.3 Security Testing

Continuous monitoring provides the full history of application usage. Thereby,
the logs can be subjected to security analysis. [Kowalski & Beheshti 2008] ex-
ploited logs for the detection of intrusion. They used the logs of web servers
and firewalls to identify the IP addresses of potential attackers.

2.3.4 Invariant Inference

[Ernst et al. 2001] introduced a tool, called Daikon, for the discovery of invari-
ants from execution traces. An instrumented program is executed in order to
sample the concrete values of internal variables. Afterwards, we cross-check
the generated values against an extensive collection of predefined invariant
classes. The concrete invariant instances passing the confidence level are re-
ported to the developers. The dynamic approach to the invariant inference
supported by Daikon can be strengthened by exploiting static analysis pro-
gram information [Nimmer & Ernst 2002].

2.3.5 Model Inference

[Lorenzoli et al. 2008] adapted the GK-tail algorithm to log-based model
inference. The models can capture the complex interplay between the data
and application components interacting with each other. Inference works
in four steps: merging input-equal traces, generating predicates associated
with traces, creating an initial extended finite state machine (EFSM), and then
merging equivalent states to obtain the final EFSM.
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Figure 2.2 The Global Architecture of Client-Side Logging

2.4 C L I E N T S I D E L O G G I N G F R A M E W O R K

The performance of modern web browsers such as Chrome and Firefox has
greatly improved over time thanks to the highly optimized JavaScript engines.
This fact has permitted web developers to partly shift the complexity of logic
from a server to a client. So instead of entirely changing an application state
by requesting a new page from the server, the client partially updates the ap-
plication UI. It only requests the data necessary to compute the update locally.
As a result, we are unable to trace the complete application behaviour by only
logging the sequence of requests and responses of the server. Therefore, to
have a full picture of ongoing interactions, we should enable application log-
ging both on the client and server side. The question of server-side logging
is relatively well studied . However, client-side logging has not been properly
investigated to the same extent.

JavaScript, CSS, and HTML5 together constitute the technology stack for
building the majority of present-day web applications. In Section 2.1 we ex-
plained why our client-side logging solution was implemented for Action-
Script (AS) applications instead of JavaScript. AS applications use the Adobe
Flash Player as an execution environment. Of course, our technology choice
imposed certain engineering challenges that we had to address in the design
of our logging framework. In the next section, we explain the architecture of
the framework. We also discuss some of the pursued goals and the limitations
of our design.

2.4.1 Architecture of Logging Framework

The global architecture of our client-side logging framework is depicted in
Figure 2.2. The first step of the framework is to instrument a web applica-
tion. As part of this process, we are trying to identify the logging points, i.e.,
the places in the application where we want to insert logging statements. Each
statement produces a message that is recorded in a log file. Depending on
the context of a logging point, a different kind of logging statement should
be inserted. There are two ways to decide upon this question: either directly
insert a predetermined logging statement if possible, or add dynamic instru-
mentation that can take the right decision on the fly. Finally, the instrumented
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application is deployed to the production environment instead of the original
one. The instrumentation is carried out by our ActionScript Instrumentation
Compiler asic at the bytecode level; Chapter 2.4.2 highlights the details of this
process.

With the help of static instrumentation, we can facilitate low-level appli-
cation logging. However, it not suitable for the logging of high-level appli-
cation events. The reason is that the application GUI is often dynamically
constructed. It is impossible to predict statically which functions correspond
to user events. To address this challenge, we rely on dynamic instrumenta-
tion. That is, at run-time, we scan the application GUI tree, and decide for
each GUI component in the tree, whether it should be monitored or not, and
if so which events it should respond to. This work is done by the component
called Automation Framework in Figure 2.2. The Automation Framework pro-
vides a collection of automation delegates specifying which application event to
log. We review the architecture of that framework in Section 2.4.3.

The Logger component in Figure 2.2 is responsible for log generation and
formatting. It is supplied with a collection of serialization functions specifying
how to serialize objects of various types. For example, they control which
object’s fields to log, and how to log deeply nested objects. The abstraction
function component, in Figure 2.2, is an application-specific serialization del-
egate. That is, it constructs an abstraction of the application concrete state
to be used for logging. This abstraction should be externally provided, e.g.,
by an application developer. Another sub-component of the Logger is Logging
Library. The library provides additional functions for the formatting of logs.

Figure 2.3 shows how logs are transported to the FITTEST logging server.
Initially, the logs are produced in a compressed format (Row Log) to be ef-
ficiently transmitted through the network . The HashLog utility filters the
compressed log files and converts them to an XML format. The final log is
ready to be processed and analyzed by various FITTEST components.

2.4.2 Logging of Low-Level Events

Analyzing the application behaviour at a deeper level relies on access to the
internals of the application runtime. In order to trace this information, our
framework should support the logging of low-level events such as function
calls, branches, variables, and other program constructs. Although this kind
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of logging enables precise analysis, it may be too excessive for continuous exe-
cution in production. Thus, it should be moderately used, for example, when
a developer knows which part of the application to focus on for debugging.

ActionScript applications are deployed as binary containers and executed
by the Flash player — ActionScript Virtual Machine (AVM) — within a web
browser. As a result, we presumably do not have access to the application
source code. Thus, the application should be instrumented at the bytecode
level. Additionally, to keep our design non-invasive, we want to provide
logging specification separately from the main application as a cross-cutting
concern, and weave it in on the fly in the style of AOP .

In [Middelkoop et al. 2011] we introduced the ActionScript Instrumenta-
tion Compiler asic. Figure 2.4 presents an overview of the AS bytecode in-
strumentation process. In order to instrument an initial application APP to a
new version APP’ enriched with logging, the first step is to generate the Refl
reflection information (symbol table, control flow graph), which is imported
by Spec. This specification is advice on what to log and where. In the next
step, we compile the specification to an intermediate language, called Asil-
Core, by partially evaluating the monadic code. It can be directly translated
to AS bytecode. The instrumented application APP’ produced logs once being
executed.

We keep the discussion of the asic internals brief here. It has not been ex-
tensively used for the research presented in the rest of the thesis. The curious
reader may refer [Middelkoop et al. 2011] to the original paper and check the
implementation online: asic8 and asil9.

2.4.3 Logging of High-Level Events

We can abstractly view the execution of a web application as a sequence of
events continuously modifying the application state. The developers may
be interested in the logging of these events in order to analyze the runtime
application behaviour. Furthermore, we can define the concept of events at

8http://hackage.haskell.org/package/asic
9http://hackage.haskell.org/package/asil
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Figure 2.5 FlexStore Web Application

different levels of granularity. Thus, each event type should be separately
treated in the process of logging. For example, at a low-level view, each ma-
chine instruction or a program statement can be considered as events. On
the other hand, function calls already constitute events at a higher level of
abstraction. In our case, the highest degree of granularity corresponds to the
events at the level of GUI interactions. Examples of such events are user ac-
tions, e.g. “fill in a field” or “click a button”. We call them application events.
By logging these events, we can reconstruct the application usage scenarios.
They become useful, for example, when an application produces a failure or
reveals some atypical symptoms. The knowledge of application usage sce-
narios will allow us to diagnose any problems by replaying the suspicious
executions. However, in order to facilitate the replay of logs, some properties
should hold:

1. record all high-level events inclusively

2. persist the complete application state or have a sufficiently deterministic
abstraction

In the rest of the section, we establish the record and replay approach for
the logging of high-level application events. For demonstration purposes, we
use the web application Flexstore .

Automation Framework

Figure 2.6 shows the class diagram for the Automation Framework. It is mainly
responsible for the record and replay of application events. When a browser
requests the web application (Flexstore), first, it employs the AutomationLoader
class to load the rest of the application components such as:
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Automation

- INSTANCE: Automation

- delegateRegistry: Dictionary

- dobjects: Dictionary

- delegates: Dictionary

- recordMode: Boolean

+ init(DisplayObject)

+ record(Delegate, Command)

+ invoke(String, String, ...args): Object

+ getInsatnce(): Automation

+ startRecording()

+ stopRecording()

+ registerDelegateClass(Class, Class)

Delegate

# dobject: DisplayObject

# automationChildren: Boolean

# id: String

# automationId: String

+ replay(Command): Object 

Command

- args: Array

- action: String

+ Command(String, Array)

ClickableDelegate

+ click() 

AutomationLoader

+ loadApplication(String, ... ) 

ButtonDelegate

FlexD
elegates

ButtonBarDelegate

+ itemClick(int)

CanvasDelegate

ComboBoxDelegate

+ change(int)

+ open()

+ close()

ImageDelegate

LabelDelegate

registerDelegateClass

register 

create

InitEvent

RecordEvent

ApplicationLogger

+ setup(InitEvent)

+ interceptor(RecordEvent)
init

record

LogReplay

+ log: XML

+ executeEvent: Function

+ getLogReplay(): LogReplay

+ replayLog(filename: String)

# replay()

invoke

replay

ITEM_CLICK OPEN,CLOSE,CHANGE CLICK

Flexstore

FlexstoreA
pplicationLogger

load

Figure 2.6 Automation Framework

• the target application Flexstore;

• the application-specific logger FlexstoreApplicationLogger (discussed in
Section 2.4.3);

• the collection of automation delegates FlexDelegates.

While loading the target application, we create an Automation instance, which
is the core entity of the framework. Upon initialization, the automation object
is hooked to the DisplayObject corresponding to the root of the application’s
display list (tree). We recursively scan the display list and associate an au-
tomation delegate with each display object on the list. The automation del-
egates are responsible for the interception of designated application events
and the invocation of associated side-effects. The Automation instance keeps
track of all the changes to the display list due to the removal or addition of
DisplayObjects to be always up to date. Finally, it notifies the ApplicationLogger
by firing the InitEvent (the effect of this will be covered in Section 2.4.3).

Users interact with the target application through UI-events such as CLICK
and CHANGE. Respective automation delegates (ButtonDelegate, etc.) are lis-
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Figure 2.7 Logging and Serialization

tening for these events. Once the event is fired, the call is recorded by the
Automation instance. The record method dispatches the RecordEvent with the
two arguments source and command. The arguments carry the information
about the source display element and the event type respectively. Being in-
tercepted by the ApplicationLogger, the RecordEvent generates a new record in
the application log. This record contains the information about the event as
well as the subsequent application state.

The high-level events in a log can be sequentially replayed by calling the
invoke method of the LogReplay. It sends the replay command to the respective
display object, which calls the delegate’s method replay to dispatch the final
event.

Logging and Serialization

The goal of the logging framework in Figure 2.7 is to provide basic primi-
tives for the serialization of events, states, objects and other log entities. The
ApplicationLogger class is the core component of our logging framework. It
creates the logger instance and initializes the event recording. We can spec-
ify the list of events to be ignored (ignoreList) by the logger, expose some
internal functions to the outside world (setupExternalInterface), and register
application-specific serialization delegates (registerSerializationDeligates). Appli-
cation developers can provide domain-specific loggers, in our case Flexstore-
ApplicationLogger, in order to serialize custom application components. The
SerializationFunction is an interface for defining serialization delegates. The
Logger interface is a collection of primitives for logging of application event
and state (logEvent and logAppState), function entry and exit (logFunEntry and
logFunExit), and other high(low)-level application concepts. The Serializer in-
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1 function serializeFlexstore(app: Object, s: Serializer): void {
2 s.beginObject(app, "AppAbstractState");
3 s.storeField("products", app.pView.cartPanel.numProducts);
4 s.storeField("currency", app.pView.cartPanel.cf.currencySymbol);
5 s.storeField("total", app.pView.cartPanel.grandTotal.text);
6 s.endObject();
7 }

Figure 2.8 Abstract state serialization function for Flexstore

terface is responsible for the log formatting. It additionally controls the seri-
alization of the primitive fields (serializeIntField) and arbitrary nested objects
(beginObject, endObject, etc.).

State Serialization

The dictionary delegates of the SerializationRegister class holds the mapping
between the classes and serialization functions. While serializing the appli-
cation state, the logger looks up in the delegates dictionary for appropriate
functions to serialize objects according to their types.

Serialization of the complete state of an application can be quite expensive.
Often we are only interested in a specific part of the application state. Thus,
for a given object o of type C, we may want to indicate which fields of C to
serialize. Our non-invasive design allows us to define so called state abstrac-
tion as a serialization function separately from the main application source
code. For example, FlexstoreSerializationFunction in Figure 2.7 is the devel-
oper provided projection of the Flexstore abstract state. The serializeFlexstore
function in Figure 2.8 illustrates how the state abstraction can be defined by
FlexstoreSerializationFunction:

Log Format

Figure 2.9 presents a log excerpt of the Flexstore application. It consists of just
one log entry representing the high-level event “item click on ButtonBar0”.
Let us get a closer look at the structure of this log message. The entry is
stored under the tag <E> with the attribute t corresponding to the event
timestamp (line 1). It is composed of two objects describing the high-level
event in lines 2-22 and the application abstract state in lines 23-36. The event
section captures the application component targetId (lines 6-8), the event type
(lines 9-11), and the event arguments args (lines 12-21). The abstract state
section stores the values of three variables: the number of products in the
shopping cart (lines 27-29), the type of currency used for payment (lines 30-
32), and the total price to be paid (lines 33-35).

2.5 C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

In this chapter, we introduced a client-side logging framework for web ap-
plications. The framework is capable of logging the application events at
different granularity levels as well as the accompanying application state. It
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1 <E t="-120:1312787896474">
2 <O ty="eu.fittest.actionscript.automation::RecordEvent">
3 <fd n="I">
4 <V v="0" ty="ID" />
5 </fd>
6 <fd n="targetID">
7 <V v="ButtonBar0" ty="String" />
8 </fd>
9 <fd n="type">

10 <V v="itemclick" ty="String" />
11 </fd>
12 <fd n="args">
13 <O ty="Array">
14 <fd n="I">
15 <V v="1" ty="ID" />
16 </fd>
17 <fd n="elem">
18 <V v="1" ty="int" />
19 </fd>
20 </O>
21 </fd>
22 </O>
23 <O ty="AppAbstractState">
24 <fd n="I">
25 <V v="0" ty="ID" />
26 </fd>
27 <fd n="products">
28 <V v="18" ty="int" />
29 </fd>
30 <fd n="currency">
31 <V v="$" ty="String" />
32 </fd>
33 <fd n="total">
34 <V v="10.00" ty="String" />
35 </fd>
36 </O>
37 </E>

Figure 2.9 An example of Flexstore XML log recording a high-level event repre-
senting an item click on ButtonBar0

employs a non-invasive instrumentation approach to logging. In particular,
it can statically impose the logging instrumentation of low-level events such
as function calls; and dynamically weave automation delegates for the log-
ging of high-level events such as user clicks. Our framework supports the
deterministic replay of user events from logs.

Rich information in logs can greatly benefit such analysis activities as test-
ing and debugging. In the follow-up chapters, we discuss two use-cases of
log analysis: oracle inference and failure simplification.
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3
Execution Equivalence as Testing Oracle

A B S T R A C T

In this chapter, we introduce a new type of automated testing oracle, called
the execution equivalence (EE) invariants. The invariants are mined from the
execution logs that capture both the events and the states of an application at
runtime. Two sequences of events are considered equivalent if upon execu-
tion they result in the same final state. Here we present the LOg-based Pattern
Inferencer (LOPI) — a tool for the mining of EE-invariants. This tool is eval-
uated on a web-application FlexStore. The evaluation has shown that even
equivalences up to a length of four events already represent effective and ef-
ficient testing oracles for locating faults injected into the FlexStore. Moreover,
the comparison of EE-invariants with the data invariants produced by Daikon
reveals the superiority of the former approach.

3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Testing shows the presence, not the absence of bugs.

—Edsger W. Dijkstra, 1969

The concise definition of testing given by Dijkstra more than 40 years ago
still strikes by its profundity. However, it does not prescribe a recipe to distin-
guish a bug from normal behavior. Observing an application failure indicates
the direct presence of an error in the program. But not all errors immediately
result in apparent failures. Some errors just infect the program state while
the program still executes normally. The infected state can be identified by
contrasting it with an expected valid state of the program. More often than not
the description of the expected state is an informal one, and mostly relies on
the user’s understanding of the program behavior. Therefore, it is difficult,
not to say impossible, to distinguish erroneous states from valid ones without
any further user intervention. The problem of acquiring the expected states is
known in the literature as the oracle problem [Weyuker 1982]. The purpose of
an oracle is to qualify tests as passing or failing.

Most approaches to the construction of an automated oracle are based on
learning generic properties from a set of trustable executions of a program,
and assuming that these properties hold for all executions of this program.
As a consequence, the properties can be used to identify abnormal program
behaviors. A behavior is considered abnormal if it violates one of the properties
previously mined from the set of executions.

[Orso & Rothermel 2014] in their recent travelogue on advances in software
testing for the past 14 years have acknowledged the lack of success in the au-
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tomated construction of oracles. Despite significant progress in the automa-
tion of test generation, the human tester is still the best testing oracle avail-
able. [Nguyen et al. 2013] have evaluated the cost and effectiveness of three
state-of-the-art automated oracle techniques: Data Invariants (Daikon) [Ernst
et al. 2007b], Temporal Invariants (Synoptic) [Beschastnikh et al. 2011], and
Finite State Automata (KLFA) [Mariani & Pastore 2008]. The effectiveness of
oracles was defined as a combination of two parameters: the rate of false pos-
itives (FP) and the fault finding (FF) capability. They found that despite the
ability to reveal faults automatically, all three techniques are suffering from a
high FP rate (on average 30%). Such a high FP rate in addition to a limited
FF capability strongly suggests the inadequateness of the existing automated
oracle techniques to be successfully adopted in practice.

The problem of the effectiveness of automated oracles motivates us to pro-
pose a new class of software oracles, that we call execution equivalence invari-
ants (EE-invariants). Two executions are considered equivalent if they start in
the same initial state, and result in the same final state. We propose to infer
EE-invariants from application logs that are represented as alternations of ap-
plication events and logged states. The main contributions of our work are
the following:

1. We introduce EE-invariants — a new type of automated oracles that can
be mined from application logs.

2. The implementation of an inference algorithm in a tool called LOPI,
which, as our evaluation shows, can efficiently learn EE-invariants up to
a length of four.

3. A preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness of EE-invariants by mea-
suring their false positives (FP) rate and fault finding (FF) capability.
The evaluation shows that the FP rate lies between 2-30%, whereas FF
capability is around 70%. The comparison with Daikon revealed that
the effectiveness of EE-invariants is competitive with the ones found
by Daikon. We have also found an initial configuration that allows us
to maximize the effectiveness of EE-invariant and, finally, outperform
Daikon.

The chapter starts by introducing the EE-invariants and their inference pro-
cedure in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the design of our experimental
evaluation. Research questions are addressed in Section 3.4. Future work and
threats to validity are discussed in Section 3.5. Related work is summarized
in Section 5.6. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

3.2 E X E C U T I O N E Q U I VA L E N C E

This section formally defines execution equivalence (EE), introduces EE-invariants,
and also describes the inference procedure for the EE-invariants. However,
first, we illustrate the concept of EE-invariants by an example.
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Log X =? Y =?
editX 5 ?
clear ? ?
editX(6) 6 ?
editY(1) 6 1
clear ? ?
clear ? ?
editY(1) ? 1
editX(6) 6 1
div 6 1

EE-invariants:
[editX(p); editY(q)] ⌘ [editY(q); editX(p)]
[editX(p); clear] ⌘ [clear]
[div] ⌘ []

Figure 3.1 Log File and EE-invariants

3.2.1 Motivating Example

Let us consider a simplified version of the calculator application that can only
divide two natural numbers. The application has two editable fields X and
Y, where the operands of division are entered and a third field to display the
result, the button div to perform the division, and one extra button clear to
erase all fields. Figure 3.1 shows an example log generated by the calculator
during one user session. Each row in the log records an application event,
sometimes with arguments, and the state of the application after the execution
of the event. We recognize two event sequences as equivalent if they always
end up in the same final state, whenever they start in the same initial state.
Invariants on the right in Figure 3.1 are constructed according to the above
definition of equivalence, based on the information in the log on the left. For
instance, the first invariant states the commutativity of two events editX and
editY, which can be established by observing the occurrences of these two
events in the sample log. The following section formally treats all concepts
illustrated here such as events, logs, and invariants.

3.2.2 Definitions

As is the case for many types of automated oracles, the EE-invariants are in-
ferred from execution logs. Each log entry records an event that occurred in
the application, possibly with the parameters, and the application state after
the event has been successfully processed. Events are derived from a finite al-
phabet E , whereas states result from applying a projection over concrete states
of the application.

Following the line of work [Lorenzoli et al. 2008], we assume that an appli-
cation A is modeled by an Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM). However, in
our representation, the EFSM does not contain transition predicates, and the
context variables are associated with the states instead of the transitions.

Definition 1 (EFSM) An EFSM E is a 6-tuple (S, X, V, E , P, T), where

• S is a set of states,

• X is an n-dimensional space X1 ⇥ · · ·⇥ Xn,

• V is a state valuation function on S such that V : S! X,
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• E is a set of events,

• P is a set of inputs (event parameters),

• T is a transition function such that T : S⇥ E ⇥ P! S.

By its definition, an EFSM is deterministic. Transition ((s, e, p), s0) is denoted
as (s, e, p)! s0. For a given s and e, if (s, e, p)! s0 for all p, we leave out p and
write (s, e) ! s0. The symbol e is a special virtual event without parameters
that defines the transition (s, e) ! s. In other words, when executed it never
produces any effect on the application state.

Definition 2 (Execution) Given a state s0 and a sequence of events with parameters
t = [e1(p1), . . . , en(pn)], t is an execution of E starting from the state s0 if there is
a sequence of transitions in E, such that:

(s0, e)! s0, (s0, e1, p1)! s1, (s1, e2, p2)! s2, . . . , (sn�1, en, pn)! sn.

To sample the initial state of an execution sequence, we assume that the
virtual event e always precedes every actual execution. The execution of t
starting from a state s is denoted as s 7! t, and we say that t is executable
from s. The final state sn of an execution s 7! t is denoted as t(s) = sn.

We can define an equivalence relation on the executions produced by the
application A. Two event sequences are equivalent, if starting from similar
initial states they end up in the same final states, or more formally:

Definition 3 (Execution Equivalence) Given E, two sequences of events with pa-
rameters t1 and t2 are equivalent (t1 ⌘ t2) if for all s 2 S:

1. s 7! t1 if and only if s 7! t2;

2. t1(s) = t2(s).

Definition 4 (EE-invariant or algebraic oracles) A pair of two executionally equiv-
alent event sequences t1 ⌘ t2 is called an EE-invariant.

In response to user actions, the application generates logs. Every state has a
uniquely defined element from X associated with it, which is essentially what
we see recorded in the log. We call that value the abstract application state.

Definition 5 (Execution Trace or Log) An execution trace or log L produced by
an execution s 7! t is the sequence:

L = [(e, x0), (e1(p1), x1), . . . , (el(pn), xn)],

where all states are mapped into their associated values in the domain X, that is
xi = V(si) and si is an intermediate state of s 7! t.

L(A) is the set of all possible logs produced by the application A in re-
sponse to all possible execution sequences drawn from the event alphabet E .
Two executions are considered to be equivalent based on the logged values in-
stead of the actual states. This gives us the following criterion of observational
execution equivalence derived from a set of collected logs.
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Definition 6 (Observational Execution Equivalence) Given an application A and
the set of application logs L(A), two sequences of events:

t1 = e1(p1), . . . , el(pl)

t2 = d1(q1), . . . , dk(qk)

are equivalent on L, denoted as t1
L
⌘ t2, if for every pair of logs L1, L2 2 L(A) such

that:

L1 = [. . . , (e(pi), x1
i ),

t1

(e1(p1), x1
i+1), . . . , (el(pl), x1

i+l), . . . ]

L2 = [. . . , (d(qj), y2
j ), (d1(q1), y2

j+1), . . . , (dk(qk), y2
j+k)

t2

, . . . ]

the following condition holds:

x1
i = y2

j =) x1
i+l = y2

j+k

Given application A, the equivalence of two executions (t1 ⌘ t2) implies

their observational equivalence (t1
L
⌘ t2) with respect to any L(A), but not

otherwise. Nevertheless, the latter equivalence may imply the former one,
which suggests the idea of an inference.

3.2.3 Inference Procedure

The length of an execution equivalence is equal to the sum of the lengths of
both sides: |t1 ⌘ t2| = |t1|+ |t2|. The length of e is zero, i.e. |e| = 0. Given
a set of application events E and some n 2 N, we can construct the set of
candidate equivalences between execution sequences up to length n.

P(E , n) = {(t1, t2) | t1, t2 2 E
⇤, |E | > 1, max(|t1|, |t2|) 6 n},

The number of elements in this set grows exponentially with n. Moreover,
with the increase of the length t1 or t2, the likelihood of observing an equiv-
alence decreases. Therefore, it is practically desirable to keep the value of n
small. For example, we suggest to focus on executions with a length of at
most two.

The inference procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1. The procedure takes
a set of application logs (L), an upper bound on execution length (n), and a
witness table (W), and it returns a set of invariants justified by the logs. The
witness table defines a mapping between the length of an equivalence and the
number of times this equivalence is expected to be witnessed in the logs. That
is, the equivalence of length k is accepted by the algorithm, if it is observed
at least i times for some (k, i) in the witness table. This requirement allows
us to avoid accidental equivalences. Initially, the set of invariants is empty
(line 1). We start by scanning the set of logs L and collecting all occurrences
of executions up to length n (line 2). Each occurrence is represented by a
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Algorithm 1: inferEE(L,n,W) is the inference procedure for EE-
invariants

Input : L is a set of application logs, L ✓ L(A)
n is the maximal length of an execution sequence
W = [(1, i1), . . . , (2n, i2n)] is a witness table

Output : set of valid invariants I justified on L
1 I  � ∆
2 E = [(t, l, p, sI , sF)] � CollectExecutions(L, n)
3 Et = [(t, [(l, p, sI , sF)])] � GroupAndSort(E)
4 for k 1 to |Et | do
5 for j k to |Et | do
6 (tk , wk) � Et [k]
7 (tj , wj) � Et [j]
8 l  � |tk |+ |tj |

9 c � CountWitness(wk , wj)
10 if c >W(l) then I  � I [ (tk ⌘ tj)

11 return I
12 Function CountWitness(w1, w2)
13 c � 0
14 for i 1 to |w1| do
15 for j 1 to |w2| do
16 (l1, p1, sI

1, sF
1 ) � w1[i]

17 (l2, p2, sI
2, sF

2 ) � w2[j]
18 if sI

1 = sI
2 then

19 if sF
1 = sF

2 then c � c + 1 else return -1

20 return c

5-tuple (t, l, p, sI , sF), where t is an execution that occurred in the log l at a
position p, sI is an initial state preceding the execution t, and sF is a final
state following t. Then, we group the occurrences by similar executions and
sort the groups by length (line 3). Given the set of executions Et , the purpose
of the two nested for-loops on lines 4–10 is to form all possible equivalence
candidates and check them for validity on the set of logs L.

For an equivalence candidate, the function CountWitness (line 9) returns
the total number of witnesses of that equivalence. The code of CountWitness
is presented below in the same listing (lines 12–20). A pair of occurrences
(lines 16, 17) with equal initial and final states increases the number of wit-
nesses; an occurrences pair with equal initial states but unequal final states
terminate the counting function for this pair with the exit code �1; and if
no pairs of occurrences with equal initial states are found, zero is returned.
Finally, if the number of observed witnesses is greater than or equal to the
respective value for that equivalence in the witness table W, we accept the
equivalence as a valid oracle and add it to the set O, line 10. Otherwise, the
equivalence is rejected, and the next equivalence candidate should be consid-
ered.
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Table 3.1 User Logs
logs: # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7* 8 9 10 11 12
total events 5 5 40 43 48 79 106 109 149 153 158 230
unique events 4 4 21 15 19 27 68 52 78 51 58 57
event variability 3.2 3.2 11 5.2 7.5 9.2 43.6 24.8 40.8 17 21.3 14.1

total length in events: 1125

3.3 E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L U AT I O N

[Nguyen et al. 2013] in their recent study on the cost and effectiveness of au-
tomated oracles identified the following four key parameters that determine
the practicality of the oracles dynamically inferred from logs: false positive (FP)
rate, fault finding (FF) capability, training cost, and checking cost. In addition to
these metrics, we consider the comparative effectiveness of the EE-invariants
and Daikon invariants [Ernst et al. 2007b] used separately and combined. The
inference procedure of EE-invariants is implemented in a tool called LOPI
(LOg-based Pattern Inferencer), which is available for download1 as well as
the experimental data2.

3.3.1 Experiment Design

For the experimental evaluation of the EE-invariants, we chose the web ap-
plication FlexStore3. It is a prototype of a webshop for online purchasing of
mobile phones. The application has been developed by Adobe to demonstrate
the facilities of the Flex Framework, which provides an extensive collection of
highly customizable GUI components. The application consists of 20 source
files with a total of 2620 lines of code. We instrumented all GUI elements such
that each user action emits the respective message into the log. The FITTEST
Automation Framework4 provides convenient means to enable GUI logging
for Adobe Flex applications. It is supplied with an extensive collection of log-
ging delegates for clickable GUI elements. We only have to manually specify
the application state — a collection of variables sampled alongside with the
execution of GUI events. The application state is characterized by seven vari-
ables representing different aspects of the application such as the number of
phones in the shopping cart, and the number of currently visible phones in
the catalog. As a result, all user activities such as browsing and filtering are
traced in the logs together with the respective application states.

Twelve different participants were requested to explore the functionality of
FlexStore within a fixed time interval. In total we have obtained twelve differ-
ent logs, in Table 3.1, of lengths from 5 to 230 events. The logs are stored in
the FITTEST Logging Format [Prasetya et al. 2012] that captures information
about both the application events and states. LOPI directly operates on the
logs produced in the FITTEST format. Whereas, in the case of Daikon, logs,

1https://github.com/aelyasov/LOPI
2https://github.com/aelyasov/LopiOracleEvaluation
3http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flex/samples/flex_store_v2.html
4https://code.google.com/p/fittest/
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first, have to be converted to dtraces with the help of a dedicated FITTEST
utility called HashLog.

Conversion to Daikon The translation of FITTEST logs to the Daikon for-
mat is a complex procedure. Some relevant details of this procedure are ex-
posed below. First, each variable in a dtrace file should be declared in advance,
together with the attributes, e.g., type. Conveniently, all dtrace logging points
(ppt) have the same set of declarations because the application states in the
FITTEST logs consist of the same set of variables. Second, states and events in
the FITTEST logs should be mapped to their counterparts in the dtraces. This
way each variable in a FITTEST log is mapped to the corresponding variable
of the dtrace. Every dtrace event consists of two components: ENTER and
EXIT. During the conversion, the state preceding the event is associated with
the ENTRY ppt, while the current state is coupled with the EXIT ppt.

3.4 R E S E A R C H Q U E S T I O N S

The invariants (oracles) are valuable artifacts in software testing even though
they are often neither sound nor complete [Staats et al. 2011]. However, the
level of “imperfection” should be precisely estimated, and possibly mitigated.
The practicality of invariants is defined by the rate of spurious warnings they
produce and the number of real faults that the invariants can catch. Combined
these two parameters constitute the accumulated effectiveness of the invariants.
Below is the list of research questions that we address for EE-invariants in
order to evaluate their potential for software testing.

• RQ1: What is the rate of false positives?

• RQ2: What is the fault finding capability?

• RQ3: How to maximize the accumulated effectiveness?

• RQ4: Which invariants are more effective: Daikon or LOPI? Can we
combine them to achieve better effectiveness?

• RQ5: What is the inference and checking cost?

In the rest of this section, we will try to answer all of these questions for the
EE-invariants.

It is evident that the quality of invariants depends on the set of logs used
during the inference. Poor and non-representative logs supplied for the infer-
ence can cause a high FP rate and low FF capability. To infer EE-invariants,
we exploited the complete set of logs collected in the experiment described
in Section 3.3.1. It provided almost 100% line coverage of the FlexStore source
code. We assume that satisfying this coverage criterion is a reasonable starting
point to proceed with the evaluation.
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Table 3.2 Summary of the FP rate and FF capability
Invariants #FF #FP FF% FP% P R F1 F2 F0.5

LOPI 20287 1936 75.9 30.6 0.694 0.759 0.725 0.745 0.706
LOPI* (optimal) 19309 139 72.3 2.2 0.978 0.723 0.831 0.763 0.914
Daikon 21203 1718 79.4 27.2 0.728 0.794 0.76 0.78 0.74
LOPI \ Daikon 17222 822 64.5 13 0.87 0.645 0.741 0.68 0.813
LOPI [ Daikon 24268 2832 90.8 44.8 0.552 0.908 0.687 0.804 0.599
LOPI* \ Daikon 17222 67 64.5 1.1 0.989 0.645 0.781 0.693 0.894
LOPI* [ Daikon 24268 1790 90.8 28.3 0.717 0.908 0.801 0.862 0.748
Synoptic 10607 6286 39.7 99.5 0.005 0.397 0.01 0.024 0.006
KLFA 11086 6305 41.5 99.8 0.002 0.415 0.004 0.01 0.002

3.4.1 FP Rate

Given an application and a set of invariants for this application, the FP rate
is the percentage of false alarms that have been raised by the invariants on a
set of logs produced by perfectly valid executions. Given a set of invariants I,
the absolute false positive rate of I is the percentage of all possible valid logs
rejected by I:

FPabs(I) =
|all possible logs rejected by I|

|all possible logs|
(3.1)

Since the number of executions is infinite (or simply huge), the practical treat-
ment of the FP rate requires to define a relative FP rate with respect to some
set of validation logs L:

FPrel(I, L) =
|logs from L rejected by I|

|L|
(3.2)

We intend to report the FP rate of the EE-invariants inferred from the initial set
of user-generated logs. According to 3.2, the FP rate is measured by validating
the invariants on some new set of execution logs L. In the place of L, we
substitute the test cases logs — the logs that result from the execution of the
FlexStore test cases generated by the FITTEST ITE [Vos et al. 2011]. The ITE
supports several techniques for test case generation. We chose the state-based
test case generation [Marchetto et al. 2008]. This technique was applied to the
original user logs, and it produced 6317 executable test cases with an average
length of 10 events. These test cases exhibited a lot of new executions not
initially covered in the user logs.

Results: The level of the FP rate is presented by columns #FP and FP% in
Table 3.2. The first column says how many traces out of 6317 valid ones were
rejected by the invariants, whereas the second column shows the respective
percentage. We can see that LOPI (first row) has raised 30% FP rate. The
invariants with such a high FP rate are often considered to be difficult to deal
with in practice. In Section 3.4.3 we discuss how to handle this problem. The
top part of Table 3.3 presents how the FP rate varies for the EE-invariants of
different length (n = i, where i 2 [1, 4]). It is clear that the value of FP rate
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Table 3.3 Evaluation of LOPI EE-invariants
Length #W FP% FF% P R F1 F2 F0.5

n = 1 1 22.3 60.9 0.777 0.609 0.683 0.637 0.736
n = 2 1 6.3 57.6 0.937 0.576 0.713 0.624 0.833
n = 3 1 3.4 62.3 0.966 0.623 0.757 0.671 0.87
n = 4 1 0.4 14.1 0.996 0.141 0.247 0.17 0.45
n = 1 3 0.2 54.5 0.998 0.545 0.705 0.744 0.856
n = 2 2 1.6 53.3 0.984 0.533 0.691 0.613 0.842
n = 3 2 0.5 55.8 0.995 0.558 0.715 0.628 0.86
n = 4 1 0.4 50.9 0.996 0.509 0.674 0.564 0.836

decreases with the length (n) of the invariant. For instance, the invariants of
length one have contributed to the FP rate by 22.3%, whereas those of length
four gave only 0.4% of FPs.

3.4.2 FF Capability

The capability to detect faults characterizes the potential of invariants to dis-
cover errors in real programs. However, how can this potential be measured?
Program mutations provide an effective way to compare the power of test
suites. Given a program with a set of mutations, one test suite is considered
more powerful than the other, if it reveals a higher number of mutations for this
program. The so-called mutation coverage is a useful measure for the quality
of test suites.

Similarly, mutations can be exploited for establishing the invariant’s power.
Given a program, a set of mutations, and a test suite, invariants that can
kill a larger number of mutations during the test suite execution are more
suitable for the regression testing. The usual way to estimate the fault funding
capability of invariants requires the following three steps:

1. inject different faults into the application code, one at a time (the more
faults the better);

2. drive the application to trigger the faults, consequently leaving some
footprints in the corresponding log files;

3. check the generated logs for the violations of any invariants.

It is clear that one set of invariants is more powerful than another if it reveals
more injected faults. In our case, the implementation of the first two steps
above encounters some challenges. First, we need access to the history of real
faults in FlexStore, which is not the case for us. Moreover, such a history often
is incomplete due to the limitations of testing. Second, each fault should have
a test case exposing it to the outside world. Finally, this test should leave some
evidence about the fault in the log. Otherwise, the invariants would be blind
to identify the introduced faults.

Since the faults are detected based exclusively on the information present
in the logs, we propose to inject faults explicitly in the logs instead of the appli-
cation code. However, this approach inherits some pros and cons. On the one
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Table 3.4 Log Mutation Operators
Oper. Description initial log mutated log
RLE remove a log entry l; m; n l; n
SLE swap two log entries l; m; n n; m; l
SEV swap two events ehpi; f hqi; dhri dhpi; f hqi; ehri
SST swap two states ehpi; f hqi; dhri ehri; f hqi; dhpi
INC increase by one an integer variable ehv = 2i; f ehv = 3i; f
DEC decrease by one an integer variable ehv = 2i; f ehv = 1i; f
ABS absolute value of an integer variable ehv = �2i; f ehv = 2i; f
ZER assign zero to an integer variable ehv = 2i; f ehv = 0i; f
MIN negate an integer variable ehv = 2i; f ehv = �2i; f
EPS assign empty to a string variable ehv = “a“i; f ehv = ““i; f
RVS reverse a string variable ehv = “ab“i; f ehv = “ba“i; f
EAR empty an array ehv = [1, 2]i; f ehv = []i; f
RAR reverse an array ehv = [1, 2]i; f ehv = [2, 1]i; f
DAR drop the last element of an array ehv = [1, 2]i; f ehv = [1]i; f

hand, it solves all the issues with the mutation approach concerning the lack
of real injection fault. On the other hand, some of the log mutations do not
correspond to any application faults, i.e., they are infeasible in practice.

The log-based mutation approach requires a ground string, which is used
as an initial subject for mutation operators. The ground string can be chosen
among twelve user logs. Applying mutations to all logs, in turn, is impossible
since each log produces thousands of mutants. Therefore, we decided to select
one representative log file out of 12 available and apply mutation operators
to it. We have chosen the log #7 from Table 3.1 to play the role of the ground
string because it has the highest event variability index, defined as |unique events|2

|total events| .
Similar to the traditional program mutations [Ammann & Offutt 2008], we
introduced a set of mutation operators or mutators on logs in Table 3.4. These
mutators describe the structural log transformations that are driven by the
log’s abstract syntax [Prasetya et al. 2012]. A log is a list of event-state entries.
There are two types of values stored in states: primitive and object. A primitive
value is one of the primitive types such as integer and string. An object value
is a collection of different values that together define the type of the object.
An array is a special type of objects that consists of values of a homogeneous
type. To systematically present log transformations, we grouped them into
three categories in Table 3.4:

• log entry mutators (RLS–SST);
• primitive mutators (INC–RVS)
• array mutators (EAR–DAR).

Each operator was exhaustively applied to the ground string (log #7). This
process generated a total of 26715 mutants. The FF capability in this context
was measured as the number of mutants killed by the invariants.

Results: In Table 3.2, the columns #FF and FF% indicate respectively the
number of killed mutants (out of 26715) and their percentage rate. LOPI iden-
tified almost 76% of all mutations. In Table 3.5, we can also see the number of
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Table 3.5 Number of Killed Log Mutants per Mutation Operator
Invariants Mutation Operators

ABS DAR DEC EAR EPS INC MIN RAR RLE RVS SEV SLE SST ZER
LOPI 56 186 2019 186 184 2019 1929 182 8 92 2014 4558 4925 1929
LOPI* (optimal) 56 180 1959 180 180 1959 1869 176 7 90 1587 4300 4897 1869
Daikon 44 142 1525 143 206 1498 1897 143 16 70 4272 4655 4752 1840
LOPI \ Daikon 42 114 1345 117 179 1305 1685 122 4 60 1766 4181 4663 1639
LOPI [ Daikon 58 214 2199 212 211 2212 2141 203 20 102 4520 5032 5014 2130
LOPI* \ Daikon 42 114 1345 117 179 1305 1685 122 4 60 1766 4181 4663 1639
LOPI* [ Daikon 58 214 2199 212 211 2212 2141 203 20 102 4520 5032 5014 2130
Synoptic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 0 5270 5270 0 0
KLFA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 0 5493 5494 0 0
Total Mutants 58 221 2269 221 212 2269 2172 214 106 106 5565 5565 5565 2172

killed mutants per mutation category, where the bottom row shows the total
number of mutations in each category. The killing rate of LOPI in all cate-
gories except two (RLE and SEV) is close to 90%. RLE and SEV are outliers
because the ground string (initial log) has a high density of skip-like events.
When those type of entries are removed or swapped, the effects of the corre-
sponding mutations are unnoticeable for most of the EE-invariants. Another
consequence of having a large number of skip events is the only 60% FF ca-
pability of the invariant of lengths 1–3 in Table 3.3. For instance, if a and b
are both skip events, i.e a ⌘ b ⌘ e, then the following invariants also hold:
ab ⌘ e, a ⌘ b, ab ⌘ b, etc.

3.4.3 Accumulated Effectiveness

There is a duality between the FP rate and FF capability. To measure the for-
mer, we assume that the invariants are complete, then provide an additional
set of valid traces, and, finally, count how many traces are rejected by the
invariants. The smaller this number is, the lower the FP rate of the invariants.
To measure the latter, we assume that the invariants are sound, provide an
additional set of invalid traces, and count how many traces are spotted by
the invariants. The higher this number is, the higher the FF capability of the
invariants. The cumulative effectiveness of invariants is composed of both the
FP rate and the FF capability. Making inference more precise, we decrease
the FP rate, but this often also reduces the FF capability. Inversely, increas-
ing the FF capability of invariants typically increases the FP rate. This tight
correlation requires a trade-off selecting the invariants for testing.

We use the Fb score — a measure of a test’s accuracy taken from the infor-
mation retrieval theory [Rijsbergen 1979] — to evaluate the cumulative effec-
tiveness of invariants, which depends on both the FP rate and FF capability.
It is defined in terms of the precision P and recall R according to the formula:

Fb = (1 + b2) ·
P · R

(b2 · P) + R
(3.3)

where P is the proportion of real errors among the reported ones, and R is the
proportion of reported errors among real errors. The value of the F1-score is the
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harmonic mean of the precision and recall, i.e., they both are equally weighted.
Oppositely, the F2 and F0.5 score either higher prioritizes recall or precision,
respectively.

Results: We calculated the values of P, R, F1, F2 and F0.5 for LOPI; they
are presented in Table 3.2. The recall (R) corresponds to the FF rate, whereas
the precision (P) is the value complimentary to the FP rate (1� FP rate). The
value of the F score should lie between 0 and 1; a higher value corresponds
to more effective invariants.

One of the input parameters for the inference algorithm inferEE is the in-
variant’s witness table W, which specifies the number of witnesses required for
the invariant of a certain length in order to be accepted by the algorithm. The
second row in Table 3.3 (LOPI*) corresponds to the witness table that maxi-
mizes the value of the F1 score (0.831). The number of required witnesses per
invariant is shown in the column #W of Table 3.3. The bottom part of the table
shows the number of witnesses maximizing F1. For instance, by increasing the
limit from 1 to 3 witnesses, we reduce the FP-rate by 22% for the EE-invariants
of length one. As a result, instead of the initial 30% FP rate of LOPI, we got
only 2.2% of FPs. However, it comes at the price of decreased FF capability
(72.3% instead of the original 75.9%).

3.4.4 Comparison with Daikon, Synoptic and KLFA

Daikon [Ernst et al. 2007b] is one of the most representative tools in the field
of automated oracle inference. Daikon expresses data invariants over program
variables. During the inference, the values of program variables sampled
at various program points are consolidated together and substituted for the
variable placeholders into the invariant templates from the Daikon’s catalog.
Daikon is shipped with an extensive collection of invariant templates which
result in a large set of concrete invariants. The inference process consists of
the cross-checking of the invariant templates against the consolidated values.
Those invariants that can stay valid and pass the confidence level check are
reported to the user. In the experiment, we used Daikon 5.1.05 applying de-
fault configurations to infer invariants from the user logs early translated to
dtraces. The log translation process is described in Section 3.3.1.

Results: All measurements related to Daikon are presented in the third row
of Table 3.2. The rate of FPs for Daikon is almost as high as for LOPI (27%
vs. 30%). Nevertheless, Daikon discovered 79% of mutants, which is higher
than the corresponding value of LOPI and LOPI*. Comparing the values of
F1-score of LOPI and Daikon, we can deduce that generally Daikon invariants
are slightly more effective for testing than LOPI: 0.76 vs. 0.725. Nevertheless, LOPI*
outperformed Daikon: 0.831 vs. 0.76.

Table 3.6 presents the effectiveness of the particular Daikon invariants. In
total there were 22 types of Daikon invariants involved in the evaluation.
The invariants of the types OneOfSequence and OneOfScalar triggered the high-
est FP rate: 18.3% and 17% respectively. They describe the property stating

5http://plse.cs.washington.edu/daikon/
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Table 3.6 Evaluation of Daikon Invariants
Invariants FP% FF% P R F1 F2 F0.5

EltLowerBound 0.8 10.2 0.992 0.102 0.185 0.124 0.361
EltOneOf 4.1 14 0.959 0.14 0.244 0.169 0.442
EltwiseIntGreaterThan 0 3.6 1 0.036 0.069 0.045 0.157
EltwiseIntLessThan 0.8 1.7 0.992 0.017 0.033 0.021 0.08
IntEqual 6.2 42.9 0.938 0.429 0.589 0.481 0.758
IntGreaterEqual 0.4 4.4 0.996 0.044 0.084 0.054 0.187
IntGreaterThan 2 2.9 0.98 0.029 0.056 0.036 0.13
IntLessEqual 3.9 3.5 0.961 0.035 0.068 0.043 0.153
IntLessThan 5.7 7.9 0.943 0.079 0.146 0.097 0.296
IntNonEqual 3 16.5 0.97 0.165 0.282 0.198 0.491
LinearBinary 0 0.8 1 0.008 0.016 0.01 0.039
LowerBound 1.2 2.6 0.988 0.026 0.051 0.032 0.118
NumericInt$Divides 1 4.1 0.99 0.041 0.079 0.051 0.176
OneOfScalar 17 44.6 0.83 0.446 0.58 0.491 0.708
OneOfSequence 18.3 50.6 0.817 0.506 0.625 0.548 0.728
OneOfString 6.3 27.4 0.937 0.274 0.424 0.319 0.631
SeqSeqIntEqual 3 51.7 0.97 0.517 0.674 0.57 0.825
SeqSeqIntGreaterEqual 0 4.5 1 0.045 0.086 0.056 0.191
SeqSeqIntGreaterThan 0 1.3 1 0.013 0.026 0.016 0.062
SeqSeqIntLessEqual 0.1 1 0.999 0.01 0.02 0.012 0.048
StringEqual 0 23.4 1 0.234 0.379 0.276 0.604
StringLessThan 0 0.7 1 0.007 0.014 0.009 0.034

that an array or a scalar variable of type long “takes on only a few distinct
values” [Ernst et al. 2007b]. But at the same time, these invariants have
a relatively high FF capability, 50% and 45% respectively. The invariants
OneOfString and IntEqual with the FP (FF) rates of 6.3% (27%) and 6.2% (43%)
respectively are in the second place. The OneOfString invariant is similar to
those two examples of OneOf-invariants seen above, except that the variable’s
type should be String. The IntEqual invariant express “an equality between
two long scalars” [Ernst et al. 2007a]. All other invariants have an FP rate
lower than 6% and will not be discussed separately.

The second reasonable question to ask when comparing two types of in-
variants is: can the invariants be combined to improve the value of the F1-
score? We investigated this question by calculating the F-scores for the inter-
section and union of Daikon and LOPI (LOPI*) invariants respectively. In the-
ory, unification of invariants should potentially increase the mutation killing
rate, because the mutants killed by any invariant in the union are reported
together. At the same time, this process also increases the rate of FPs since
both invariants produce false positives. The situation with the invariant’s in-
tersection is inverse: fewer mutants can be killed, but the FP rate is also lower.
The summary of results is presented in Table 3.2 (last four rows). Among all
available combinations LOPI* still has the highest values of F1 and F0.5 (0.831
and 0.914 respectively). Its extremely high precision (0.978) together with a
reasonable recall (0.723) provided the success. Whereas, if the recall is more
important, then the union of LOPI* and Daikon outstrips the other combina-
tions with a value of F2 = 0.862.

We have also evaluated Synoptic and KLFA on the FlexStore logs; the results
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Table 3.7 Inference and Checking Cost of the Invariants
Invariants Inference Checking

Time (sec.) Space (MB) Time (sec.) Space (MB)
LOPI 223 61 1.5 128
Daikon 7 398 3 184

are shown in Table 3.2. Both types of oracles were inferred only based on the
underlying sequences of events, i.e., states were thrown away (Table 3.5). As
a result, the oracles were not able to detect mutations in the states, and the FP
rates were higher than 90%.

3.4.5 Inference and Checking Cost

We have not yet discussed the inference and checking cost of the EE-invariants.
The cost of invariant inference is the time (wall-clock time) and the space (resident
setsize) that is required for the inference procedure to complete. Analogously,
we define the cost of invariant checking, where each inferred invariant is ex-
amined on a newly provided data set. Our tool LOPI supports both of those
features. The inference cost was measured on 12 user logs, which were passed
to LOPI as one input argument. The resulted invariants were used for mea-
suring checking cost. Since all generated mutants have similar checking cost,
we have just randomly selected one to be used in the current experiment. All
experiments presented in this section were carried out on an Intel i5 (2.4 GHz)
machine with 6GB of RAM under control of Ubuntu 14.04 OS.

Even though we only considered executions up to maximum two events,
the inference reported 6878 oracles out of about 2.5 ⇤ 105 equivalence candi-
dates. The inference algorithm is implemented in Haskell, which allows us to
lazily deal with hundreds of thousands of candidates consuming little space.
Table 3.7 summarizes the results of all experiments for both LOPI and Daikon.
The inference time of Daikon is almost 30 times faster than LOPI (7 sec vs.
3.41 min). However, LOPI consumes much less memory. Improving LOPI’s
run-time is future work that we discuss in Section 3.5. Invariant checking time
for LOPI and Daikon is equal to 1.5 and 3 seconds respectively.

3.5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The new type of oracles introduced in this chapter — EE-invariants — as
well as many other oracles dynamically inferred from the application logs
suffer from the lack of precision. To alleviate this problem, the inference
procedure should be augmented with some threshold values for invariants of
different types. Our evaluation has shown that the threshold values of the EE-
invariants are inversely proportional to the lengths of the invariants. In the
algorithm inferEE, the threshold values correspond to the rows of the witness
table W. The experiment for the maximization of the F1-score in Section 3.4.3
suggests that the witness table corresponding to LOPI* could be used as the
default value for the respective parameter W in the inferEE algorithm.
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Our tool LOPI allows passing the witness table as a command line parame-
ter. Similarly Daikon allows the users altering the default confidence level. We
found that changing this parameter does not decrease the FP rate for Daikon.
The problem is that confidence is not defined as the number of witnesses of a
given invariant. However, there exists an option for redefining the confidence
by modifying the respective method in the source code. We saw in Table 3.6
that Daikon invariants have different powers. Therefore, we believe it should
be possible to find a combination of invariant types that maximizes the value
of F1-score. For example, in our case study, the OneOfSequence invariant can be
completely replaced by SeqSeqIntEqual since the latter has a lower FP rate but
still reveals a reasonable set of mutants.

To improve the run-time of LOPI we need to shrink the number of invariant
candidates. The following two steps heuristic could be applied:

1. only infer the skip-like invariants,

2. use them to simplify the rest of the equivalence candidates.

For applications such as FlexStore, which have a large number of skip-like
events, these heuristics should be especially effective. Moreover, by making
the inference concurrent we can also speed up the run-time of our algorithm.

In our study of the EE-invariants we have limited ourselves to only execu-
tions up to length two. In the future, we would like to go beyond that limit
and experiment with the longer executions.

Threats to Validity: Our comparative study of invariant effectiveness has
several threats to validity. The main threat is the external validity since there was
only one subject application involved. Thus, our findings of the LOPI’s FP rate
and FF capability should be generalized with caution. At the same time, the
findings of the Daikon’s FP rate are trustworthy since they do not contradict
with the previously reported results [Nguyen et al. 2013]. An internal threat to
validity is the set of logs used in the evaluation. There are two sources for this
threat. First, we had only one set of logs consisting of 12 executions. Second,
there was only one state abstraction in use.

3.6 R E L AT E D W O R K

[Barr et al. 2015] survey the state-of-the-art in software testing oracles. De-
spite the number of reported techniques, the problem of how to generate
effective automated oracles with a low level of false positives is still not fully
addressed. This statement is also confirmed by the empirical validation of
automated oracles carried out by [Nguyen et al. 2013]. They compared the
effectiveness of the three state-of-the-art oracles represented by Daikon [Ernst
et al. 2007b] (data invariants), Synoptic [Beschastnikh et al. 2011] (temporal in-
variants) and KLFA [Mariani & Pastore 2008] (finite state automata). For both
Daikon and Synoptic the FP rate was on average 30%, whereas KLFA showed
a rate of 90%. The evaluation of Daikon on the FlexStore logs in our study has
also confirmed the expected 30% rate of FPs. We believe that our approach
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of measuring FF capability, which is based on log mutations, provides higher
confidence in contrast with [Nguyen et al. 2013], which was limited to only
seven faults seeded into the subject application.

[Elyasov et al. 2013a] introduced three types of equivalence patterns that cor-
respond to a subset of the EE-invariants of length four. The EE-invariants
are reminiscent of the cross-checking oracles introduced by [Carzaniga et al.
2014]. These oracles represent pairs of the method calls sequences that are ob-
servationally equivalent. To obtain the equivalences, it was suggested to adapt
the previous work of [Carzaniga et al. 2010] on automatic workarounds, which
essentially are equivalent executions. They proposed three generic types of
workarounds, but the approach still relies on the manual specification of con-
crete workarounds. Whereas, the EE-invariants can be automatically inferred
from logs.

3.7 C O N C L U S I O N

In this chapter, we introduced a new type of oracles, namely EE-invariants,
which describe the equivalences among executions. These invariants can be
used for in-house testing or runtime monitoring. The preliminary evaluation
has shown that the EE-invariants give rise to approximately 30% of false pos-
itives, but this rate can be pushed down to 2% by choosing suitable initial
parameters for the inference procedure.

Applying extensive mutation analysis, we have experimentally justified
that the EE-invariants are competitive to Daikon invariants for detecting faults.
At the same time, we have discovered several hindrances of our invariants.
First, as do most of the automated oracles, EE-invariants trigger a high rate of
false positives. However, we found an optimal witness table that reduces the
FP rate to just a few percent. Second, the inference time indicates a potential
issue with the scalability of LOPI to handle inference of the EE-invariants of
length greater than two, as well as to sustain the increase in the number of
events. Nevertheless, current inference time seems reasonable for the applica-
tions of scale similar to FlexStore.
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4
Test Data Generation for JavaScript
Functions that Interact with the DOM

A B S T R A C T

The popularity of JavaScript (JS) is enormous. Together with HTML and CSS,
it is the core technology for modern web development. Because of the dy-
namic nature and complex interplay with HTML, JS applications are often
error-prone and vulnerable. Despite active research efforts to devise complex
static and dynamic analyses to facilitate JS testing, the problem of test data
generation for JS code interacting with the DOM has not yet been addressed.
In this chapter, we present a Javascript Evolutionary testing framework with
DOM as an Input, called JEDI. In order to reach a target branch, it applies a
genetic search for relevant input parameters of the JS function in combination
with the global DOM state. We conducted an empirical evaluation to study
the effectiveness and efficiency of our testing framework. It shows that the
genetic with restart algorithm, proposed in this chapter, can achieve complete
branch coverage for all experimental subjects, taking on average 19 seconds
per branch.

4.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

According to the StackOverflow Developer Survey 20181, JavaScript (JS) has been
recognized for the sixth time in a row as the most commonly used program-
ming language. It is also the most popular language on GitHub2 based on
the number of opened pull requests (2.3 million). The success of JS can
be explained by its native browsers support, and the rise in popularity of
the JS runtime environment Node.js. On the other hand, JS applications are
error-prone [Ocariza et al. 2017] and challenging to test and analyze [Mesbah
2015, Andreasen et al. 2017, Sun & Ryu 2017] due to such language features
as implicit type conversion, lack of static types, and extensive support of dy-
namic constructs [Richards et al. 2010]. Thus, it is not surprising that once
in a while critical bugs manage to make it into web applications of major
companies such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.3

Systematic unit testing is a basic and, at the same time, the most effective
technique for improving software quality [Martin 2009]. There exist numer-
ous JS frameworks on the market — Mocha, Jasmine, Jest, Enzyme, Tape,

1Developer Survey Results 2018: https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2018
2The State of the Octoverse 2017: https://octoverse.github.com/
3The Year That Software Bugs Ate The World: https://www.fastcompany.com/40505226/

the-year-that-software-bugs-ate-the-world
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Ava, Karma, QUnit, etc. — intended to assist web developers with the au-
tomation of various activities such as the design, execution, and monitoring
of unit tests. Despite the apparent abundance of the JS testing tools, devel-
opers satisfaction is still relatively low4 (3.2 out of 5), indicating there is a
room for improvements. One of the missing steps on the way to complete JS
test automation is the generation of test data. It pursues the goal of maximizing
test coverage by exercising the function under test (FUT) with various input
parameters. Moreover, if a FUT interacts with the HTML DOM (Document
Object Model) of a web application, a test fixture is expected as an additional
input.

The problem of test data generation has been actively studied for the past
three decades. In particular for JS, researchers have proposed several solu-
tions based on: concolic execution (Jalangi [Sen et al. 2013], Confix [Fard et al.
2015]), random generation (JSContest [Heidegger & Thiemann 2010]), and the
analysis of the complete web application (Artemis [Artzi et al. 2011], Crawl-
jax [Mesbah et al. 2012]). Out of those tools, only Confix tries to construct
sufficient DOM fixtures by encoding browser API calls as logical constraints.
However, the empirical validation of Confix [Fard et al. 2015] has shown
that it only reaches about 50% branch coverage on the selected subjects. At the
same time, search-based techniques have shown prominent results in success-
fully achieving higher branch coverage for imperative [Wegener et al. 2001],
object-oriented [Fraser & Arcuri 2011] and dynamic languages [Irawan et al.
2016, Wibowo et al. 2015], as well as for web [Alshahwan & Harman 2011]
and mobile [Mao et al. 2016] applications. To the best of our knowledge, the
problem of test data generation has never been tackled for JS with the help of
the search-based approach. In this chapter we are bridging this gap by intro-
ducing a Javascript Evolutionary testing framework with DOM as an Input,
called JEDI5. We summarize our contributions as follows:

1. The JEDI framework is a novel JS unit testing tool using search-based tech-
niques for generating test data. Notably, our testing framework is able to
generate an arbitrary DOM input (including tags and attributes), which is
syntactically valid and compliant with the current HTML5 specification.

2. Our test generation algorithm, called “genetic with restart”, attempts to
escape a plateau — a flat surface in a search landscape — by restarting
the search with a new target. In contrast to the chaining approach [Ferguson
& Korel 1996], we choose the new target purely based on the preceding
control flow behaviour because a full-fledged data flow analysis [Jang &
Choe 2009] of JS is hardly achievable.

3. Based on the case studies found in two related papers Confix [Fard et al.
2015] and TAJS [Jensen et al. 2011], we conducted an empirical valida-
tion of our framework and performed a significance study of the results.
The validation shows the effectiveness of the framework in covering tar-
get branches with reasonable efficiency. Moreover, we show that out of

4The State of JavaScript 2017: https://stateofjs.com
5https://github.com/aelyasov/JEDI
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1 /*t dom */
2 function isGameFinished() {
3 var obj = document.getElementById('sudoku');
4 var subDivs = obj.getElementsByTagName('DIV');
5 var allOk = true;
6 for (var no = 0; no < subDivs.length; no++) {
7 if (subDivs[no].className.indexOf('square') >= 0
8 && !subDivs[no].style.backgroundColor) {
9 var spans=subDivs[no].getElementsByTagName('SPAN');

10 if (spans[0].innerHTML != spans[1].innerHTML) {
11 allOk = false; //target
12 break;
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 return allOk;
17 }

Figure 4.1 JS function isGameFinished.js from sudoku

10 functions where JEDI achieved complete branch coverage, Confix only
covered 32% on average.

The chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.2, we present a moti-
vating example illustrating the challenges of generating test data for JS. The
architecture of the JEDI testing framework is explained in Section 4.3. Sec-
tion 4.4 presents empirical validation and the validity threats. Related and
future work are discussed in Section 4.5. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

4.2 M O T I VAT I N G E X A M P L E

Let us consider the JS function isGameFinished in Figure 4.1 taken from the
web game sudoku6. This function checks if a candidate sudoku solution is
valid. First, it locates a DOM element obj representing the game field (line 3).
Then, it collects all children DIV elements of obj (line 4). Each DIV corresponds
to an input square of the game (line 7) and consists of two SPAN tags. The
first SPAN contains the value entered by the player, whereas the second one
(hidden by default) stores the expected (correct) value for that square. In the
for-loop in lines 6-15, we iterate through the whole collection of the input
squares. Once, we encounter a square with two unequal values (line 10), we
terminate the loop and call the game unfinished (line 11), otherwise finished.

Suppose now that we would like to unit test this function. We aim to maxi-
mize the branch coverage as a common testing criterion [Zhu et al. 1997]. That
is, for each branch of the function under test (FUT) isGameFinished, we need
to construct a test input that covers the branch and leads to the normal termi-
nation of the FUT. A JS function can take explicit input arguments (in our case
none), but it can also accept implicit arguments such as an HTML document
in which the function is defined. In general, in order to produce a complete
test for our function, we have to construct both the input arguments and ap-

6Sudoku Game: http://www.dhtmlgoodies.com/scripts/game_sudoku/game_sudoku.html
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1 <!-- T1: (5,5) --> <!-- T2: (5,6), (7,15) -->
2 <html> <html>
3 <body> <body>
4 <div id='sudoku'> <div id='sudoku'>
5 <div></div>
6 </div> </div>
7 </body> </body>
8 </html> </html>
9

10 <!-- T3: (7,8), (10,14) --> <!-- T4: (7,8), (10,11) -->
11 <html> <html>
12 <body> <body>
13 <div id='sudoku'> <div id='sudoku'>
14 <div class='square'> <div class='square'>
15 <span></span> <span></span>
16 <span></span> <span>TEST</span>
17 </div> </div>
18 </div> </div>
19 </body> </body>
20 </html> </html>

Figure 4.2 Input DOM arguments for isGameFinished.js

propriate HTML document. Tests should be decoupled from the application’s
HTML. Moreover, HTML document could still be under active development.
Thus, the developers have to complement tests with HTML fixtures.

Figure 4.2 exhibits four tests that together provide the full branch coverage
of the FUT. Let us, for example, take a look at how we can reach the target
branch (10, 11). Line 3 expects the DOM to have an element with the id 'sudoku'.
In order to enter the for-loop in line 6, this element should have at least one
child DIV tag. The first if-condition in line 7 requires each DIV element to be of
the class 'square' and do not have a background color. The second if-condition
(line 10) implies that the DIV element should consist of two SPAN elements
whose innerHtml values are not equal. The resulting test T4 in Figure 4.2 meets
all the above conditions.

As we have just witnessed, even for such a relatively simple example, test
data generation can be far from a trivial procedure because it requires a deep
understanding of the program semantics. In practice, web developers often
have to deal with third-party code, including a large number of JS libraries
freely available on GitHub, which is commonly untested and poorly docu-
mented. At the same time, unit testing is the most fundamental and straight-
forward type of testing to implement. It saves the code from unexpected
regressions and documents the desired behavior of a program. Thus, unit
testing has become a standard development practice in industry.

4.3 T E S T G E N E R AT I O N F R A M E W O R K

Given a JS function f and a set of branches B f , the ultimate goal of the test-
ing framework is to find input arguments for f that cover all branches from
B f . Our JS testing framework, called JEDI, is a client-server application, which
under the hood uses a genetic engine for test generation. The general work-
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User Server Validator Client

fun.js + config
Initialize(fun.js)

(cfg, branches, cinfo, ifun, sig)
POST /init {ifun, sig}

status
Select(branches)

branches0

pop = Random(cinfo, config)

errors

Random LoopRandom Loop errors > 0

POST /genetic {p}
response = ifun(p: sig)

Evaluate(branch, cfg, response)

fitness

Evaluation LoopEvaluation Loop p 2 pop

cross = Crossover(cinfo, pop)

errors

Crossover LoopCrossover Loop errors > 0

mut = Mutation(cinfo, pop)

errors

Mutation LoopMutation Loop errors > 0

pop = cross [ mut

pop

Fitness LoopFitness Loop (fitness , 0) _ gen.limit

best fitness

Genetic LoopGenetic Loop branch 2 branches0

end

Figure 4.3 The architecture of the test framework

flow of the framework is depicted as a sequence diagram in Figure 4.3. The
diagram consists of the four interacting components User, Server, Validator, and
Client. The Server is the key component of the framework. It is responsible for
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the Initialization and Genetic Phases, which are covered in detail in Section 4.3.1
and 4.3.2, respectively.

Each newly constructed HTML document has to be assessed by the Valida-
tor7. It checks the document for syntactic correctness and reports back any
identified errors. The document generation process is repeated by the Server
until there are no more errors revealed. Client is a Node.js8 application that is
mainly responsible for the execution of the JS code. We use the jsdom9 library
to model the virtual DOM and simulate the native browser API calls.

Let us take a closer look at the sequence of interactions in Figure 4.3. As
an input for our testing framework, User has to provide a JS file fun.js that con-
tains a FUT fun annotated with its type signature. Additionally, User specifies
a configuration file config that sets various control parameters for the random
and genetic generation, logging and so on. Experimentally, we have found an
optimal configuration that we consistently used in the experimental evalua-
tion in Section 4.4. Once the Server has processed all data in the Initialization
Phase, we get back the following information about fun: the control flow graph
(cfg), the complete list of its branches (branches), the constant info (cinfo), an
instrumented version fun (ifun), and the signature (sig). Then, the Server sends
a POST request with ifun and sig to the Client. Depending on the configured ex-
ecution mode, the Server either asks the User to select a target branch or covers
all branches one by one in a fixed order.

For each branch, our framework enters the Genetic Loop (Phase). Inside of this
phase, the framework starts with a randomly generated population (Random
Loop) and continues to evolve that population (Fitness Loop) until either a per-
fect entity is found or a termination criterion is achieved, e.g., the limit on
the number of generation attempts. The Validator should approve any HTML
document produced during the genetic phase. Each candidate in the popu-
lation is evaluated in Evaluation Loop by Client. First, the candidate solution p
is matched with the type signature sig. Then, the instrumented function ifun
is called (ifun(p)). The execution trace along with some auxiliary information
is sent back to the Server, where the final fitness value is computed. A new
population is constructed by combining the results of the Crossover and Muta-
tion Loops. At the end of the Fitness Loop, the candidate with the “best” fitness
value is reported back to the User. Once all the branches are covered, the al-
gorithm terminates. Below, we elaborate on the details of each phase of our
test generation framework.

4.3.1 Initialization Phase

During the Initialization Phase we analyze the FUT in order to facilitate the sub-
sequent genetic testing. The main steps of this phase are described in Al-
gorithm 2. Given a FUT fun.js as an input, we parse the function and its
type signature in line 2. In order to maximize the chances of generating the

7HTML Validator: https://validator.w3.org/nu/
8https://nodejs.org
9https://github.com/tmpvar/jsdom
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Algorithm 2: Initialization Phase
Input : JS file f un.js with FUT and type annotation
Output : Tuple (c f g, branches, cin f o, i f un, sig)

1 Function Initialize( f un.js)
2 (ast, sig) � ParseFuncAndSig( f un.js)
3 cin f o  � GetConstantIn f o(ast)
4 nast � NormalizeAST(ast)
5 i f un � Instrument(nast)
6 c f g � BuildCFG(nast)
7 branches � GetBranches(c f g)
8 return (c f g, branches, cin f o, i f un, sig)

hJS Type Annotationi ::= /*t hSignaturei */

hSignaturei ::= dom : hType Signaturei | hType Signaturei

hType Signaturei ::= hTypei | hTypei : hType Signaturei

hTypei ::= hVoid Typei | hPrimitive Typei | hArray Typei

hPrimitive Typei ::= bool | int | float | string

hArray Typei ::= [ hPrimitive Typei ] | [ hArray Typei ]

Figure 4.4 Grammar of supported JS type annotations

fittest candidate, in line 3 we perform static analysis of the FUT with the pur-
pose to collect information about constants such as numeric and string liter-
als. Additionally, we monitor the calls to the functions getElementsByTagName,
getElementById, and getElementsByClassName and other DOM API methods.
They provide the information about tags, ids, classes and names referred from
the body of the FUT. The next step is to normalize the FUT before applying
any instrumentation (line 4), e.g. transform if-then branches into if-then-else.
We instrument the FUT (line 5) in order to collect at run-time the values of
the execution trace, the approach level, the branch and loop distances (explained later),
and the constants. Upon the ifun execution this information will be gathered
and fed back to the fitness evaluation procedure. Finally, we construct the
control-flow graph (line 6) and return all branches of the FUT (line 7).

Supported Types

We assume the FUT is equipped with its type signature. The legitimacy of
such requirement can be confirmed by the popularity of TypeScript10, and ad-
vances in the JS type inference, e.g. Flow11. The supported grammar of type
annotations is shown in Figure 4.4. Each type annotation is a signature ex-
pressed as a specialized JS type comment (/*t...*/). We distinguish between
two kinds of signatures: with the reference to the global DOM and “ordinary”
JS type signatures. The former kind expects the dom terminal to be in place of

10https://www.typescriptlang.org
11https://flow.org/
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1 function isGameFinished() {
2 trace.push(1);
3 var obj = document.getElementById("sudoku");
4 trace.push(2);
5 var subDivs = obj.getElementsByTagName("DIV");
6 var allOk = true;
7 loopMap[3] = function () {
8 var no = 0;
9 if (subDivs.length || subDivs.length == 0) {

10 return Math.abs(no - subDivs.length);
11 };
12 return 1
13 }();
14 trace.push(3);
15 for (var no = 0; no < subDivs.length; no++) {
16 trace.push(4);
17 if (subDivs[no].className.indexOf("square") >= 0 &&
18 !subDivs[no].style.backgroundColor) {
19 trace.push(5);
20 branchDistance.push({
21 label: 3,
22 distance: Math.min(
23 abs(subDivs[no].className.indexOf("square"),0)+_K_,
24 absZero(subDivs[no].style.backgroundColor))
25 });
26 trace.push(6);
27 var spans=subDivs[no].getElementsByTagName("SPAN");
28 trace.push(7);
29 if (spans[0].innerHTML != spans[1].innerHTML) {
30 trace.push(8);
31 branchDistance.push({
32 label: 7,
33 distance: abs(spans[0].innerHTML , spans[1].innerHTML)
34 });
35 allOk = false; break;
36 } else {
37 trace.push(9);branchDistance.push({label:7,distance:_K_});
38 }
39 } else {
40 trace.push(10);
41 branchDistance.push({
42 label: 3,
43 distance: abs(subDivs[no].className.indexOf("square"), 0) +
44 absNegZero(subDivs[no].style.backgroundColor)
45 });
46 }
47 }
48 trace.push(-1);
49 return allOK;
50 }

Figure 4.5 Instrumented version of isGameFinished.js

the first parameter of the function call. Whereas an ordinary JS signature is a
non-empty sequence of the JS types. The type can be Void, Primitive (bool, int,
float, string) or Array (recursive homogeneous array type).

Instrumentation

The instrumented version of the FUT is shown in Figure 4.5. The global
variable trace in line 3 records the sequence of executed statements of the
FUT. We have to trace all the statements because each one, in theory, can rise
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Algorithm 3: Genetic Phase
Input : con f ig is a GA configuration file

bn is a target branch of FUT
(c f g, branches, cin f o, i f un, sig) output of Algorithm 2

Output : ( f ⇤, p⇤) the best population candidate and its fitness score
1 Function Genetic(bn, c f g, cin f o, con f ig, i f un, sig)
2 (sizeP, sizeA, sizeG , rateC , rateM , sizeH) � Read(con f ig)
3 target � bn
4 i � 0
5 repeat
6 archive � ∆
7 history � ∆
8 historyConverged � f alse
9 pop � Random(cin f o, sizeP)

10 repeat
11 scoredPop � ∆
12 history � history [ archive
13 forall p 2 pop do
14 args � CoerceArguments(p, sig)
15 (tr, dB, dL, dyncin f o) � i f un(args)
16 f  � Score(target, c f g, tr, dB, dL)
17 cin f o  � cin f o [ dyncin f o
18 scoredPop � ( f , p) [ scoredPop

19 combo  � scoredPop [ archive
20 cross � Crossover(combo, rateC)
21 mut � Mutation(combo, cin f o, rateM)
22 pop � cross [mut
23 archive � SortArchive(combo, sizeA)
24 ( f ⇤, p⇤) � head(archive)
25 i � i + 1
26 historyConverged � isConverged(history, sizeH)
27 until isPer f ect( f ⇤) _ historyConverged _ (i > sizeG)
28 target � NewTarget(branches, bn)
29 until isPer f ect( f ⇤) _ (i > sizeG)
30 return ( f ⇤, p⇤)

an exception. The loopMap variable in line 7 captures the upper bound for
the number for-loop iterations. If the exact bound is unknown, it is set to
one. The branchDistance variable, computed for the problem node, contains the
distance [Tracey et al. 1998] from the target branch.

4.3.2 Genetic Phase

The heart of our test data generation framework is in the Genetic Phase. Al-
though the main workflow of the underlying genetic algorithm (GA) is fairly
standard [Poli et al. 2008], it has been extended with the concept of archive
convergence (Algorithm 3). As input, we pass a configuration file config, a target
branch bn of the FUT, and a tuple of additional parameters computed by Al-
gorithm 2. The output consists of the “best” fitness score f ⇤ achieved by the
population candidate p⇤.

First, we read the config file (line 2) to retrieve the following GA settings:
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a population size (sizeP), an archive size (sizeA), the number of generations
(sizeG), crossover (rateC) and mutation (rateM) rates respectively, and a history
window size (sizeH). We start with the initial target bn (line 3) and the itera-
tion counter i set to 0 (line 4). We run the genetic search for the target branch
(lines 5-29) until either a perfect candidate is found, or the generations limit
has been exceeded. The archive variable stores the fittest population candidates
observed so far, and the history variable records all the archives during the gen-
eration process. These variables are empty at the beginning of the evolution
(line 6 and 7 respectively).

The initial population of the sizeP elements is randomly generated out of the
constants from cinfo (line 9). In the loop 10-27, this population is evolved until
either a perfect candidate is found, or the history is converged, or the gener-
ation limit sizeG is reached. But first, we need to score the current population
(lines 13-17). Each candidate p of the population pop represents a concrete
value instance for the arguments of the FUT. Thus, it should be coerced ac-
cording to the type signature sig (line 14). Afterwards, the instrumented func-
tion ifun can be called with the coerced arguments args (line 15). This gives us
a 4-tuple consisting of an execution trace (tr), branch (dB), loop distances (dL),
and the set of dynamic constants (dyncinfo) collected at the run-time. The next
step is actually computing the fitness value for p (line 16). Collected dynamic
constants dyncinfo are merged into the existing constant pool (line 17). Even-
tually, the scored population is combined with the archive (line 19) in combo.
It is used for crossover (line 20) and mutation (line 21) steps in order to form
the new population (line 22). Then, the scored population together with the
current archive are sorted by fitness value, and the top sizeA elements form the
new archive (line 23). The first element of the archive is the fittest candidate
(line 24) of the current population. If f ⇤ is a perfect candidate, the solution
is found (line 27). Eventually, the tuple ( f ⇤, p⇤) is returned by the algorithm
(line 30) as an output.

At the end of the evolution loop (line 26), we verify the convergence of the
history within the window of sizeH . If it has converged (line 27), the GA is
restarted with a new search target, which is composed of the original branch
bn prefixed with a branch b on which bn depends (line 28). This process is
exhaustively repeated to test all possible executions leading to bn. In practice,
we only consider extensions up to length two.

In some cases, we get insufficient guidance from a fitness function because
the FUT contains flag variables [Baresel et al. 2004], nested predicates [McMinn
et al. 2005], or unstructured control flow [Hierons et al. 2005]. Researches
have devised several techniques, such as chaining approach [Ferguson & Korel
1996, McMinn & Holcombe 2006] and testability transformation [Korel et al. 2005],
to overcome these problems. The common idea behind of those techniques is
to incorporate data dependency into the search. In our case, such an analysis
for JS is hard to implement [Jang & Choe 2009]. So we decided to build our
search algorithm purely on the knowledge of the control flow dependencies.
The downside of this approach is the lack of precision, i.e., some of the node
sequences are fruitless to test. Nevertheless, it was sufficient to find solutions
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Table 4.1 Genetic Operation for the JS Types
Operation Type Description
Random Bool choose at random {true, false}
Random Int choose (4:1) at random [-10, 10] or constants
Random Float choose (4:1) at random [-10.0, 10.0] or constants
Random String > 5 chars from [a-zA-Z0-9] or constants (4:1)
Random Array array of a respective type up to length five
Crossover Bool pick at random one out of two given booleans
Crossover Int pick at random one out of two given integers
Crossover Float pick at random one out of two given floats
Crossover String pick at random one out of two single point crossovers
Crossover Array similar crossover operator as for strings
Mutation Bool flip the boolean constant
Mutation Int random integer, ±1 or ±10
Mutation Float random float, ±0.1, ±1 or ±10
Mutation String random string, remove char or apply pred(suc) char
Mutation Array Mutate a random element in array according to its type

for our experimental subjects.
The genetic operations applied to the primitive JS types and arrays are sum-

marized in Table 4.1. In the rest of this section, we provide implementation
details of random generation, crossover, mutation, and the fitness function.
Our main focus here is on the generation and transformation of HTML docu-
ments.

Random HTML Generation

We want to generate HTML documents according to the WHATWG specifica-
tion12. HTML is an XML-family markup language that uses special tags and
attributes to describe document structures on the Web. The recent HTML5
standard defines more than a hundred tags and attributes which both have to
comply with extremely complex logic to constitute syntactically valid HTML.
Browsers are usually tolerant of syntactic errors in HTML. They will silently
fix them and display the page in any case.

In order to support the variability of HTML content, we have developed
an eDSL that prescribes the generation of syntactically valid HTML. The
HTML generation is a challenge on its own because of the complexity of
HTML and the lack of formal specification. Our language is inspired by
QuickCheck [Claessen & Hughes 2011] and essentially employs it to define
an Arbitrary instance for the Html data type. With some technical details left
out for the sake of simplicity, Figure 4.6 shows that definition. The data type
HtmlState (lines 17–21) represents the internal state of Html. The state is com-
posed of the following components:

• depth and degree specify respectively the maximum depth and node
degree of the generated HTML

• ctx is the stack of HTML contexts
12HTML WHATWG Specification: https://html.spec.whatwg.org
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1 instance Arbitrary Html where
2 arbitrary = evalStateT generateHTML defaultState
3
4 generateHTML :: GenHtmlState
5 generateHTML = do
6 state  get
7 let d = getDepth state
8 if d == 0
9 then lift $ return $ toHtml "HTML"

10 else do put state{depth = d � 1}
11 head generateHEAD
12 body generateBODY
13 lift $ return $ docTypeHtml $ head >> body
14
15 data Tag = HTML | HEAD | BODY | ...
16 type Context = CFlow | CMetadata | ...
17 data HtmlState =
18 HtmlState { depth :: Int , degree :: Int
19 , ctx :: Stack Context, tagFreq :: [( Int , Tag)]
20 , tags :: [Tag], ids :: [String]
21 , classes :: [String] }
22 type GenState s = StateT s Gen
23 type GenHtmlState = GenState HtmlState Html

Figure 4.6 The Arbitrary instance for the Html data type

• tagFreq provides statistical information about the frequency of tags in
HTML

• tags, ids and classes are the initial set of respective HTML elements
used for random generation.

Combined with the random generation monad Gen, this state is wrapped into
a state monad transformer [Jones 1995] (line 22) which returns the randomly
generated Html (line 23). Each HTML tag is the value of the GenHtmlState
type. Lines 4–13 give an example of the content generation for the <html> tag.
According to the HTML specification, the tag is composed of the <head> tag
followed by the <body> tag. First, we store the state of HTML generation and
retrieve the current the depth (lines 6 and 7 respectively). Then, if the depth
is zero, we immediately return a string literal (line 9). Otherwise, we decrease
the current depth by one (line 10), generate the contents for head (line 11) and
body (line 12), and return, finally, their composition (line 13).

Genetic HTML Operations

In essence, an HTML document is a labeled tree, where nodes are tags and
labels are attributes. So, crossover and mutations are defined similar to those
operators for expression trees in genetic programming.

HTML Crossover takes two documents, randomly picks a node in the first
one, and replaces the respective sub-tree by a randomly selected sub-tree from
the second candidate.
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HTML Mutations belong to one of the three categories: NewTree, DropTree, and
ShuffleAttributes. The NewTree mutation simply generates a new tree based on
a given state of the constant pool. The DropTree mutation removes the whole
sub-tree at a randomly chosen node. ShuffleAttributes re-assigns all attributes of
a given type on a tree. Currently, we instantiated the ShuffleAttributes mutation
only for the types class and id. In total, this gives us four mutations to choose
from in order to evolve an HTML document.

Fitness Function

The success of any search-based algorithm heavily relies on the right choice of
the fitness function (FF) that guides the evolution process. Our search target
is a specific branch of the FUT that we want to cover. As a dynamically typed
language, JS does not provide any static guarantees that such operations as
field access or method call are defined on an object. So such behaviour can
only be known at run-time and may eventually give rise to an exception. Thus,
we have to assume that every statement of the FUT, in theory, can produce an
exception leading to the deviation from the target. We consider a test input
as valid only if it leads the FUT to a normal termination, i.e., avoids exceptions.
The normal termination is a “stronger” coverage criterion to satisfy then just
passing the target branch because it additionally requires to reach an exit.
Therefore, our initial search target is an ordered pair of the CFG nodes (nb, nx)
where nb is the label of the target branch, and nx is the normal exit node. The
FF for a CFG node is traditionally defined [Arcuri 2010] as a combination of
the approach level and normalized branch distance.

F(n) = approach level +

(
1/2 ⇤ ( branch distance

1+branch distance ) if no exception
1 otherwise

(4.1)

The final FF (F⇤) is an ordered pair of the FFs of the respective nodes.
F⇤(nb, nx) = (F(nb), F(nx)) (4.2)

Similarly, this definition can be extended to an arbitrary sequence of CFG
nodes (n1, n2, . . . , nk):

F⇤(n1, n2, . . . , nk) = (F(n1), F(n2), . . . , F(nk)) (4.3)

The approach level is an integer value that indicates how many statements
separate the target from the problem node, i.e., the node causing the deviation.
Since any node can potentially be exceptional, they all contribute to the ap-
proach level, in addition to the conditional branches. If on the way to a target
there is a loop, we have to estimate its size. For for-loops, we can always
provide an exact bound at run-time. Whereas, for while-loops, we assume
that the loop has to be passed at least once. The branch condition is a ratio-
nal value from 0 to 1, which measures the deviation explicitly in the problem
node and it is computed according to the formulae [Tracey et al. 1998].

4.4 E M P I R I C A L E VA L U AT I O N

In order to evaluate the feasibility of our test framework, we conducted an
empirical study on a set of subjects (see Section 4.4.1). All experiments were
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Table 4.2 Genetic Algorithm Configurations
Parameter Name R G G10
Population size 50 50 50
Archive size 1 25 25
Maximum number of generations 200 200 200
Crossover rate 0 0.5 0.5
Mutation rate 0 0.5 0.5
History window size - - 10

submitted as a batch mode job on a cluster machine with 32 HT Cores and 256
GB RAM running under Scientific Linux 7.3. We have created three different
instances of the JS testing framework — each one is based on a slight variation
of the underlying GA. The first version, which plays the role of our baseline,
is Random (R). Instead of applying crossover and mutation to evolve the popu-
lation, this algorithm regenerates the new population randomly from scratch.
It is important to note that the random version also benefits from both prelim-
inary static analysis and dynamic constant propagation as part of the fitness
evaluation. The second version is Genetic (G) — it literally follows all of the
steps prescribed by the genetic framework in Figure 4.3. The last version is Ge-
netic with Restart (G10). It is based on Algorithm 3 where the search is restarted
after the archives are converged within a certain history window. On the one
hand, the smaller window size forces the GA to converge faster and quickly
discovers stagnation. On the other hand, the small window can lead to prema-
ture archive convergence, which prevents the right genetic combination from
being triggered. We have experimented with the windows of size 5 and 10.
However, since the latter one (G10) showed the best performance overall, we
chose to report only that case here. Table 4.2 summarizes the configuration
parameters for all three versions of the testing framework. The initial setup
for the GA is similar to other frameworks, e.g. EvoSuite [Fraser & Arcuri 2011].

By carrying out the evaluation, we would like to answer the following
research questions:

RQ1 (effectiveness): What is the branch coverage?

RQ2 (efficiency): What is the coverage time per branch?

RQ3 (significance): Are the results statistically significant?

RQ4 (comparison): What is the branch coverage of Confix?

4.4.1 Case Studies

JavaScript is one of the most popular programming languages for web devel-
opment Therefore, there are ample open source JS projects on the Web. JS
applications are written with the help of countless specialized libraries and
greatly vary in size, complexity and coding style. Moreover, some popular JS
web-frameworks, such as jQuery and React13, implement their own API for

13TODO MVC: http://todomvc.com
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Table 4.3 Summary of the Case-Studies
case-study function loc c d cc dom id tag class
sudoku helpMe(int,int) 14 2 3 3 + + + -
sudoku isGameFinished() 10 3 3 4 + + + +
sudoku newGame() 9 1 2 2 + + + +
sudoku revealAll() 8 0 2 1 + + + -
sudoku shuffleBoard(int,int) 23 2 3 3 + - + -
phormer toggleInfo(string) 16 3 1 4 + + - -
hotel RS isValidCard([int]) 17 2 2 5 - - - -
hotel RS isValidVISA([int]) 6 3 1 6 - - - -
apophis initShields([int],int,int) 6 0 1 1 + + - -
bingbong brickJiggler(int,int,[int],[int],[int],[int]) 7 1 1 2 + + - -
bingbong doPaddlePower(int,int) 15 2 1 3 + + - -
bingbong initBricks(int,[int],[int],[int],[int],int,[string]) 70 12 4 13 + + - -
burncanvas do_draw(int,int,int,int,int,int,int) 40 12 2 14 - - - -
mathjs prob_gamma(float) 57 8 2 16 - - - -

DOM manipulation. Before selection, the source code of a potential case-study
has to be scrutinized which is a time consuming and labor intensive process.
Therefore, we decided to primarily focus on the evaluation of the JS subjects
already established in the related research such as Confix [Fard et al. 2015]
and TAJS [Jensen et al. 2011]14. Both of these works address the problem of
testing of JS application with reference to the browser DOM. We added addi-
tional case-study MathJS15 to increase the presence of primitive (browserless)
JS code. For each case-study application, we identified several JS functions
that are suitable for our testing framework. In the end, our evaluation set
included both primitive and DOM related JS functions.

To answer the research questions posed in the beginning of Section 4.4,
we evaluated our framework on the case studies in Table 4.3. For the sake of
space, we omitted from the following presentation the functions and branches
with a coverage time of less than two seconds. In all those cases, the three al-
gorithms studied here have shown equally good results by finding a solution
within the first iteration — random generation. This left us with only 7 case
studies contributing to the total number of 14 functions shown in Table 4.3.
For each function, we reported the following software metrics with JSMeter16:
lines of code (loc), number of conditions (c), depth (d), and cyclomatic com-
plexity (cc). The four rightmost columns dom, id, tag and class indicate if the
function manipulates with the DOM, id, tag or class respectively.

4.4.2 Results

To study the effectiveness and efficiency of our test generation framework, we
exercised each algorithm (R, G and G10) against all branches of the functions
in Table 4.3. Due to the probabilistic nature of the test generation process [Ar-
curi & Briand 2011], the experiments have been repeated 50 times to achieve

14TAJS DOM benchmarks: http://www.brics.dk/TAJS/dom-benchmarks
15https://github.com/josdejong/mathjs
16http://jsmeter.info
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Table 4.4 Test Generation Summary Part I

NAME mR mG mG10 tR
tG

tR
tG10

tG
tG10

R
G

R
G10

G
G10i t t/i i t t/i i t t/i

helpMe* 218 270 1.24 61 47 0.77 62 56 0.9 5.74 4.82 0.84
(3, 4, inFor) 4 4 1 5 3 0.6 8 6 0.75 1.33 0.67 0.5 - 0.39 0.37
(5, 6, then) 4 5 1.25 8 6 0.75 7 5 0.71 0.83 1 1.2 - - -
(5, 15, else) 121 156 1.29 24 21 0.86 23 24 1.04 7.43 6.5 0.88 0.87 0.86 -
(9, 10, then) 85 101 1.19 18 14 0.78 19 17 0.89 7.21 5.94 0.82 0.98 0.95 -
(9, 14, else) 4 4 1 6 4 0.67 5 4 0.8 1 1 1 - - -
isGameFinished* 264 220 0.83 32 30 0.94 43 43 1 7.33 5.12 0.7
(7, 8, then) 37 30 0.81 8 8 1 12 13 1.08 3.75 2.31 0.62 - 0.66 -
(10, 11, then) 200 167 0.84 11 10 0.91 10 11 1.1 16.7 15.18 0.91 0.88 0.96 -
(10, 14, else) 25 21 0.84 11 11 1 19 18 0.95 1.91 1.17 0.61 - - -
newGame* 18 14 0.78 11 9 0.81 10 10 1 1.56 1.4 0.9
(6, 7, then) 16 12 0.75 9 7 0.78 8 8 1 1.71 1.5 0.88 0.64 0.65 -
revealAll* 60 50 0.83 44 44 1 47 53 1.13 1.14 0.94 0.83
(2, 3, inFor) 25 20 0.8 24 24 1 24 27 1.13 0.83 0.74 0.89 - - -
(4, 5, inFor) 35 30 0.86 20 20 1 23 26 1.13 1.5 1.15 0.77 0.62 - 0.37
shuffleBoard* 15 29 1.93 15 26 1.73 17 29 1.71 1.12 1 0.9
(13, 14, then) 5 10 2 5 9 1.8 6 10 1.67 1.11 1 0.9 - - -
(17, 18, then) 5 10 2 5 10 2 6 11 1.83 1 0.91 0.91 - - -
toggleInfo* 6 6 1 7 7 1 9 6 0.66 0.86 1 1.17
(6, 7, then) 2 2 1 3 3 1 5 3 0.6 0.67 0.67 1 0.37 0.36 -
isValidCard 1001 514 0.51 21 8 0.38 21 10 0.48 64.25 51.4 0.8
(3, 6, else) 200 103 0.52 4 2 0.5 4 2 0.5 51.5 51.5 1 1 1 -
(7, 8, inFor) 200 103 0.52 4 1 0.25 4 2 0.5 103 51.5 0.5 1 1 -
(10, 11, then) 200 102 0.51 4 2 0.5 4 2 0.5 51 51 1 1 1 -
(10, 13, else) 200 106 0.53 4 1 0.25 4 2 0.5 106 53 0.5 1 1 -
(14, 15, inFor) 200 100 0.5 4 2 0.5 4 2 0.5 50 50 1 1 1 -
isValidVISA 201 95 0.47 8 3 0.38 8 2 0.25 31.67 47.5 1.5
(2, 3, then) 200 95 0.48 7 3 0.43 7 2 0.29 31.67 47.5 1.5 1 1 -
initShields* 6 5 0.83 6 5 0.83 6 3 0.5 1 1.67 1.67
(2, 3, inFor) 6 5 0.83 6 4 0.67 6 3 0.5 1.25 1.67 1.33 0.83 0.84 -
brickJiggler* 7 8 1.14 6 4 0.67 4 3 0.75 2 2.67 1.33
(2, 3, then) 6 7 1.17 5 3 0.6 3 2 0.67 2.33 3.5 1.5 0.83 0.85 -
doPaddlePower* 19 15 0.79 204 140 0.69 25 16 0.64 0.11 0.94 8.75
(10, 11, then) 16 12 0.75 200 136 0.68 22 13 0.59 0.09 0.92 10.46 0.02 - 0.94

TOTAL (simple) 1816 1226 0.68 415 323 0.78 252 231 0.92 3.8 5.31 1.4

statistical significance. Tables 4.4–4.5 summarize the evaluation results. For
each algorithm, we computed the following medians per branch: the number
of iterations (i), time in seconds (t), and their ratio (t/i). In the table, these val-
ues are grouped into three columns mR, mG and mG10 one for each algorithm.
The next group of columns tR/tG, tR/tG10 and tG/tG10 presents the relative
performance of each pair of the testing algorithm (R, G), (R, G10), and (G, G10)
respectively. To the right of the function name, we also present accumulated
statistics17.

According to the industry standard [Bray et al. 1997], functions with a
CC below 10 are considered as easy to test, and above 10 are reasonably

17because of the missing branches, the function’s summary may not be equal to the sum of the
branches, e.g. see the toggleInfo function
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Table 4.5 Test Generation Summary Part II

NAME mR mG mG10 tR
tG

tR
tG10

tG
tG10

R
G

R
G10

G
G10i t t/i i t t/i i t t/i

initBricks* 1418 2379 1.68 593 474 0.8 422 415 0.98 5.02 5.73 1.14
(6, 7, then) 2 3 1.5 5 4 0.8 3 3 1 0.75 1 1.33 - - -
(6, 10, else) 15 23 1.53 6 6 1 6 6 1 3.83 3.83 1 0.87 0.83 -
(11, 12, then) 200 317 1.59 14 12 0.86 17 15 0.88 26.41 21.13 0.8 0.93 0.91 -
(11, 15, else) 18 30 1.67 6 6 1 6 6 1 5 5 1 0.89 0.86 -
(16, 17, then) 200 324 1.62 17 14 0.82 17 16 0.94 23.14 20.25 0.88 0.96 0.96 -
(16, 20, else) 25 40 1.6 7 7 1 8 7 0.88 5.71 5.71 1 0.89 0.86 -
(21, 22, then) 200 310 1.55 14 13 0.93 17 17 1 23.85 18.24 0.76 0.94 0.9 0.36
(21, 25, else) 26 41 1.58 7 7 1 8 7 0.88 5.86 5.86 1 0.94 0.87 -
(29, 30, then) 200 330 1.65 66 58 0.88 74 70 0.95 5.69 4.71 0.83 0.82 0.88 -
(29, 37, else) 2 4 2 3 3 1 3 4 1.33 1.33 1 0.75 - - -
(38, 39, then) 185 328 1.77 85 67 0.79 48 44 0.92 4.9 7.45 1.52 0.87 0.88 -
(38, 46, else) 2 4 2 3 4 1.33 3 4 1.33 1 1 1 0.64 - -
(47, 48, then) 187 336 1.8 200 141 0.7 127 131 1.03 2.38 2.56 1.08 0.8 0.8 -
(47, 55, else) 2 4 2 3 3 1 3 4 1.33 1.33 1 0.75 0.66 0.61 -
(56, 57, then) 109 198 1.82 50 43 0.86 49 47 0.96 4.6 4.21 0.91 0.76 0.75 -
(56, 64, else) 2 4 2 3 3 1 3 4 1.33 1.33 1 0.75 0.64 0.61 -
(69, 70, then) 2 4 2 3 4 1.33 3 4 1.33 1 1 1 - - -
(69, 71, else) 41 81 1.98 95 84 0.88 27 26 0.96 0.96 3.12 3.23 - 0.68 0.61
do_draw 268 625 2.33 383 1295 3.38 124 334 2.69 0.48 1.87 3.88
(6, 7, then) 8 19 2.38 6 25 4.1 7 20 2.86 0.76 0.95 1.25 - - 0.62
(8, 9, then) 10 23 2.3 6 17 2.83 7 21 3 1.35 1.1 0.81 0.63 0.62 -
(8, 11, else) 144 343 2.39 17 51 3 19 57 3 6.73 6.02 0.89 0.91 0.91 -
(44, 45, then) 57 144 2.5 200 681 3.4 40 111 2.78 0.21 1.3 6.14 0.16 - 0.89
(48, 49, then) 26 68 2.61 137 492 3.59 34 97 2.85 0.14 0.7 5.07 0.24 - 0.74
prob_gamma 2006 710 0.35 163 84 0.52 162 81 0.5 8.45 8.77 1.04
(4, 5, then) 200 71 0.36 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 71 71 1 1 1 -
(6, 7, then) 200 71 0.36 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 71 71 1 1 1 -
(6, 9, else) 200 70 0.35 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 70 70 1 1 1 -
(10, 11, then) 200 72 0.36 62 42 0.68 61 40 0.66 1.71 1.8 1.05 1 1 -
(10, 13, else) 200 71 0.36 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 71 71 1 1 1 -
(16, 17, while) 200 70 0.35 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 70 70 1 1 1 -
(20, 21, then) 200 70 0.35 6 2 0.33 6 3 0.5 35 23.33 0.67 1 1 -
(20, 23, else) 200 72 0.36 2 1 0.5 2 1 0.5 72 72 1 1 1 -
(30, 31, then) 200 72 0.36 53 23 0.43 52 22 0.42 3.13 3.27 1.05 1 1 -
(34, 35, then) 200 72 0.36 24 10 0.42 25 10 0.4 7.2 7.2 1 1 1 -

TOTAL (diff.) 3692 3714 1 1139 1853 1.63 708 830 1.17 2 4.47 2.23

TOTAL (global) 5507 4940 0.9 1554 2176 1.4 966 1061 1.1 2.27 4.66 2.05

challenging. We call the functions of the first type “simple”, and “difficult”
otherwise. The three functions initBricks, do_draw and prob_gamma at the bottom
of Table 4.3 are difficult with CC’s of 13, 14 and 16 respectively. Table 4.6
summarizes the results of the experiment such as coverage, execution time
per branch and significance.

RQ1 (effectiveness): To answer this question, we measure the branch cov-
erage achieved by each test generation algorithm. Given a fixed limit on the
number of test iterations, 200 in our case, a search algorithm cannot provide
guarantees to find a solution. The underlined values in Tables 4.4–4.5 like
200 indicate branches which were not covered by the respective algorithms.
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Table 4.6 Result Summary (L - large, M - medium, S - small)

TYPE
coverage (%) time (sec.) significance

R G G10 R G G10
R
G

R
G10

G
G10

L M S L M S L M S

simple (33) 79 97 100 37 9 7 11 12 13 11 13 13 1 1 1
difficult (33) 58 94 100 112 56 25 22 24 26 22 23 26 2 2 4

global (56) 63 95 100 88 39 19 33 36 39 33 36 39 3 3 5
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Figure 4.7 Branch Coverage Progress

The main reason for the random generation (R) to fail is the large size of
the search space and the lack of any feedback in the generation process, e.g.,
branch (10, 11) of the isGameFinished function. In the case of the genetic ap-
proach (G), it may get stuck at a plateau because the fitness function does not
provide sufficient guidance, whereas R could still escape the plateau by sheer
luck. We encountered three such cases in our study: branches (10, 11), (47, 48)
and (45, 45) of the function doPaddlePower, initBricks and do_draw, respectively.
They motivated us to introduce the GA with restart (G10) which combines the
strengths of both R and G. It leverages the genetic search while the fitness
continues to improve, and restarts the search with a new target when the
fitness suboptimally converges. As our evaluation has shown, G10 not only
managed to outperform R and cover the three problematic branches above,
but it has generally improved the results of G, e.g., branch (69, 71) of the init-
Bricks function.

Across all subjects, the G10 algorithm achieved 100% branch coverage, with
G in the second place with 95% coverage, and, finally, R with 63% coverage.

Additionally, we have investigated how coverage progresses with the change
of time budget allocated per branch. This experiment is modeling different
time-dependent testing scenarios, used in practice. For example, running tests
inside an IDE should be fast. On the other hand, as part of the continuous
integration, we may afford a longer waiting time. Finally, overnight regres-
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Figure 4.8 Time t

sion testing may take hours. Figure 4.7 illustrates the progress of the algo-
rithms across budget categories from 5 to 150 seconds per branch. Random
test generation consistently underperforms the genetic one across all budget
categories by at least a factor of two. Eventually, it converges around 52%
coverage. Given 5 seconds per branch, both G and G10 perform equally at
the rate of 45%. When the budget increases towards 10 seconds, G slightly
outperforms G10, 60% against 63% respectively. However, when the budget
rises to 30 seconds, G10 overtakes G and the distance between them continues
growing further with the budget increase (starting from 120 seconds).

We suggest to use G for rapid testing during development, and later in
integration testing switch to G10.

RQ2 (efficiency): To answer this question, we compare the actual execution
time of our test generation algorithms. The bar chart in Figure 4.8 illustrates
how the median coverage time differs for each algorithm at the function level.
There are two cases, revealAll and doPaddlePower out of 14, where R just slightly
outperformed G10 by 6%, and two more cases shuffleBoard and toggleInfo, where
they performed equally. In all other cases, G10 significantly outperformed R

by minimum of 40% (newGame) and a maximum of 510% (isValidCard).
Looking separately at the average execution time for simple and difficult func-

tions in Table 4.6, we conclude that G10 was the fastest algorithm in both cases
with 7 and 25 seconds per branch. For simple functions, the performance of
G was quite close to G10, only 9 seconds, but for difficult functions, it was two
times slower. In all categories, R was much slower than both genetic alterna-
tives.

G10 outperformed both G and R with an average execution time per branch
of 19, 39 and 88 seconds, respectively.
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Figure 4.9 Speed t/i

Another question related to the efficiency is the computational cost of one
iteration of each algorithm. It is useful to know in order to choose the genera-
tion limit. The cost, shown in column t/i in Tables 4.4–4.5, is calculated as the
relationship between the execution time and the number of generations, i.e.,
it measures the speed of one iteration. Figure 4.9 presents the cost compar-
ison for all three algorithms in our study. Among the factors impacting the
iteration cost are the population size (50 candidates in our case) and the fit-
ness evaluation of one candidate. The length of an execution trace correlates
with the fitness evaluation. So, an exceptional program termination leads to
short traces, whereas loops tend to produce longer traces. For example, the
do_draw function has long traces because it only operates with the primitive
types thus never rises exceptions, and at the same time, it consists of 40 LOC.
In our evaluation, the iteration cost varied between 0.25 and 3.59 seconds.

On average, one algorithm iteration took one second for R and G10, G

performed somewhat worse at 1.4 seconds.

RQ3 (significance): Our testing framework is randomized by nature. There-
fore, we need to conduct a statistical analysis to assess the significance and
effect size of our results. This analysis is based on 50 executions produced by
each test algorithm R, G and G10. Following recommendations on the as-
sessment of randomized algorithms [Arcuri & Briand 2011], we use the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U-test [Mann & Whitney 1947] and the Vargha-
Delaney Â12 statistics [Vargha & Delaney 2000] for measuring statistical sig-
nificance (a = 0.05) and effect size, respectively. In Table2 4.4–4.5 the three
columns to the right show the Â12 values for all algorithm combinations,
where this value is significant and ’-’ otherwise. Thus, the higher the value
in the R

G column, indicates that R is slower in comparison with G. Depending
on the actual Â12 value, the effect size can be small (0.56), medium (0.64), and
large (0.71).
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Table 4.7 Confix Evaluation: #BR total branches, #C covered branches
case-study function #BR #C (weak) #C (strong) #tests time (sec.)

sudoku helpMe 5 4 (80%) 4 (80%) 2 5
sudoku isGameFinished 5 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 2 5
sudoku newGame 3 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 4 6
sudoku revealAll 2 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 6 11
sudoku shuffleBoard 7 5 (71%) 0 (0%) 2 5

phormer toogleInfo 4 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 3 5
apophis initShields 1 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 6

bingbong brickJiggler 2 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 3
bingbong doPaddlePower 4 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 1 4
bingbong initBricks 18 3 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 3

Both G and G10 largely outperform R in 50% cases generally across the
board and 67% on the difficult functions.

RQ4 (comparison): We evaluate Confix [Fard et al. 2015] as the only available
alternative for the generation of DOM fixtures. The authors suggest that Con-
fix achieves higher branch and statement coverage by being combined with
Jalangi [Sen et al. 2013] — a concolic test generation tool for JS — which is able
to produce test inputs for JS arguments of primitive types. However, the avail-
able online implementation of Confix18 has no actual integration with Jalangi.
Thus we have to fall back on plain Confix test generation.

Experimental results are presented in Figure 4.7. We report both weak
(reach the target branch) and strong (reach the branch and terminate nor-
mally) coverage. Confix test generation is guided by the weak coverage in
contrast with the strong coverage of JEDI. In all experimental subjects except
one (isGameFinished), Confix poorly performs simply due to an inability to pro-
duce appropriate input arguments. However, in the case of isGameFinished,
which requires no inputs, it still fails to reach deeply nested branches because
of imprecise symbolic representation. In particular, it cannot interpret the
expression on line 7 in Figure 4.1:

subDivs[no].className.indexOf('sudokuSquare') >= 0

This constraint is not principal, but to be fully addressed, Confix should model
an extensive library of built-in JS functions. JEDI mitigates this constraint by
substituting observed string literals as conceivable class names, which are ad-
ditionally evolved thanks to crossover and mutation operators. We admit,
however, that some constructs, e.g., jQuery, are supported by Confix but not
by Jedi.

In a nutshell, the choice between a concolic and search-based approach is
a trade-off between a labour-intensive modeling effort and long execution
time, respectively, where both can reinforce each other.

18https://github.com/saltlab/Confix
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Threats to Validity: The construct validity threat is due to the choice of mea-
surements: branch coverage and execution time. Although the branch cov-
erage is a standard criterion used in practice, the fault finding capability is a
stronger indication of testing adequacy. Reaching a target branch is only part
of the problem: we also need an oracle to discriminate the program’s output.
In this chapter, we rely on so-called “natural” oracles such as exceptions. An-
other practical aspect of the test generation is the test case size since it can
both complicate the readability and increase the execution time. To mitigate
this issue, we configured the GA to start evolution with the candidates of
small sizes, which helps to prevent data explosion. An additional measure
that could be applied is a minimization procedure, aka hierarchical delta debug-
ging [Misherghi & Su 2006] and its variations [Herfert et al. 2017], to the GA
result.

Initial GA configuration introduces a threat to the internal validity of our
empirical evaluation. The parameters we used are quite standard for similar
SBST frameworks, e.g., EvoSuite. Although not reported in the chapter, we
did perform a preliminary assessment of various GA configurations, which
confirmed our final decision.

The threat of conclusion validity can be affected by the stochastic nature. This
risk was addressed by repeating the experiment of GA 50 times and per-
forming a statistical analysis of the significance and effect size. We used the
confidence level of 95% measured by the Vargha-Delaney statistic and Mann-
Whitney U-test.

The external validity deals with the threat of generalization of our results due
to the manual selection of the experimental subjects. To mitigate this fact, we
selected the subjects either from previous related research or found in open
source. Of course, those subjects still have to meet the constraints of our
testing approach. So, further research is required both to increase the power
of our framework and extend the validation set.

4.5 R E L AT E D A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The last two decades have been highly productive for the research in JS
testing and analysis as revealed by these recent surveys [Andreasen et al.
2017, Sun & Ryu 2017, Mesbah 2015]. The JS testing research can be clus-
tered, by the choice of underlying technique, into the following categories:
feedback-directed random generation [Heidegger & Thiemann 2010, Heideg-
ger & Thiemann 2012, Kristensen & Møller 2017], symbolic [Tanida et al.
2014, Saxena et al. 2010] and concolic [Sen et al. 2013, Fard et al. 2015] ex-
ecution, static [Jensen et al. 2009, Jensen et al. 2011] and dynamic [Andreasen
et al. 2017] analysis, formal verification [Gardner et al. 2008, Lerner et al.
2012, Gardner et al. 2012], search-based generation [Alshraideh 2008], and
whole web application testing [Alshahwan & Harman 2011, Mesbah et al.
2012, Milani Fard et al. 2014]. Let us discuss each separate group of works.

Guided by developer’s type annotations, JSContest generates random inputs
for JS functions with the goal to verify the conformance to the type [Heideg-
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ger & Thiemann 2010] and access permission [Heidegger & Thiemann 2012] con-
tracts. In comparison with our genetic approach, it does not leverage dynamic
information to construct test inputs, only static ones, and ignores the DOM in-
teractions. TSTEST [Kristensen & Møller 2017] employs the feedback-directed
random generation for conformance checking of TypeScript declarations with
the respective JS libraries. It supports generics, but cannot generate DOM.

Jalangi [Sen et al. 2013] is a JS dynamic analysis framework which can be
instantiated for concolic testing and type inconsistency analysis [Pradel et al. 2015],
but it does not support DOM. Confix [Fard et al. 2015] translates DOM-related
statements into XPath expressions and feeds them to a constraint solver in
order to construct a DOM fixture. It can reinforce Jalangi with the capability of
DOM modeling. However, as our evaluation has shown, Confix cannot resolve
hard to cover branches. SymJS [Tanida et al. 2014] employs symbolic execution
for JS unit testing, but again it has no symbolic stubs for the DOM API.

[Jensen et al. 2009] proposed a static analysis framework TAJS for JS type
inference. Later the analysis was extended to support reasoning about the
DOM and browser API [Jensen et al. 2011]. TAJS is able to point to dead
code, type violation and references to undefined values. A comprehensive re-
view of JS dynamic analysis techniques can be found in a recently published
survey [Andreasen et al. 2017] by Andreasen et al.

[Lerner et al. 2012] formally models the events behaviors in the DOM
to establish testing oracles. [Gardner et al. 2012] presents a formal verifica-
tion framework for JS, which can deal with some parts the DOM specifica-
tion [Gardner et al. 2008].

[Alshraideh 2008] is the first work suggesting to use GA for JS test data
generation. However, the implementation is limited to primitive types such
as numbers and strings (no arrays and DOM) and does not report an empir-
ical validation. Recently, SBST has been applied to other dynamic languages
such as Ruby [Mairhofer et al. 2011], Lua [Wibowo et al. 2015] and Go [Irawan
et al. 2016], but the treatment of DOM still makes our approach unique. XML-
MATE [Havrikov et al. 2014] is the only search-based tool we have encountered
that can produce tree-like structures. It leverages EvoSuite as the search-based
engine in order to produce an XML input for the testing of Java programs. For
random generation, it either relies on an existing XML schema or generates
the document from scratch. Both tools have a similar approach for the muta-
tion and crossover. One distinguishing feature of our approach is the use of
program analysis to facilitate DOM generation. [Jan et al. 2016] suggest using
XML fuzzing for identifying vulnerabilities in web services.

In contrast to the techniques discussed so far, whole web application testing
requires the application to be fully functional. This additional requirement en-
ables test generation based on crawling [Mesbah et al. 2012] and can be com-
bined with the developer’s written tests [Milani Fard et al. 2014]. Artemis [Artzi
et al. 2011] is a feedback-directed random testing tool for JavaScript web ap-
plications. It discovers new tests by generating the sequences of executable
events and monitoring how they affect the application state. [Biagiola et al.
2017] propose to use existing page objects to produce navigation paths and input
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data by exploiting the search-based approach. JSEFT [Mirshokraie et al. 2015]
leverages dynamic execution to generate JS unit test including fixtures cap-
tured at run-time. The generated test can be complemented with the DOM-
dependent assertions produced by Atrina [Mirshokraie et al. 2016].

4.5.1 Future Work

One likely direction for the future extension of JEDI is whole test suite genera-
tion [Fraser & Arcuri 2013]. Such problems usually incur multi-objective opti-
mization [Lakhotia et al. 2007, Panichella et al. 2017], e.g., a trade-off between
coverage and test suite length.

Another future direction is the mutation testing [Fraser & Zeller 2012],
which should help to evaluate the fault revealing capability of JEDI.

Search-based testing can be strengthened with concolic execution [Baars
et al. 2011, Galeotti et al. 2013]. For example, it worth of investigation how to
integrate Jalangi into JEDI.

We plan to conduct a larger evaluation of JEDI. Therefore, the framework
should be extended to support user-defined objects and high-order functions.
The first requirement is straightforward since an object can be described as
the collection of fields. To generate functions as inputs, we could employ an
approach similar to QuickCheck [Koopman & Plasmeijer 2006].

4.6 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have introduced a novel search-based JS unit testing frame-
work, called JEDI. Notably, our framework can generate arbitrary DOM inputs
that are syntactically valid and compliant with the current HTML5 specifica-
tion. We present a test generation algorithm, called “genetic with restart”,
which is capable of escaping plateaus by concretizing the search target. Based
on the case studies found in two related works Confix [Fard et al. 2015] and
TAJS [Jensen et al. 2011], we conducted an empirical validation followed by
the significance study, which has confirmed the effectiveness and efficiency of
our framework in branch coverage testing.
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5
Log-Based Reduction by Rewriting

A B S T R A C T

Web applications often produce logs that capture information about their exe-
cution behaviour. When an error occurs, the log file with the error is reported
for subsequent analysis. The longer the log file, the harder to identify the
cause of the observed error. This problem can be considerably simplified if
we can reduce the log length, e.g., by removing the events of which we can be
sure they do not contribute towards finding the error. This chapter addresses
such log reduction by rewriting the reported log in such a way that it preserves
the ability to reproduce the same error. The approach exploits rewrite rules
inferred from a set of predefined algebraic rewrite rule patterns, exhibiting such
properties as commutativity and identity. Based on these rules, we present a
terminating log reduction strategy. Being log-based the inference algorithm is
inherently imprecise. So the inferred rules need to be inspected by a human
expert before they can be applied in the rewriting reduction. The approach
is language independent and highly flexible. The chapter formally defines all
used concepts and discusses a prototype implementation of a log reduction
framework. The prototype is empirically validated on the web shop applica-
tion FlexStore.

5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Web application logs represent an important source of information about the
real behavior of an application under test (AUT). A typical application log
consists of an alternation of the events emitted by the application, and the in-
ternal application states before or after such events. Using dynamic inference
complemented with static analysis, application logs can be transformed into
application models, which are commonly expressed as finite state machines
(FSM) [Lorenzoli et al. 2008]. These FSM are supposed to capture the com-
plex interplay between data and control flow, to have a moderate number of
states, and at the same time to reflect the application semantics precisely. As
a recent empirical assessment [Lo et al. 2012] has shown, this task is highly
challenging. In many respects, it depends on the type of logging abstraction
as well as the quality of log data itself.

Furthermore, when a failure occurs, logs also provide the failure context
that may help to track down the root cause of the failure, or at least to repro-
duce the failure [Lee et al. 2011, Jin & Orso 2012]. Such a failure context con-
sists of the application states and the events preceding the failure. In case of
failure reproduction, the length of the failure context may impede the debug-
ging process. To address this problem, several techniques can be employed
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such as delta-debugging (DD) [Zeller 2002] and FSM model inference [Mari-
ani & Pastore 2008, Lorenzoli et al. 2008]. DD searches for a minimal failing
sub-sequence of the sequence of events in the log that preserves the failure.
It runs until not a single event can be removed without breaking the ability
to produce the failure. In practice, however, DD requires multiple (not to say
many) online execution attempts, which can be expensive or even not feasible
to compute at all. In contrast, once the FSM model of an application is in-
ferred from logs, it can be used to minimize a failing sequence. The drawback
of dynamically inferred FSM models is that the minimized sequence might
lose the ability to reproduce the failure due to an over-approximation.

To address the restrictions imposed by both DD and FSM inference, we
propose a novel approach to failure simplification based on guided mining of al-
gebraic rules and failure revealing test case reduction by rewriting. In comparison with
DD, this approach does not require us to replay the failing sequence repeat-
edly. At the same time, it is less expensive than FSM inference, and it also
more strongly resembles the failure related circumstances.

Our approach consists of two phases:

• inferencing rewrite rules from already collected logs based on a set of
predefined rewrite rule patterns

• turning the rewrite rules into an event rewriting system, which is used
for the reduction of an original failing test case to a smaller one that still
preserves the failure.

The predefined patterns represent common algebraic properties between the ap-
plication events, such as commutativity and identity. Despite their apparent
simplicity, these properties can be successfully used for log reduction, as we
will demonstrate using a model web store application FlexStore.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. It formally states the log reduction problem.

2. A solution is proposed, which exploits the equivalence of execution
traces based on the initial and final states in which these traces start
and end, respectively.

3. A terminating and non-increasing reduction strategy is presented.

4. Empirical validation is carried out on a web shop application.

The chapter has the following structure. Section 5.2 introduces a minimal
motivating example, the GCD application, and shows how the reduction ap-
proach works. In Section 5.3.1 the formal definitions of execution equivalence
and event reduction system are given. The algebraic rewrite rule patterns and
the reduction strategy are provided in Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 respectively. We
discuss the implementation of the Log Reduction Framework in Section 5.4.
Results of the empirical validation of inference and reduction parts are pre-
sented in Section 5.5. Related work is considered in Section 5.6. Section 5.7
concludes the chapter and discusses future work.
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Table 5.1 Summary of the GCD Events
Event Description
setX(x) the user assigns the value x to the field X
setY(y) the user assigns the value y to the field Y
calc the user clicks the button calc, which changes the value of R
clear the user clicks the button clear, which erases all fields

5.2 M O T I VAT I N G E X A M P L E

In this section, we introduce an example to illustrate the log reduction ap-
proach. The example is a GUI application for calculating the greatest common
divisor (GCD) of two natural numbers. The application has three text fields X
(the first number), Y (the second number), and R (the result), and two buttons
calc and clear. When the application is initialised, all fields are empty. We
distinguish the following application events in our GCD example presented
in Table 5.1.

An essential part of our approach is to use an event-state logging model. This
model is discussed in detail in Section 5.3. For now, we only need to know
that a log is composed of an alternation of events and states, where the events
are the application events, and the states are the abstract states of the ap-
plication. That is, when an event is triggered, we log (serialise) the abstract
application state at the end of the event, as well as a description of the event
itself, which includes the event name (possibly the type) and the values of the
event parameters. An event starts its execution in the state where the previous
one has finished (except for the first event, which starts in some initial state).

As an abstract state of the GCD application, let us take the triple {x, y, r},
where x, y and r are the values of the corresponding fields X, Y and R. At
the beginning of an execution all fields are empty, consequently, the variables
associated with them are undefined. If the event calc is called when one of
the fields is undefined nothing happens. Assume that the application has a
fault in the implementation of the event setX, namely, setX(x) always results
in assigning zero to the field X. The corresponding error will be exposed as
a failure in case the calc event is executed from the state where one of the
variables x or y equals zero.

Now, let us consider the following execution sequence:

t = {?, ?, ?}
setX(3)
! {0, ?, ?}

setY(5)
! {0, 5, ?} clear

! {?, ?, ?}
setX(9)
! {0, ?, ?}

setY(4)
! {0, 4, ?}

setX(0)
! {0, 4, ?}

setY(3)
! {0, 3, ?}

setY(6)
! {0, 6, ?} calc

! error

This sequence leads to an error due to an attempt to compute the GCD when
x equals zero.

For the application model described above, two event sequences are equiv-
alent if they result in the same final state starting from the same initial state.
Figure 5.1 shows the equivalences that hold for the GCD application. The sec-
ond rule, for instance, states that the order of assigning values to the fields X
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8e 2 E [e ; clear ] ⌘ [clear ]
[setX(x); setY(y) ] ⌘ [setY(y); setX(x) ]
[setX(x); setX(x0) ] ⌘ [setX(x0) ]
[setY(y) ; setY(y0) ] ⌘ [setY(y0) ]

Figure 5.1 GCD algebraic equivalences

[setX(3); setY(5); clear; setX(9); setY(4); setX(0); setY(3); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [x;clear]=[clear] two times to setY and setX -}
[ clear; setX(9); setY(4); setX(0); setY(3); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [setX(9);setY(4)]=[setY(4);setX(9)] -}
[ clear; setY(4); setX(9); setX(0); setY(3); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [setX(9);setX(0)]=[setX(0)] -}
[ clear; setY(4); setX(0); setY(3); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [setY(3);setY(6)]=[setY(6)] -}
[ clear; setY(4); setX(0); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [setY(4);setX(0)]=[setX(0);setY(4)] -}
[ clear; setX(0); setY(4); setY(6); calc ]
⌘ { apply [setY(4);setY(6)]=[setY(6)] -}
[ clear; setX(0); setY(6); calc ]

Figure 5.2 Reduction of the Failing Sequence t

and Y does not matter with respect to the final state they produce. Figure 5.2
illustrates how by applying these rules step by step to the original sequence
t, we can reduce it from nine entries to only four, such that the reduced se-
quence still leads to the original error. So the reduction halves the length
of the original log exhibiting the same failure. With this reduced test case it
should be easier to discover the error’s root cause, which consequently may
decrease the debugging time.

5.3 F O R M A L R E D U C T I O N T H E O RY

In this section, we formally describe the reduction problem and present our
solution. The reduction procedure is based on the execution equivalence relation
defined in Chapter 3. The purpose of log reduction is to decrease the length
of a log by rewriting it to a smaller but equivalent one. We propose to learn
special rewrite rules from logs that express simple and ubiquitous proper-
ties among the application events such as commutativity and idempotence.
The learning is effective (Section 5.5.1), even if the logs are relatively small
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(hundreds of entries). Moreover, the application of the rules can result in a
significant log reduction (Section 5.5.2).

5.3.1 Definitions

Definition 3 introduced the execution equivalence relation on the sequences of
application events. The execution equivalence of two event sequences is de-
termined by the equality of respective final states produced by each sequence
started from the same initial states. This relation is, in fact, an equivalence relation
on the sequences of application executions. Indeed, this relation is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive by definition.

We say that two equivalent executions t1 ⌘ t2 constitute a rewrite rule that
can be used to carry the transformation for executions. This fact allows us to
define a reduction system founded on a set of execution equivalences.

Definition 7 (Event Reduction System) Given a set of events E , an event reduction system
< defined by the set of rewrite rules R is a pair (E⇤,!R), where E⇤ is the set of execution
sequences and!R is a reduction relation on it.

A reduction step t1 !R t2 entails the replacement of an occurrence p1 in t1
(t1 = fp1y) by an equivalent execution p2, i.e. (p1 ⌘ p2) 2 R. The result of
this reduction is a new execution t2 = fp2y that is equivalent to t1 (t1 ⌘ t2)
with respect to Definition 3.

5.3.2 Rewriting Patterns

As we have already seen in the GCD example, some of the executions are
equivalent and can form the bases of the reduction procedure. In general, ex-
ecutions turn out to be equivalent due to the nature of algorithmic languages
that contain constructs such as loops, branches and the use of recursion. Some
equivalences are application specific; some others commonly occur in many
applications. Below we propose three patterns of the execution equivalences
that we call algebraic rewrite rule patterns. They will form the basis for our event
reduction process. The patterns are quite small (the executions consist of at
most two events) and they express common algebraic relations such as com-
mutativity. We believe that algebraic patterns represent commonly occurring
equivalences and consequently can often be observed in the logs. This fact
increases our confidence in the feasibility of the dynamic inference.

Skip: Rs = {[e(p)] ⌘ e | e 2 E⇤}

Obviously, not all events have an effect on the application. Those events
that do not interfere with the abstract state at all fall into the category of
this pattern, which we call skip-like. The GCD application does not have
any skip-like events. However, if the GCD abstract state only consisted
of the variables x and y, then the calc event would become skip-like with
respect to the chosen state abstraction.

Zero: Rz = {[e(p); d(q)] ⌘ [d(q)] | e, d 2 E⇤}

There are events that can completely overwrite the effect of any preced-
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ing event. We call such events zero-like with respect to their immediate
predecessors. In the GCD application, the event clear annuls the effect of
setX, setY and calc. A particular case of this pattern is when e is equal to
d, that is, whatever the application state is, an execution of e(q) always
overwrites the effect e(p). The setX and setY events are examples of this
particular case.

Com: Rz = {[e(p); d(q)] ⌘ [d(q); e(p)] | e, d 2 E⇤}

The last pattern asserts the property of two events being commutative.
For example, the fields X and Y can be updated in any order, and there-
fore the corresponding events setX and setY are commutative; in other
words, they do not interact with each other.

In the sequel, we only consider event reduction systems formed by the
rules from these three categories Skip, Zero and Com.

Definition 8 (Algebraic Event Reduction System) We call the event reduction system
<A = (E⇤,!RA ) algebraic if RA is a disjoint union of Rs, Rz and Rc (denoted by
RA = Rs t Rz t Rc), where Rs, Rz and Rc are respective instances of Skip, Zero and Com
patterns.

5.3.3 Reduction Strategy

Algorithm 4 presents a reduction procedure for an algebraic event trace re-
duction system that we later prove to be terminating and non-increasing. It
terminates in polynomial time but does not necessarily produce the shortest
result. As an input the reduction procedure takes an execution t and a set of
algebraic rules RA and returns a new execution t0 that is equivalent to t but
smaller. The procedure consists of the following key steps:

1. The initial set of rules RA is enriched by the procedure EnrichRules.
The enrichment consists in overlapping certain categories of rules from
RA (this resembles a step of the Knuth-Bendix algorithm [Book & Otto
1993]). It overlaps Skip and Zero rules (OverlapSkip), Zero and Zero rules
(OverlapZero), and Zero and Com rules (OverlapMZero). For example, tak-
ing the overlap of the rules ab ! b and bc ! c and applying them in
a different order to the sequence abc, we get ac ! c as a new possible
reduction rule. Crossing Zero and Com rules gives us the mirror zero rules
(line 18), which are like zero with respect to reversed event sequence
(ba ⌘ b). These rules are used later at line 10 to get reduction using the
ZeroReduce procedure in application to the reversed sequence.

2. The functions GroupZeroCls (GroupMZeroCls) groups Zero (MZero) rules
with equal right-hand sides in the same equivalence class.

3. Next step is to remove all skip-like events by the procedure ReduceSkip.

4. The last reduction step recursively applies the ZeroReduce procedure
to the event trace in both directions (from left to right (line 8) and
right to left (line 10)) until a fixed point is reached. The procedure
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Algorithm 4: A reduction procedure for an execution trace
1 begin

Data: An intial execution trace t and a set of algebraic rewrite rules
RA = Rs t Rz t Rc

Result: A reduced execution trace t0 such that |t| 6 |t0| and t ⌘ t0

2 R0A  � EnrichRules(RA)
// group zero (mzero) rules with equal RHS into classes

3 {Rz} � GroupZeroCls(R0A)
4 {Rmz} � GroupMZeroCls(R0A)
5 t  � ReduceSkip(R0A, t) // remove all skip-like events
6 repeat
88 t  � ReduceZero({Rz}, Rc, t, e)

1010 t  � Reverse(ReduceZero({Rmz}, Rc, Reverse(t), e))
11 until12 t is unchanged
13 return t

14 Function EnrichRules(RA = Rs t Rz t Rc)
15 R0s  � OverlapSkip(Rs, Rz) // ab ⌘ b ^ b ⌘ e) a ⌘ e
16 R0z  � OverlapZero(Rz) // ab ⌘ b ^ ca ⌘ a) cb ⌘ b
1818 Rmz  � OverlapMZero(Rz [ R0z, Rc) // ab ⌘ ba ^ ab ⌘ b) ba ⌘ b
19 return RA [ R0s [ R0z [ Rmz

20 Function ReduceZero({Rz}, Rc, u, v)
21 (rx , (u0, x, v0)) � find first class rx 2 {Rz} such that u = u0xv0
22 if search for rx is succeeded then
23 repeat
24 repeat
2626 u0  � ReduceImmediateZero(u0, rx)

// u0 = u00y ^ 9(yx ⌘ x 2 rx)) u0 = u00
27 until28 u0 is unchanged
3030 u0  � ReduceZeroWithCom(u, rx , Rc)

// u0 = wyu00 ^ (yx ⌘ x 2 rx)^ (8e 2 u00 : com(e, y))) u0 = wu00

31 until32 u0 is unchanged
33 ReduceZero({Rz}, Rc, u0x, v0) // recursive call

34 else return uv

ReduceZero looks for the first occurrence of x in u. Then it exhaustively
applies all rules from rx to the part of u left from x (ReduceImmediateZero
at line 26), and it also tries to combine zero with commutative rules
(ReduceZeroWithCom at line 30). The latter combination allows us to dis-
cover zero reductions that are not enabled by default.

Theorem 1 (Termination) For the algebraic event reduction system
<A = (E⇤,!RA ), the reduction relation!RA implemented by Algorithm 4 is terminating.

Note, that reduction Algorithm 4 essentially applies only Skip and Zero
rules, which form a non-cyclic reduction system. In order to prove termina-
tion, we need to show that the fix points are guaranteed to be reachable in all
three cases (lines 12, 32 and 28). However, this fact obviously follows from
the invariant that each time the sequence does not get longer, the number of
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rules is finite, and they are acyclic. If the event sequence cannot be reduced
any further, we have reached the corresponding fixed point.

Theorem 2 (Length Reduction) For an algebraic event reduction system
<A = (E⇤,!RA ), the reduction relation!RA implemented by Algorithm 4 is non-increasing.

This property obviously follows the shape of the reduction being applied. The
algorithm only uses non-increasing reduction rules.

5.4 I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this section, we describe the architecture of our semi-automated Log Re-
duction Framework. The framework, including the inference and reduction
part, has been implemented in Haskell. The complete structure of the frame-
work is depicted in Figure 5.3. Given a reliable version of the application
App, during the first phase (1. executions) App is subjected to user interaction
in order to produce logs. The concrete rewrite rules are inferred (3. concrete
rewrite rules) from the set of collected logs (2. collect logs) based on the prede-
fined rewrite rule patterns. For the inference of rewrite rules we can adapt
the approach used for the EE-invariants in Section 3.2.3. Instead of collecting
all executions in line 2 of Algorithm 1, we should only collect those that are
matching the shape of algebraic patterns proposed in Section 5.3.2. The re-
sulted rules should be automatically filtered according to a confidence level
(4. check rules) and then passed to an expert (5. report rules to an expert). The
rules at this stage might still contain false positives, so the human inspection
is needed to prevent possible mistakes (6. accept rewrite rules).

At some point, a new version App0 of the same application will be realised.
It will replace App or will be employed simultaneously with App. We assume
that the rewrite rules accepted by the expert (phase 6) still hold for App0; oth-
erwise, the violation is immediately reported. If the user happens to produce
a failure (1’. failure), the log containing the error message (2’. error log) should
be passed for a subsequent analysis with the purpose to localize the fault and
suggest a bug fix. At this point, the second component of our framework
goes into action. The failed log is reduced (7. log rewriting) with the help of the
inferred rewrite rules. This log still reproduces the original failure found in
App0 but requires fewer steps. Finally, the reduced log is inspected (8. reduced
log) by the tester or developer during the debugging instead of the original
application log.

5.5 E M P I R I C A L VA L I D AT I O N

This section provides a preliminary evaluation of the Log Reduction Frame-
work. All experiments presented in this section were carried out on an Intel
i5 (2.4 GHz) machine with 6GB of RAM under control of Ubuntu 12.04 OS.
Reflecting the structure of the framework we provide a separate evaluation
of its two main components, Inference and Rewriting. The framework has been
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Figure 5.3 Log Reduction Framework

deployed for the web shop application FlexStore1. It is an application example
for buying mobile phones, provided by Adobe to demonstrate some features
of the Flex SDK. The FlexStore has all standard components of a web shop,
such as a catalog, product filters, and a shopping cart.

We instrumented the FlexStore GUI events with the help of the FITTEST
Automation Framework (AF) [Prasetya et al. 2011]. AF allows us to log GUI
events and the abstract application states associated with them in the FITTEST
Logging Format [Prasetya et al. 2011]. A user of AF provides an application
abstraction function, which specifies the set of objects and fields to be logged.
The resulting log fully conforms to the definition of log given in Section 5.3.1.

5.5.1 Inference Results

We generated a log of length 11000 entries, randomly invoking different Flex-
Store events out of 23 possible events. We considered two different state pro-
jections: high abstraction (2 variables, Abs = high) and low abstraction (7
variables, Abs = low).

The inference of rewrite rules is the result of dynamic analysis of log files
collected at runtime. Therefore, it can report both false positive and false nega-
tive results because of over- and under-approximation, respectively, due to an
insufficient number of rewrite rule witnesses in logs. Thus, to filter out false
positive rules, we apply a confidence level (Conf = yes), i.e., all rules with a
confidence level lower than 0.99 were rejected. Without the confidence level
(Conf = no), it was sufficient for a rule to have at least one positive witness and

1http://examples.adobe.com/flex2/inproduct/sdk/flexstore/flexstore.html
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Table 5.2 Results of pattern inference for the FlexStore. The events recognised as
skip-like are excluded from the subsequent inference of Zero or Com rules.
Patterns Abs Conf 11000 5000 2500 1000 500 100

m p n m p n m p n m p n m p n m p n

Skip

low yes 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 6 0 1 2 0 5
low no 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 4 0
high yes 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 8 0 1 2 0 7
high no 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 5 0

Zero

low yes 26 0 0 15 6 11 13 13 13 11 22 15 4 5 22 0 0 26
low no 26 2 0 25 39 1 23 42 3 17 42 9 12 37 14 0 4 26
high yes 9 0 0 1 9 8 1 17 8 0 31 9 0 7 9 0 0 9
high no 26 0 0 8 15 1 6 30 3 3 46 6 2 42 7 0 4 9

Com

low yes 10 0 0 8 3 2 2 0 8 0 0 10 0 1 10 0 0 10
low no 10 0 0 10 5 0 6 8 4 2 3 8 1 1 9 0 0 10
high yes 7 0 0 6 4 1 1 1 6 0 0 7 0 1 7 0 0 7
high no 7 0 0 7 9 0 4 11 3 1 5 6 0 2 7 0 0 7

zero negatives to be accepted as the rewrite rule. As we mentioned already,
the inference algorithm can both report false positives and reject false negative
rules. Therefore, an expert assessment is required to sift out the false positive
ones at least; otherwise, we might end up with a nonequivalent sequence af-
ter reduction. We applied the inference algorithm to the log of length 11000,
manually verified the results, and then took them as a template to count the
number of erroneously accepted and rejected rules in all other measurements
during the experiment. The aggregated data of the inference part are shown
in Table 5.2. We used the logs of different sizes (initial segments of length
from 100 up to 5000 entries taken from the original log) to infer the rules,
and then we compared the inference outcome with the template. As a result,
we calculated the number of correctly identified rules (m column) as well as
the number of false positives (p column) and negatives (n column). Applying
abstraction, we might obtain some new rules as well as lose some old ones. It
is clear from Table 5.2 that to correctly identify all skip rules, it was already
sufficient to have 1000 entries in the log. However, for Zero or Com rules we
missed or wrongly accepted some rules even for the log of 5000 entries. The
choice of an appropriate confidence level is always a trade-off between the
number of false positive rules we want to avoid and the number of potential
false negatives we might lose because of being too exact. As we can see, in
case of Zero and Com rules, there are dozens of candidates, so it is wise to rely
on the confidence level to decrease the number of false positives, especially if
the amount of data in the logs is limited. For instance, we got rid of 33 false
positive rules (reported 6 instead of 39 rules) of the type Zero, learnt from the
log of 5000 entries.

5.5.2 Reduction Results

The purpose of the experiments in this subsection is to assess the failed execu-
tions reduction that can be achieved by our framework. We injected faults in
the model application FlexStore (one fault for each state variable out of seven)
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Table 5.3 Failure revealing test case simplification by reduction.
Table 5.4 *

max.red.ord, avg.red.ord, min.red.ord are maximum, average and minimum
reduction orders respectively; avg.org.len is the average length of the original

log, and avg.red.len is the average length of the reduced log.
Failure Type max.red.ord avg.red.ord min.red.ord avg.org.len avg.red.len
cart_contents 23 5.62 1.5 35.19 6.35
ctlg_contents 20 4.55 1.67 45.43 12.4
comp_contents 21.2 6.07 1.33 40.42 6.44
filter_count 18 4.45 1.66 45.27 12.02
grand_total 104 9.68 1.5 19.61 2.25
#compare_cart 34 6.82 2.72 69.11 15.75
#products 31.6 6.83 1.99 42.82 6.59

and randomly drove the execution until a failure occurred. For every fault, we
ran this procedure 100 times in order to deal with randomness of executions.
We used the set of concrete rewrite rules inferred from the log of 11000 events
in Section 5.5.1 to form the algebraic event reduction system. The summarized
data are presented in Table 5.4.

Let us choose a fault and closely consider its characteristics — for example,
grand_total fault, which shows the strongest reduction result. The fault here
consists of the restriction imposed on the total price of (variable grand_total)
items in the shopping cart. In order to trigger this fault, it is sufficient to open
the product catalog, purchase an arbitrary phone and submit the order. The
corresponding row in Table 5.4 indicates that the maximal reduction that is
achieved in one out of 100 random executions is a factor of 104, although, on
average the order of reduction is a factor of 10. It also says that on average
the log is reduced from 20 to just over two events.

5.6 R E L AT E D W O R K

Since our approach essentially consists of two parts: (1) learning specific rules
from logs, and (2) then applying the reduction procedure based on these rules,
we accordingly split the related work section.

5.6.1 Mining Properties From Logs

There are various categories of properties that can be learnt from logs. But
these properties come under different names: invariants [Ernst et al. 2007b],
specifications [Henkel & Diwan 2003] and oracles [Shahamiri et al. 2011].

The Daikon tool [Ernst et al. 2007b] discovers assertions (invariants) that hold
at certain program points, e.g., method entry and exit. The assertions are
templated predicates over program variables. They express invariants such
as constant equality and ordering. Polynomial and array invariants, which
Daikon is unable to discover, are presented in [Nguyen et al. 2012]. DySy
obtains invariants that are specific for the observed program executions by
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using symbolic analysis [Csallner et al. 2008]. The Daikon approach can be
extended by the inference of behavioural models of an application [Lorenzoli
et al. 2008], which are EFSMs that describe the interplay between data values
and component interactions.

Temporal properties have also been thoroughly investigated. Therefore, sev-
eral tools for learning them have been developed in recent years [Gabel & Su
2010, Beschastnikh et al. 2011, Yang & Evans 2004]. In contrast to Daikon’s
properties, which represent data-flow dependencies, the temporal properties
describe control-flow relations, for instance, the precedence of function calls.
The Perracotta tool [Yang & Evans 2004] infers all pairs of events satisfying
the property that p must be followed by s. The Ocd [Gabel & Su 2010] — a
tool for the learning and enforcing of temporal properties over function and
method call sequences — can infer a more general class of temporal prop-
erties. These properties are predefined by templates, which are two-letter
regular expressions (ab, ab+, etc.). Synoptic [Beschastnikh et al. 2011] mines
temporal properties, such as a always followed by b, and a always precedes by
b, from partially ordered logs, and then uses these properties to visualise the
application model.

The properties proposed in this chapter belong to the category of algebraic
properties (specifications) [Guttag & Horning 1978]. [Henkel & Diwan 2003]
suggest discovering algebraic specifications by exercising the terms (dynamic
part) generated from the algebraic signatures of program classes (static part).
[Ghezzi et al. 2007] improves this approach by using Adabu’s sequences of
legal operations [Dallmeier et al. 2006] expressed as a non-deterministic FSA.

5.6.2 Log Reduction

Reduction always leads to the loss of information, in particular, we sacrifice
the completeness of logged data. However, there should exist an invariant
that continues to hold during the reduction. For instance, someone might be
interested in the presence of certain events in the reduced log. The invariant
discussed in this chapter can reproduce the same failure like the one contained
in the original log.

[Parnas & Wang 1994] suggest using trace specifications of software mod-
ules as a basis for trace rewriting to simulate module behaviour. The trace
specifications completely describe the effect of an event trace execution on the
application. In [Parnas & Wang 1994] the authors present smart trace rewrit-
ing, which is proved to be terminating and confluent. But a formal trace
specification is often absent, and its inference brings us back to the questions
raised in Section 5.6.1, namely how to get the specification in the first place.

Clustering techniques are found to be quite useful to reduce the length of
logs, in particular, if logs are unstructured. So several clustering algorithms
and tools have been introduced, e.g., [Makanju et al. 2008]. Clustering assists
the reduction in the following ways: 1) similar events can be grouped in clus-
ters so that one event can represent the entire cluster; 2) event correlations can
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be learnt from logs [Fu et al. 2012]; and 3) outliers (events out the clusters) are
potential candidates for anomalies.

[Zawawy et al. 2010] propose to filter logs for a set of analysis goals and
diagnostic hypotheses in order to assist root cause analysis. They suggest two
reduction strategies: 1) filter events that are irrelevant to the failure by execut-
ing SQL queries generated from annotated goal models [Yu et al. 2005] captur-
ing application requirements; and 2) apply Latent Semantic Indexing [Deer-
wester et al. 1990] to identify log entries connected with the query repre-
senting a particular aspect of the model. [Kontogiannis et al. 2011] suggest
reducing logs according to the chosen upfront sequence of beacon events. This
approach exploits the collection of event dependency relations to construct the
Event Dependency Graph. The graph is used later on to find all events correlating
with the beacon sequence.

Delta Debugging [Zeller 2002] is able to reveal the cause-effect chain of a fail-
ure, isolating the relevant variables and values. This chain is essentially the
reduced log we are looking for. The method compares the states obtained
from a passing and failing run. This method requires the ability to replay the
failing execution multiple times, which is not required by our approach.

[Lee et al. 2011] consider the reduction of log replaying, retaining the abil-
ity to reproduce the failure. The reduction is reached by reducing the amount
of information that needs to be logged in order to replay the execution. The
reduction is carried out at the unit level (loop iterations) by the offline analy-
sis of the enhanced log — a log resulting from the execution of an instrumented
program to collect some axillary runtime information.

BugRedux [Jin & Orso 2012] synthesises and reduces in-house executions
that could reproduce the failures observed in the field. BugRedux exploits
additional information, for example, call sequences or complete traces, to pro-
duce an input that mimics the execution by means of symbolic analysis. Our
reduction technique is purely based on the information presented in the log
files, and it does not require the application source code to be available.

An FSA is a common way to represent an application model. Such a model
can be learnt from logs as in [Mariani & Pastore 2008] and used for root
cause analysis. Failures are then recognised by observing that an execution
trace is inconsistent with the FSA. The point of divergence indicates where
the abnormal behaviour has started, and the application model can be used
to find the shortest path to this point. This procedure gives us a reduced
failing execution trace. However, building the precise application model from
logs is an expensive task, and a lightweight approach to reduction might be
preferable.

5.7 C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

In order to discriminate failures that might happen during the execution of
an application, programmers try to provide as informative logs as possible.
However, if a failure occurs, we are not interested in this redundant informa-
tion to carry out the root cause analysis of that particular failure.
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This chapter addressed the issue of failed execution trace simplification
that arises during the debugging. We propose to infer algebraic properties
among application events and use them as the basis for our reduction system.
We built a prototype of the log reduction framework based on these rules and
validated it against the FlexStore web application.

5.7.1 Future Work

Several questions were left beyond the scope of this chapter and which we
consider to be future work. The reduction algorithm for algebraic log reduc-
tion systems presented in this chapter does not guarantee to reach the maxi-
mal reduction. We have not yet investigated the decidability of this question.
If the answer is positive, it will be interesting to provide an efficient algorithm
for maximal reduction.

Apart from the three rewrite rule patterns discussed in Section 5.3.2, there
exist some other patterns that we did not consider, for instance, [e(p); d(p)] ⌘ e.
This pattern states that d is an inverse of e. In general, some practical issues
appear if we want to extend our reduction framework with new rewrite rule
patterns, namely:

• How to infer the concrete instances of the rewrite rules for this pattern?
The inference might be very expensive, require a considerable amount
of logging data, or generate too many false positives.

• How to incorporate a new pattern into the existing reduction algorithm
and to build a new one that is yet as effective?

The answers to these questions require a trade-off between the pattern com-
plexity, inference efficiency, and reduction strength. These problems are be-
yond the scope of this chapter, and we consider them future work.

In this chapter, we do not address the problem of the construction of ap-
plication abstract state, although the strength of our approach very much
relies on having a good state abstraction. We assume that such abstraction
has been already obtained by the use of known techniques [Marchetto et al.
2008, Dallmeier et al. 2006, Tonella et al. 2013].

Reduction performed with respect to some abstraction might lead to non-
executable event sequences. Although, it is guaranteed by the approach that
they still preserve the failure context, some part of the relevant information
might be abstracted over. In order to alleviate this issue, reduction can be
combined with delta debugging [Zeller 2002], so that it produces both the
executable and simplified test case. We investigate this approach in the follow-
up chapter.
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6
Reduce First, Debug Later

A B S T R A C T

The delta debugging minimization algorithm (ddmin) provides an efficient
procedure for the simplification of failing test-cases. Despite its contribu-
tion towards the automation of debugging, ddmin still requires a significant
number of iterations to complete. The delta debugging (DD) search space can
be narrowed down by providing only those test-case circumstances that are
likely to be the most relevant to the occurred failure. This chapter proposes
a novel approach to the problem of failure simplification consisting of two
consecutive phases: 1) failure reduction by rewriting (performed offline), and
2) DD invocation (performed online). In the best case scenario, the reduction
phase may already deliver a simplified failure. Otherwise, it at least supplies
DD with extra information about where to look for the failure. The proposed
solution has been prototyped as a web application debugging tool, which
was evaluated on a shopping cart web application — FlexStore. The evalua-
tion shows an improvement of the DD execution time if the offline reduction
over-approximates the failure.

6.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The actual debugging process starts once an application failure has been wit-
nessed. The sequence of program statements, system events and user steps
that caused the application to crash are important artifacts for debugging be-
cause they presumably provide a persistent procedure for reproducing the
crash. With such a failing test-case in hand, the debugging process can be
initialized and to some extent automated [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002]. The
necessity of the the knowledge about an exact error location in the program
rises some concerns on the practicality of automated debugging [Parnin &
Orso 2011]. Whereas, the need of a failing trace is beyond of any questions.

In automated debugging, failures are often revealed using randomly gen-
erated test-cases such as unit-tests [Andrews et al. 2008]. In the case of testing
real world applications, log files, if available, play the role of failing test-cases
when the applications unexpectedly crash. In either case, in order to track
down the failure, we are often required to simplify a lengthy and cumber-
some execution. Therefore, the simplification of the failure revealing test-case
is an essential step towards the efficient debugging.

Minimizing Delta Debugging (ddmin) has been introduced by [Zeller &
Hildebrandt 2002] as an effective and efficient procedure for the simplification
of a failing test-case by performing at most a quadratic number of test trials.
The practical applications of delta debugging (DD) include the simplifications
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of failing GNU C programs and HTML pages as rendered by the Mozilla web
browser. Another algorithm introduced by [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002] is dd
— a generalization of ddmin for failure isolation, which has the worst-case
complexity similar to ddmin. A more recent study performed by [Yu et al.
2012b] has shown that the execution time of dd [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002]
for the failure isolation of C programs can vary from eight hours to five min-
utes, and so an improvement is desirable.

In this chapter, we will investigate the applicability of delta debugging to
web applications, where failures are caused by the sequences of user events.
Whenever we refer to delta debugging, the minimization algorithm (ddmin) is
assumed, unless otherwise specified. Thus far, we have not seen any attempt
to apply ddmin to the simplification of failures in the web applications domain.

To address the foreseen problem with the large ddmin execution time, we
propose a modified version of ddmin, which is extended with the reduction
of the failing sequence before the DD run. We suggest conducting minimiza-
tion in two phases. During the first phase, the failing sequence is subjected
to reduction using a set of rewrite rules inferred from previously collected
valid executions. The reduced sequence might, however, lose the ability to
reproduce the original failure or even be non-executable. These problems can
be alleviated by leveraging the DD procedure in order to complement the re-
duced sequence. In the second phase, each initial DD run should contain the
reduced sequence as a fixed part and vary the complement until the failure is
exhibited or the complement is exhausted.

The chapter makes the following contributions:

• It proposes combining DD with the offline reduction in order to reduce
the overall cost of DD minimization.

• The standard ddmin algorithm is adjusted to incorporate the reduction
into its main flow.

• Both ddmin and the new minimization algorithm rddmin (ddmin with the
prior reduction) are implemented in a web application automatic de-
bugger, BAD, which currently supports Adobe Flash applications.

• The debugger is used to carry out the preliminary evaluation of both
ddmin and rddmin.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 illustrates the approach
on a model shopping cart application, and introduces the modified version of
DD with reduction (rddmin). The web application debugger is presented and
evaluated in Section 6.3. Related and future work are discussed in Section 6.4.
The chapter is concluded by Section 6.5.
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N = 0
C = 0

Q1

N = 0
C = 1
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N > 0
C = 1
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add

delete

add

delete, empty

empty

Figure 6.1 Shopping Cart Application Model

L=[event] N C
init 0 0
open 0 1
add(1) 1 1
empty 0 1
empty 0 1
add(2) 1 1
add(3) 2 1
delete(3) 1 1
delete(2) 0 1
add(3) 1 1
add(2) 2 1

Rule Patterns:
[X(a)] ⌘ e
[X(a); Y(a)] ⌘ e
[X(a); Y(b)] ⌘ [Y(b)]
[X(a); Y(b)] ⌘ [Y(b); X(a)]

Figure 6.2 Log File and Rewrite Rule Patterns

6.2 H Y B R I D D E B U G G I N G A P P R O A C H

6.2.1 Illustrative Example

To walk the reader through the details of the suggested debugging approach,
we consider a simplified version of the FlexStore application, the discussion of
which is postponed until Section 6.3.3. The hypothetical example used here
is the application that consists of only one component — shopping cart, and
can respond to the following user events:

• open the product catalog

• add item to the shopping cart

• delete item from the shopping cart

• empty content of the shopping cart.

The FSA (Finite-State Automaton) in Figure 6.1 models the semantics of the
shopping cart application. The state Q0 is the initial state of the application.
Internally the state of the application is fully defined by two variables {N, C},
where N is the number of items in the shopping cart and C encodes whether
the catalog is opened. Our application contains an error that is exposed as
soon as the empty event is invoked from the state Q1. The event sequence
below provides an example of such a failing execution:

open! add(1)! empty! add(2)! add(3)! delete(2)! delete(3)! empty

(6.1)
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It consists of eight events and can serve as a test-case reproducing the failure.
Not all events in this sequence are essential for the failure to occur. The fol-
lowing event sequence is a minimized subsequence of (6.1) that still produces
the same failure:

open! empty. (6.2)

6.2.2 Reduction

In Chapter 5 we have proposed an approach for the reduction of a failing
event sequence two that consists of two steps 1) mining rewriting rules from
a set of collected application logs, and 2) applying these rules to the failing
sequence with the purpose of length reduction. The rewriting rules are of
the form t1 ⌘ t2, which represent the following property: all executable event
sequences t1 and t2 starting in the same initial state result into equal final
states.

Executable Reduction

Let us assume that there are two versions of our web application. The first
one that works correctly, and the second one that has an error in the imple-
mentation of the empty event causing the application to fail as in Section 6.2.1.
Suppose that this hypothetical error was introduced as an undesirable conse-
quence after the refactoring of the original application.

The log file L displayed on the left side of Figure 6.2 presents a success-
ful execution of the Shopping Cart Application before it contained any bugs.
Each log entry here records both the invoked event and the application state.
As we pointed early, the state in our example is represented by two vari-
ables N and C, and it is sampled after the event has occurred. The approach
proposed in [Elyasov et al. 2013a] introduces algebraic rule patterns, such as
those in Figure 6.2, which are used for the mining of rewrite rules from logs.
Applying this inference to our log L, we can obtain the following concrete
rewrite rules:

[add(i); empty] ⌘ [empty] (r1)

[add(i); delete(i)] ⌘ e (r2)

[empty; empty] ⌘ [empty] (r3)

[add(i); add(j)] ⌘ [add(j); add(i)] (r4)

The second rule, for example, says that adding an item and, then, removing
it from the shopping cart does not have any effect on the application state.
Applying the rules (r1)–(r4) to the event sequence (6.1), we can carry out the
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# n D Events R M T
0 n = 1 t open add(1) empty add(2) add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty 8
1 n = 2 D1 - - - - add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty ? 1
2 n = 2 r1 open add(1) empty add(2) - - - - 4 4
3 n = 4 D1 - - empty add(2) add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty ? 1
4 n = 4 D2 open add(1) - - add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty ? 4
5 n = 4 D3 open add(1) empty add(2) - - delete(3) empty ? 5
6 n = 4 D4 open add(1) empty add(2) add(3) delete(2) - - 4 6
7 n = 4 r1 open add(1) - - - - - - 4 2
8 n = 4 r2 - - empty add(2) - - - - ? 3
9 n = 4 r3 - - - - add(3) delete(2) - - ? 1
10 n = 4 r4 - - - - - - delete(3) empty ? 1
11 n = 8 D1 - add(1) empty add(2) add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty ? 1
12 n = 8 D2 open - empty * * * * * 8 2
13 n = 2 D1 open - - - - - - - 4 2
14 n = 2 r1 - - empty - - - - - 4 3

(a) Standard delta debugging procedure

# n D Events R M T
0 n = 1 t open add(1) empty add(2) add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty 8
1 n = 2 D1 - - - add(2) add(3) delete(2) delete(3) empty ? 1
2 n = 2 r1 open add(1) empty - - - - empty 8 3
3 n = 2 D1 - - empty - - - - empty ? 1
4 n = 2 r1 open add(1) - - - - - - 4 2
5 n = 4 D1 - add(1) empty - - - - empty ? 1
6 n = 4 D2 open - empty - - - - * 8 2
7 n = 2 D1 open - - - - - - - 4 2
8 n = 2 r1 - - empty - - - - - ? 3

(b) Improved delta debugging procedure

Figure 6.3 Comparison of two delta debugging strategies

following reduction:

(6.1)
(r1)
=)open! empty! add(2)! add(3)! delete(2)! delete(3)! empty

(r4)
=)open! empty! add(3)! add(2)! delete(2)! delete(3)! empty

(r2)
=)open! empty! add(3)! delete(3)! empty

(r2)
=)open! empty! empty

(r3)
=)open! empty

At the end, this process produces exactly the same event sequence as (6.2).
And we can even make sure that it still exhibits the failure by replaying each
event in this small trace and observing the result.

Non-executable Reduction

Since the rules are dynamically inferred from the collected logs, some rules
might be false positives. Futhermore, some rules might only be valid per
given state abstraction. For example, imagine that the variable C was excluded
from the application state. This assumption gives us a new rewrite-rule in
addition to those known already, namely:

[open] ⌘ e (r5)
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It is valid for the new state abstraction but does not actually hold in practice.
However, this rule allows us to reduce the sequence (6.2) event further by
removing the first event:

(6.2)
(r5)
=) empty (2*)

If we attempted to replay the sequence (2*), we would not even be able to
completely execute it, and thus would not reproduce the original failure. On
the other hand, the sequence (2*) still partly overlaps with the shortest repro-
ducible test-case (6.2). The main question we pose in this chapter is if we can
fix this reproduceability issue? And the answer is: “Yes, we can!”. The rest of the
chapter elaborates on the details of our approach.

6.2.3 Debugging

Delta debugging [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002] has been known for years as a
productive approach for failure simplification. Alternatively to the reduction
technique discussed in Section 6.2.2, here we are going to minimize the failing
sequence (6.1) using DD. The whole process of the stepwise simplification is
described in Table 6.3(a).

Let us explain the table structure. For the sake of compactness, the events
in Table 6.3(a) are abbreviated by their first letters. There are three possible
outcomes of each test shown in the R column: success (4), failure (8) and
unresolved (?). A test is considered as an unresolved if it cannot be fully ex-
ecuted, for example, due to missing steps or internal errors. The n column
represents the number of segments (n = 2k, k = [0, 1, 2, . . . ]) into which the orig-
inal failing sequence (t) is split by the DD. The D column enumerates each
segment, and the r column represents the complements of these segments in
t, i.e. r = t \ D. The column M refers to the index number of the previous
DD step, where given sequence has been already checked, e.g., as a prefix of
a successful test. Applying memoization has decreased the number of required
iterations from 14 to 9 in Table 6.3(a) and from 8 to 5 in Table 6.3(b). The last
column T stores the number of successfully executed events, including the
first unresolved one.

In short, DD tries to replay various subsequences of the original failing
sequence, splitting it initially into two parts and gradually increasing the
granularity until a smaller subsequence reproducing the original failure is
found. This process terminates when the subsequence cannot be further re-
duced without failing. In this case, the reduction is called 1-minimal because
each event in this sequence matters for reproduction of the failure. Despite the
complete automation of the debugging process and the speed of the search
convergence, DD is an expensive algorithm to use in practice [Yu et al. 2012b].
For example, the reduction process in Table 6.3(a) requires 14 iterations. The
overhead of every reduction step consists of not only the execution time but
also requires restoring the initial system state. Depending on the actual ap-
plication domain, this process might also require recompilation, database re-
store, or, as it was the case of our example, the web-page reload. By applying
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Algorithm 5: Minimizing Delta Debugging Algorithm Comple-
mented with Reduction: rddmin(E ,R)

Input : E is a failing events sequence,
R is a reduction of E

Require: R ✓ E , Test(E) = 8
Output : minimal failure revealing subsequence of E

1 if |R| = 0 then
2 return ddmin(E)
3 else if Test(R) = 8 then
4 return ddmin(R)
5 else
6 return rddmin0(E ,R, 2)

7 Procedure rddmin0(E ,R, n)
8 C  � E \ R

9 if n < |C| then
10 {c}n

i=0  � Partition(C, n)
11 for i 1 to n do
12 if Test(ci [R) = 8 then
13 return ddmin(ci [R)

14 for i 1 to n do
15 if Test((C \ ci) [R) = 8 then
16 return ddmin((C \ ci) [R)

17 return rddmin0(E ,R, min(|C|, 2n))
18 else
19 return ddmin(E)

20 Procedure ddmin(E) // as described in [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002]

the reduction procedure in Section 6.2.2, we have managed to get a significant
simplification, but unfortunately, the resulting trace was not possible to replay
anymore. It lost some essential execution steps. We suggest to employ DD to
complement the reduced sequence (2*) with some additional events to make
the whole sequence executable again. In order to achieve this, DD is applied
to the difference between the original sequence and the reduced one. The
reduced sequence itself should always be included as a persistent part of the
replayed sequence. The proposed stepwise simplification process in the appli-
cation to the failing sequence (6.1) is presented in Table 6.3(b). The highlighted
column indicates the event(s) that should stay as the permanent part of the
sequence under test, whereas the DD algorithm is applied to the rest of the
sequence. At step #2, we generate the event sequence that is both executable
and failure revealing. From now on, we can already apply the conventional
DD to simplify that sequence further. As a result, taking into account the note
under Table 6.3 about the number of actual iterations, we conclude that the
improved version of DD saved us four additional iterations in comparison to
the standard DD.
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6.2.4 Formal Algorithm

This section presents a modified version of the Minimizing Delta Debugging al-
gorithm (ddmin) from [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002] extended with the prior
reduction phase. If the set of events contributing to the failure can be approx-
imately localized, this may speed up ddmin by letting it focus only on the part
of the failing sequence that has higher chance to reproduce the failure. To
localize the failing events, we rely on the reduction procedure presented in
Section 6.2.2. However, our modified DD algorithm can also be used with any
other oracle able to point out to the failure related events.

Let us consider the workflow of Algorithm 5, denoted here as rddmin. As
arguments, it takes the initial failing sequence E and the reduction R. Let us
denote as E⇤ the shortest possible reduction achievable by the ddminin theory.
We expect that R is an approximation of E⇤. The procedure on line 20 refers
to the standard ddmin algorithm as it is described in [Zeller & Hildebrandt
2002]. Our algorithm calls ddmin as soon as the failure is reproduced or no
other options are left except applying it to E .

The algorithm starts by checking whether the original sequence is reduced
to the empty one, in which case we have to apply ddmin to the former (line 2).
Practically, it means that our set of rules is probably too liberal and should be
re-examined. If the reduction R is not empty, it should be tested for the failure
(line 3). In case the failure is immediately observed, we proceed by applying
ddmin to R (line 4). Otherwise, the algorithm tries to extend the reduction with
the rest of the events from the initial sequence E until the failure is produced
or the entire sequence is consumed (line 6). Looking for an extension by
applying rddmin0 (line 7), we start by constructing the complement to R in
E (line 8). Next, we partition the complement (line 10) into n disjoint pieces
starting from n = 2 and until n is equal to the complement length, doubling
n each time (line 17). Finally, we test each subsequence in the partition, as
well as its complement, in union with the reduced sequence R (lines 12, 15).
These tests do not guarantee that the failure will be reproduced. Therefore,
the search has to be terminated by the call to ddmin (line 19) on the original
failing sequence E .

The worst-case complexity of rddmin is higher than that of the standard
ddmin algorithm. It adds O(4|E \R|) on top of the ddmin worst-case complexity,
which is O(|E |2 + 3|E |), but the order stays the same.

Our algorithm rddmin resembles the Augmented Delta Debugging (ADD) algo-
rithm from [Yu et al. 2012a]. The main difference is that ADD is built on
top of the DD algorithm for the failure isolation problem (called dd in [Zeller
& Hildebrandt 2002]), whereas we address the failure simplification (called
ddmin in [Zeller & Hildebrandt 2002]). This choice is motivated by the need to
reproduce the failure instead of isolating the failure-inducing changes, which
is what Zeller’s dd algorithm does.
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Figure 6.4 Black-box Automatic Debugger

6.3 E VA L U AT I O N

As we pointed out in Section 6.2.3, the number iterations to simplify a failure
is what makes DD so expensive to use in practice, especially if every iteration
is slow. In the case of web applications, an extra work is required during the
first load; the server has to set the initial connection to download auxiliary
data such as media and libraries. One representative class of web applications
are Flash or Java applications. They often take a considerable amount of
time to load all complex visual content, but once this process is finished, the
response time resumes back to normal. For this reason, we have chosen the
FlexStore application to be used as our case-study for the evaluation.

6.3.1 Automatic Debugger

To evaluate delta debugging with a complementary reduction, we have im-
plemented both the standard ddmin and our own algorithm rddmin as the
prototype of a web application debugger called BAD (Black-box Automatic
Debugger). The debugger is a JavaScript library that has to be embedded
within the HTML source of a target application under test. It launches to-
gether with the application and provides to the user a simple GUI interface
for uploading a failing execution trace and applying simplification in the real
time mode.

The instrumented Flash application [Middelkoop et al. 2011] can generate
log entries in response to GUI events. The debugger is using the FITTEST
Flash logger1 to replay the recorded events as part of the debugging flow. The
user can choose which instance of DD to use: the standard one or the DD
complemented with reduction. During the debugging session, all results of
testing attempts are memorized to be later on queried for possible outcomes
of newly tested sequences. That is, any prefix of a passing sequence abc is also
a passing test. A similar property holds for the suffixes of unresolved sequences.
Currently, our debugger only provides an execution driver for the Flash event
system. However, the debugger is modular and can also be extended to sup-

1https://code.google.com/p/fittest/wiki/FlashLogger
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port the HTML DOM events. The BAD source code together with the FlexStore
case study and the evaluation data are available for download2.

6.3.2 Case Study Set Up

The FlexStore application is developed by Adobe to illustrate the capabilities
of the Flex SDK for building modern e-commerce applications. The FlexStore
use-cases include: applying various filters to the list of items in a catalog,
comparing and purchasing items, and processing orders. Ten experimental
participants were requested to interact with the application without any su-
pervision for a fixed time. As a result, we obtained ten log files listed in
Table 6.1. We have chosen the log number three to be used for evaluation of
delta debugging. This log consists of 44 events. It may seem smaller than
the average length of the collected logs. But at the same time, as we will see
later, the DD reduction time starts to exceed one hour even for logs of such
a moderate length. The complete set of logs was used for inference of the

Table 6.1 User logs
logs: 1 2 3* 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
size: 5 5 44 79 106 109 153 180 230 240

total: 1151 events

algebraic rewrite-rules following the procedure presented in Chapter 3. We
set the confidence level to 90%, which is equivalent to demanding a rewrite-
rule candidate to be witnessed four or more times before finally accepting
it. Given confidence level was sufficient to guarantee the low rate of false
positives. That gave us in total 99 rewrite-rules. The rules together form the
event-reduction system and were exploited for log reduction. In accordance
with the reduction strategy introduced in Chapter 5, the chosen log (#3) was
reduced from 44 events to just eight events by applying the rewrite-rules in-
ferred during the previous step. Let us refer to the original log as E and its
reduction as R. Let E⇤ be the minimal subsequence of E still imposing the
failure.

The evaluation in this chapter is intended to address the following research
questions:

RQ1: Does the use of rddmin give any benefits over ddmin in terms of execution
time?

RQ2: Under which conditions those benefits can be realized?

6.3.3 Evaluation Results

There are five possible alternatives for R and E⇤ to be aligned relatively to
each other. Three of them are outlined in Table 6.2, and the other two are
discussed below:

2https//github.com/aelyasov/BAD
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Table 6.2 Evaluation of ddmin and rddmin
case i: Lev |R \ E ⇤ | |E ⇤ \ R| DD time (sec.) #events #tests #actual.tests Dtime Dact.tests

1: E ⇤ ⇢ R

7 7 0 ddmin 158 85 11 6 1.1 1.2rddmin 138 59 8 5

6 6 0 ddmin 451 275 63 22 3.8 2.4rddmin 118 72 23 9

5 5 0 ddmin 843 593 114 51 6.4 4.6rddmin 131 83 31 11

4 4 0 ddmin 1703 874 160 70 4.97 3.5rddmin 342 131 43 20

3 3 0 ddmin 981 492 122 49 2.3 2.04rddmin 419 162 54 24

2 2 0 ddmin 1377 882 168 72 5.8 4rddmin 239 129 31 18

1 1 0 ddmin 1336 774 148 54 5.7 3rddmin 235 134 37 18

2: R ⇢ E ⇤

4 0 4 ddmin 3515 2697 360 159 0.59 0.96rddmin 5944 3823 400 166

3 0 3 ddmin 3189 1918 286 129 0.65 1.1rddmin 4911 2669 279 118

2 0 2 ddmin 2167 969 171 65 1.4 0.85rddmin 1581 943 166 76

1 0 1 ddmin 2019 1112 190 85 2.01 1.8rddmin 1003 540 117 47

3: E ⇤ \R , ∆

6 2 4 ddmin 2290 1229 204 76 1.2 0.77rddmin 1895 1366 256 99

4 1 4 ddmin 2145 1261 203 66 0.38 0.52rddmin 5597 3040 328 126

4 1 3 ddmin 2058 1053 189 69 1.09 0.79rddmin 1894 1026 200 87

3 2 1 ddmin 1988 1254 228 95 1.12 1.27rddmin 1769 866 189 78

case 4: E⇤ = R

case 5: E⇤ \R = ∆

The fourth case implies that Test(R) = 8, which means that the minimized
failing sequence is discovered immediately after the reduction phase. In the
fifth case, we cannot expect any guaranteed advantage of our failure mini-
mization algorithm over ddmin. This situation preferably should be avoided by
defining a state abstraction that is more appropriate to the failure in question.
For instance, if it is known that some variables are likely to be error-prone,
they should be included in the state abstraction and logged.

Let us proceed by discussing the alternatives presented in Table 6.2. For
the log #3 from Section 6.3.2, we introduced 15 different errors. Each error
consisted of a predefined sequence of events that should be executed in the
order of their occurrence in the initial sequence for the failure appear. For
instance, if abcd is our log, we can define the error to be imposed by the occur-
rence of bd. It means that the sequence abd, which itself is a subsequence of
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abcd and has bd as a subsequence, also produces the same failure. Following
this principle, we chose 15 different subsequences of the log #3 to be respon-
sible for causing the failures. With that respect, we covered three variants of
how E⇤ and R can be aligned. Each time the error was imposed by the event
sequence E⇤ with the following property:

Lev = |R \ E
⇤
|+ |E

⇤
\ R| 6 7

This property says that the reduced sequence deviates from the DD minimum
by at most seven events, i.e., the Levenshtein distance between R and E⇤ is not
greater than seven.

First, each failure was minimized with the standard algorithm (ddmin), and
then the minimization procedure was conducted with rddmin. The summary
of results is presented in Table 6.2. We measured the following parameters
(listed in the same order as they occur in Table 6.2): the elapsed reduction
time, the total number of executed events, the number of required tests, and
the number of actually executed testes (some tests do not need to be executed
because their previous outcome was memoised). Finally, the relation between
the ddmin and rddmin execution time, as well as the relation between the num-
ber of actual tests for both algorithms. We allocated one second for each event
to be executed. Besides, we had to wait four seconds before every iteration of
the DD in order for the application to refresh its initial state.

In the first case (E⇤ ⇢ R), the reduced sequence subsumes the minimal
failing one. The rddmin has shown an improvement over ddmin in all seven
experiments, with the best time ratio for Lev = 5, which gave us 6.4 times faster
reduction. In the second case (R ⇢ E⇤), the reduced sequence is subsumed by
the failing one. For the values of Lev = 1 and Lev = 2, rddmin has a speed up
factor of 2 and 1.4 respectively, but with the growth of Lev, ddmin has managed
to outperform rddmin by less than two times. Interestingly, the ratio of tests
number (last column) is close to one for the values of Lev = 4, 3. This fact
implies that rddmin probably tried to test longer subsequences of E than ddmin.
In the third case (E⇤ \R , ∆), the reduced and failing subsequences overlap
partly. In all four experiments, the execution time of or two algorithms was
almost equal (except for Lev = 4, when ddmin has beaten rddmin). We again
see the pattern observed for the first case, namely, that the success of rddmin
higher if the reduction has a shorter distance from the failure. Overall 15
experimental runs, rddmin showed better execution time in 12 runs and was
outperformed by ddmin in 3 others. In our evaluation, the optimal distance
between the reduced sequence and the minimal failing sequence for rddmin to
outperform ddmin turned out to be one or two events.

In conclusion, trying to answer the research questions suggested at the end
of Section 6.3.2, we have seen some examples of failures which were faster
to minimize with rddmin than with the plain ddmin. The evaluation has also
shown that the likelihood to gain some performance over ddmin gets higher if
the reduced sequence closely approximates the failure, and rather over- than
under-approximates it, as the first case of our evaluation illustrates.
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Threats to Validity

The first threat to external validity is related to the fact that we considered only
one case-study. This circumstance does not allow us confidently generalize
our conclusions about the effectiveness of rddmin for other applications.

Lacking a driver for random generation of Flash applications, we had to
initiate testing sessions with real users. The resulted logs were used for two
purposes: 1) infer rewrite rules, and 2) simplify log files as containing failures.
This process created the internal threats to the validity of failure simplification
results. The inferred rewrite rules define how significantly we can reduce the
failure, whereas the initial length of the failure revealing log influences the
number of steps required by delta debugging to carry simplification.

Another validity threat comes from the artificial nature of the failures used
for simplification. We have not found any information about the real faults in
FlexStore, so we had to define them ourselves. We decided to inject faults not by
modifying the application source code, but, instead, we associated the faults
with some set of application events triggered in a specific order at run-time.

Having a fixed system of rewrite rules, just one log file for simplification,
and only 15 different faults injected in this log file might not be representative
enough to statistically confirm the answers on the research questions posed
in Section 6.3.3. The execution time of delta debugging soon starts to exceed
one hour which makes it expensive to include more faults in the experiment.
We could have taken a smaller log file for the experiment to decrease the DD
execution time, but this might make the benefit of applying rddmin negligible
due to the short execution times of ddmin on small logs. We believe more
experiments are needed in this direction to gain a higher confidence.

6.4 R E L AT E D A N D F U T U R E W O R K

6.4.1 Related Work

As it has been already noticed in the original section on DD [Zeller & Hilde-
brandt 2002], the number of test steps required for minimization can be de-
creased by maximizing the probability of failure occurrence for a given se-
quence in question. If it is known, that one subsequence is more likely to
cause failure than the others, that sequence should be tested first. However,
that section does not suggest a strategy for identifying this sequence. Given
a test-case that passes on one program version and fails on another, [Yu et al.
2012a] suggest applying delta debugging to concentrate on those program
statements that are at least covered by one of the test-case runs (passing or
failing). These statements form a dubious set, which is similar to the simpli-
fied failing trace resulted from the offline reduction in our approach. The
rddmin algorithm is a variation of Ya’s augmented delta debugging algorithm,
adjusted to address the problem of failure simplification rather than isolation.

Hierarchical delta debugging (HDD) [Misherghi & Su 2006] decreases the number
of test attempts by considering only structured tree-like inputs such as XML.
It applies DD level by level starting from the root. The paper mentioned
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that a hierarchy can also be imposed on GUI events as a dependency relation
between high-level events (purchase item) and corresponding sequences of low-
level events (mouse-click).

When multiple failures exist in a single program, probably overlapping
with each other, Iterative Delta Debugging can be applied [Artho 2011] to gradu-
ally isolate the changes and failures over multiple versions of the same pro-
gram.

[Regehr et al. 2012] have suggested to generalize test-case minimization
problem as a generic search problem which can be tuned with various fitness func-
tions. They have introduced three new reducers and applied their framework
for the reduction of C compiler bugs.

Unit-tests are another subjects for automatic minimization, especially if
they are randomly generated. Delta debugging can also be employed to ad-
dress this problem [Lei & Andrews 2005]. In this case, the reduction can
particularly benefit from slicing preceding the DD run [Leitner et al. 2007].

Within a given test budget — the time given for testing — the test suite can be
optimized to increase the effectiveness of testing [Andrews et al. 2008]. [Groce
et al. 2014] have adapted delta debugging for test suite simplification with
respect to code coverage.

6.4.2 Future Work

In our approach, the success of failure minimization heavily depends on the
result of the reduction phase. The more events relevant to the failure are elim-
inated, the harder is to reconstruct the original failure. In the worst case, we
can be left with the original failing execution, which makes our approach un-
productive. This issue should be addressed by studying the relation between
the observed failure and the application state sampled in the logs. A different
state abstraction provides a different set of rewrite rules. If the sequence after
reduction does not produce the failure, the set of rules could be altered, and
the whole reduction process should be repeated until the failure re-appears
again.

On the other hand, our approach can be combined with other variations of
delta debugging such as IDD [Artho 2011] and HDD [Misherghi & Su 2006].

There is a room for improvement in the web debugger (BAD) itself. First,
the debugger can be extended to support the HTML DOM event system. Sec-
ond, the current implementation of the debugger requires to alter the source
code of the application under test to hook up the debugger to the application.
In general, we would like to see the debugger as a standalone application, for
example as a browser extension like Firebug [Lerner 2007] or as a web service.

6.5 C O N C L U S I O N

The automatic test-case minimization using debugging often suffers from a
large number of execution steps required to carry out the simplification pro-
cess. Not all exercised subsequences of the original test-case contain only
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failure relevant circumstances, and apparently, some tests will result in non-
executable test-cases. Assuming that a sequence of GUI events represents a
test-case, it can be first minimized by applying offline reduction, and only
then be subjected to minimization with delta debugging. In this chapter, we
presented the variation of the DD minimization algorithm by complementing
it with a priori test-case reduction phase. The two algorithms were imple-
mented in the web application debugger, BAD, that was applied for failure
simplification on the web shop application, FlexStore.
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7
Conclusion

A B S T R A C T

In this chapter, we summarize our contributions and highlight possible direc-
tions for future work. Each chapter of this thesis, however, already contains
a separate discussion of future work, so there is no need to repeat this dis-
cussion here all over again. Instead, we set a different goal, which is twofold.
First, in Section 7.1 we analyze the connections between various testing tech-
niques introduced throughout this thesis. Some of those connections have al-
ready been covered in respective chapters; others present perspective research
directions. Second, in Section 7.2, we attempt to assess the overall feasibility
of our web application testing approach motivated in Section 1.4. In addition
to summarizing our contributions, we indicate still missing bits and pieces
needed to be implemented in order to achieve the complete automation of
our testing approach.

7.1 I N T E R C O N N E C T I O N O F T E S T I N G T E C H N I Q U E S

In the thesis body, Chapters 2–6, we have respectively touched upon the fol-
lowing four subjects in the web application testing:

• Logging: client-side logging

• Oracles: automated oracle inference

• Debugging: reduction of failing executions

• Generation: test data generation

Each of them is important and broad enough to deserve a separate thesis
entirely dedicated to an in-depth study of all related aspects. Nevertheless,
we find them interconnected within the global context of Web 2.0 application
testing because they inevitably arise during the testing process.

Thus, in this section, we will discuss the interplay between the four sub-
jects mentioned above underlying this thesis. In particular, we are interested
in how the developments in one area, for example execution reduction, can be
leveraged from the perspective of another, say data generation. Below we con-
sider pairwise relations between all testing techniques.

7.1.1 Logging and Oracles

Log-based oracle inference has been one of the central subjects of this the-
sis. In order to learn algebraic properties, application logs should capture
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some specific information such as triggered application events and states. The
amount of data in logs, the level of granularity and details directly affect the
inference power. The client-side logging approach proposed in this work en-
ables multilevel event serialization, ranging from statements and functions to
UI events. The choice of an appropriate state abstraction, however, is not so
thoroughly investigated. Our tooling only supports developer-provided state
abstraction, which is performed manually and requires domain knowledge.
The effectiveness and efficiency of a logging solution depend on a trade-off
between the state size and logging throughput. We believe that follow-up
research should focus on the automatic state extraction that is adequate for
a specific problem domain. For example, the application state could be rep-
resented by the DOM of a web page [Marchetto et al. 2008] or any other
abstract representation of the application GUI [Yuan & Memon 2007]. On the
other hand, the type of an inferred oracle imposes certain expectations on
logging. That is, for the mining of temporal properties, it is sufficient to trace
only application events. So if the oracle type is known in advance, it allows us
to minimize the logging overhead by having the targeted instrumentation. It
is useful to study not only how effective and efficient an oracle, but also how
the logging overhead changes per oracle type. There need to be done more
research in this direction.

7.1.2 Logging and Debugging

The relationship between logging and debugging is rather apparent. Exces-
sive application logging impedes any processing capabilities by producing a
lot of side data. Whether searching for an error or reconstructing user be-
haviour, one has to filter out irrelevant entries. This process makes log analy-
sis a costly procedure, especially in real-time, and may significantly limit the
adoption of any given technique in practice. Even though data storage nowa-
days is getting cheaper, it still causes the issues of storing excessively large
amount of historical data. There are various log compaction mechanisms,
and reduction by rewriting is just one of them. Of course, any data preprocessing
comes at the price of performance decline and/or information loss. On the
other hand, the more events we can track in logs, the more algebraic patterns
we can infer from them, which in turn enables better reduction. Therefore, it
always requires a trade-off between how much raw data we want to serialize
and store, and how much data we actually need to answer the questions at
hand.

7.1.3 Logging and Generation

Despite a significant success of the search-based techniques in generating rel-
evant test data, some program examples still present challenges. To cope with
them, the search-based approach can be reinforced with the static and dy-
namic analysis, concolic execution or any other program analysis techniques.
By logging various runtime data such as local variables and DOM states, we
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collect useful application-specific information that can be seeded to a search-
based data generation algorithm. For example, if we find out that upon the
JS function call foo, the DOM tree has an element with the id bar, we could
reuse this constant for the fixture generation while unit-testing foo.

7.1.4 Oracles and Debugging

We have shown that oracles and reduction can complement each other in
debugging. First, oracles allow us to spot an error, and then, reduction helps
to identify the root cause. Our reduction technique could be also suitable
for the simplification of oracles, to make them easy to read and validate.
Moreover, by applying algebraic rewriting to an oracle set we could enrich
it with new algebraic equivalences.

7.1.5 Oracles and Generation

One application of the execution equivalence that we studied in this work
is deriving algebraic patterns to be used as testing oracle. These patterns
represent program properties that should hold for any application. Let us
consider two events add(’item’) and delete(’item’) corresponding to an ad-
dition and deletion of an item from a shopping cart, respectively. The latter
event reverses the effects of the former event on the shopping cart, which can
be described by the following algebraic pattern:

[add(x); delete(x)] ⌘ [] (7.1)

This property can be converted into an executable test that can be invoked
whenever the application is exposed to a modification. Both events add and
delete transform the state of the DOM tree, which means we have to provide
a DOM fixture to make the test above fully functional. Search-based test data
generation is exactly the technique that can help us to cope with this problem
effortlessly. By constructing appropriate fixtures for add and delete, we can
eventually produce a unifying DOM that is sufficient for the complete test
case execution.

7.1.6 Debugging and Generation

In object-oriented settings, search-based test data generation operates at the
method level. For a given class, the test is constructed as an arbitrary sequence
of method calls on top of the class constructor. All intermediate inputs for
method parameters, which are objects themselves, are built similarly. For
example, a test for the class implementing Stack may look like:

new Stack().push(1).push(2).push(3).pop().pop().pop().isEmpty() (7.2)

Assuming bug-free implementation of the methods pop and push, it is possible
to notice that this test can be simplified to a much shorter sequence:

new Stack().isEmpty() (7.3)
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Inferring relevant algebraic properties for the Stackmethods by inspecting the
execution logs enables us to carry out the same reduction process as above.

7.2 S O L U T I O N F E A S I B I L I T Y

Our web application testing approach naturally unfolds as an interconnected
sequence of research questions raised in Section 1.5. On par with the FITTEST
project [Vos et al. 2011], our framework also promotes the log-based contin-
uous evolutionary testing approach. The framework is implemented in five
steps: logging, oracle inference, test data generation, and test execution. Let
us review the level of degree to which these steps were addressed in the thesis
in an attempt to solve the problem of Web 2.0 application testing.

The first step of our approach is client-side logging. Logs store the informa-
tion about rich user interactions on the client. This information is represented
by the application events and states observed during executions. Although
our logging solution, presented in Chapter 2, has been concretely imple-
mented for the Adobe Flash applications, the underlying concepts of mul-
tilevel event tracking and abstract state serialization can be naturally trans-
lated to the modern development model based on JavaScript and HTML. We
believe that the availability of such tool can increase the adoption of our test-
ing approach in practice. Another prospective direction is the integration of
client-side logging together with server-side. By leveraging both data sources,
we could increase the precise knowledge about the application behaviour and,
consequently, obtain stronger testing oracles.

In Chapter 3, we discussed the oracle inference — the second step of our
testing solution — which is built on top of the information recorded in logs.
Although we have implemented the inference algorithm and successfully eval-
uated it on the FlexStore application, larger studies are still required to gain
further knowledge about the prevalence of algebraic relations in logs and the
oracle effectiveness. Those studies should focus on the interplay between the
log’s expressiveness and the quality of data we can derive from it. Moreover,
we realize that algebraic oracles only capture partial information about the
application behaviour. To increase the fault finding capability, our oracles
should be combined with other types of oracles, for example, Daikon’s likely
invariants [Ernst et al. 2007b] or FSM-based oracles [Mariani & Pastore 2008].

Algebraic oracles represent a metamorphic relation and could be studied from
the perspective of metamorphic testing [Chen et al. 1998]. For example, the al-
gebraic relation a(x) ⌘ b(x) directly unfolds to the concrete testing procedure
a(1) ⌘ b(1), a(2) ⌘ b(2), etc. On the one hand, by carrying out these tests,
we check the conformance of our implementation to the specification. On the
other hand, it provides additional witnesses that the property still holds and
is not a coincidental observation.

At the next step of our testing approach, we have to decide on the uti-
lization of algebraic oracles. The logging instrumentation can be applied at
different levels: methods, handlers, and UI events. Thus, our oracles could
be leveraged for unit, integration and end-to-end testing, respectively. At any
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level of testing, the oracle verification process should be an actionable step.
There are two strategies for achieving this goal. One is to monitor the oracle
validity at runtime continuously. Another is to convert them into full-fledged
automated tests to be checked upon a request, e.g., use oracles for regression
testing. Neither of these applications was investigated in this thesis. However,
we consider them extremely useful, and they worth to be addressed in the fu-
ture. The availability of such tools could increase the adoption of oracles in
practice. Furthermore, we could collect the convincing evidences in the oc-
currence of algebraic oracles in the real-world applications, and also evaluate
their effectiveness.

Meanwhile, we want to discuss the practical feasibility of these two strate-
gies. The implementation of the oracle monitoring solution is straightforward
and does not entail any hypothetical constraints. We can either inject oracles
in the application source code or perform online log inspection. The second
technique, namely the offline executability of algebraic oracles, is rather an intri-
cate procedure. It depends on the executability of individual events, which
internally depend on the actual application state preceding the events. Chap-
ter 4 has presented one possible solution how to reconstruct the application
state defined by the state of the DOM. An alternative approach could be based
on the replayability of high-level events. In order to capture the complete ap-
plication state, we could fully replay the logs in a testing environment. This
technique potentially touches upon another issue dealt with in this thesis, the
execution reduction. If a log fragment preceding the state of interest is long and
expensive to replay, this fragment could be reduced to an equivalent shorter
log.

Chapter 5 has addressed the problem of log reduction by turning the alge-
braic oracles into a log rewriting system. The problem of partial log excitabil-
ity due to over-approximation has been covered in Chapter 6 by combining
delta debugging with log reduction. However, other strategies are also possi-
ble. For example, similar to the work of [Wang et al. 2015], we could inspect
the events for semantical dependency.
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8
Epilogue

Prediction of the future — similar to weather prediction — is a fruitless job
and most likely will not lead to any reliable outcome, unless we are making
a short-term forecast! In this case, the prediction accuracy is higher, and our
prognosis has a reasonable chance of success. This claim still holds in the
context of web application testing.

Indeed, the focus on actual foreseeable challenges brings substantial ad-
vantages over blindly guessing the future. First, the current challenges are
concrete and, thus, are actionable. They are often imposed by the choice of a
specific technology or the way the software is designed. Second, those chal-
lenges are tangible and clearly recognizable; they have a significant impact
on the software quality and developer’s productivity. The latter fact creates a
sense of urgency to address these issues. Therefore, if a satisfactory solution
is found, it is likely to be adopted by the practitioners and will remain valid
for at least some time. However, this solution may quickly become obsolete
because of the fast pace of the technology aging. Let us consider as examples
such frameworks as Adobe Flex, Microsoft Silverlight and Yahoo YUI. They all have
already become outdated despite their seemingly recent popularity and wide
adoption in practice. On the other hand, JavaScript and HTML5 will most like
to stay around for a while because of the depth to which they penetrated the
web development stack. That is precisely why the long-term prediction is still
an attractive alternative.

There are certain principles that we could follow in order to increase the
longevity of testing solutions. First of all, a solution should be as much as
possible technology agnostic. This principle makes it less susceptible to the
ever-changing trends in software development. This approach promotes so-
lutions that are loosely coupled with the internals of the current frameworks
of developer’s favor. Although a complete disconnection is hardly achievable,
it is reasonable to rely on the technologies that are already widely accepted
by the major market players and are open-source rather than proprietary. An-
other principle to maximize the lifespan of our solutions is to focus on the
fundamental problems in the testing field. For example, the oracle inference
and test generation are the cornerstone questions that are valid regardless of
the technology used.

Finally, to increase the quality of predictions and improve their precision,
we should better understand the present state of things. In the case of testing,
it means we should carefully look into the current trends of software testing
in industry. This knowledge will help us to uncover the driving force behind
certain decisions. With this information at hand, we could answer the vital
questions such as “why some tools and solutions worked, and some others
did not?”,“what are the actual constraints developers face adopting new test-
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ing techniques?”, and “whether there are any problems in the development
process worth of research?”. Though new experience reports on the automa-
tion of the web applications testing continue to appear, e.g. [Debroy et al.
2018], their number is insignificant. Without practitioners actively reflecting
on the testing challenges, and researchers working on the widespread adop-
tion of their tools, the speed of progress in the field of web application testing
is hard to move.
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